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1.

Introduction

This document provides master responses to both written and oral comments on the Syar Napa Quarry
Surface Mining Permit #P08-00337 Environmental Impact Report (EIR) received after the Final EIR was
completed. These master responses have been prepared to address comments received at the January
7, 2015 Planning Commission hearing, from both the public and the Planning Commission as well as
comments on the EIR received from January 5 through May 31, 2015. The responses herein address
comments received on the four following environmental issues: Aesthetics, Noise and Vibration, Air
Quality and Dust, and Groundwater Hydrology. The master responses are organized by these four
resource categories. At the beginning of each resource category response there is a summary of the oral
and written comments made on that particular resource. Attachment C includes the list of those who
provided oral comments during the Planning Commission Meeting, as well as the written comments
received after the publication of the Final EIR.
In addition, Syar has proposed modifications to the project to alleviate concerns raised at the January 7,
2015, Planning Commission Hearing. The proposed modifications are described in more detail in Section
2 (also see Attachment B). Attachment D are the revised and clarified Mitigation Measures associated
with the proposed project taking into consideration the modified project.

2.

Proposed Modifications to the Project

In response to concerns raised at the January 7, 2015 Planning Commission Hearing on the Syar Napa
Quarry project, on March 17, 2015 Syar formally proposed the following modifications to the proposed
project (see Attachment B) that is described in the Syar Napa Quarry Draft EIR:
1. A reduction of the proposed annual production level down to 1.3 million tons per year consistent
with the Reduced Production Alternative as identified in the DEIR.
2. A reduction in the size of the expansion areas as shown on Exhibits 1 and 2 (of Attachment 2). In
the Pasini Parcel, this includes doubling the size of the setback from the property line from 50 feet
to 100 feet (Exhibit 1, Attachment 2). In the northeast area adjacent to the State Blue Pit, this
consists of removing the northern-most 10 acres of the expansion area (Exhibit 2, Attachment 2).
These reductions in the expansion areas would further reduce potential noise, vibration, and visual
impacts of the project to the north and east. It would also reduce impacts to oak woodlands,
particularly in the northeast area. This reduction would also preserve the encroaching SWP trails
and includes the provision to develop a License Agreement with the County to allow all the existing
established trails currently a located on Syar holdings to remain in place and to allow continued
public access.
3. Syar proposes the following clarification to Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 to indicate: 1) the mitigation
would be applied in both expansion areas, and (2) clearing of topsoil and overburden are limited to
the hours of operation stated in Section 3.5.7. As additional mitigation in the expansion areas, Syar
would also: (1) limit blasting to the hours of 10:00 am to 4:00 pm weekdays, with no blasting on
Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, and (2) within 400 feet of the property line, and where such
activities are visible from the trails in Skyline Park, limit topsoil and overburden removal activities to
the hours of 7:00 am to noon on weekdays, with no such activities on Saturdays, Sundays, or
holidays.
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4. To provide additional screening, Syar would plant oak trees in the setback of the Pasini expansion
area in the general location shown on Exhibit 1 (Attachment 2), within the first two years of the
permit term.
5. Syar would provide 48 hours’ notice of blasting via a website and provide 48 hours email notice to
anyone who requests to receive notice via email.
6. Syar would agree to not blast when sustained wind speeds at the quarry exceed 20 miles per hour.

3.

Master Response – Aesthetics

Comments received at the January 7, 2015 Planning Commission Hearing and in comment letters
identified herein on aesthetics and visual resources associated with the proposed project are summarized
as follows:


The Draft EIR did not address foreground visual impacts, only mid-ground and background visual
impacts.



The document doesn’t provide any views from Imola Avenue, near the preschool, and ignores this
foreground view.



Figures aren’t usable in the document as there are no topographic overlays on the aesthetics
figures.



Views from Skyline Wilderness Park, particularly through the Pasini property, are important and
critical to the users of the park. Concerns over views and aesthetics were not limited to the Pasini
Parcel; however that area was of greatest concern.



Any visual intrusion of industrial activity into Skyline Wilderness Park would adversely affect park
user experiences and should be identified as significant.

3.1

Introduction

Visual impacts are generally assessed by estimating the amount of visual change introduced by project
components, the degree to which any changes may be visible to surrounding viewer groups, and the
general sensitivity of viewer groups to landscape alterations. Visual changes are usually measured by
three factors:


the amount of visual contrast that project components create (changes to form, line, color, texture,
and scale in the landscape)



the amount of view obstruction that occurs (loss of view), and



degradation of specific scenic resources (e.g., removal of scenic trees and/or hillsides).

Visual contrast would be considered significant if the visual contrast is strong as a result of re-graded
landforms, alteration or elimination of ridgelines, or changes introduced by the project that result in
landscape colors, textures, and scale of visual components that are inconsistent with the natural
surroundings. View obstruction would be considered significant if the project would obstruct foreground or
mid-ground views of the viewed area seen from sensitive viewing areas. Degraded visual quality would be
considered significant if the project severely altered or displaced specific scenic resources composed of
striking landform features, aesthetic water bodies, mature stands of native/cultural trees (e.g., historic
hedgerows), or highly visible historic structures.
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The following master response first summarizes the study area and methodology for determining aesthetic
impacts that was presented in the Syar Napa Quarry Draft EIR, and then provides a detailed response, in
Section 3.7, to the comments related to aesthetics. The exception to this is the issue of topographic
overlays, which is addressed below. A summary of the responses is as follows:
Foreground visual impacts: four of the 12 visual simulations presented and analyzed in the Draft EIR were
of foreground views. Foreground views also are discussed in Section 3.7, below.
Views from Imola Avenue: New simulations have been prepared and analysis provided, the details of
which are discussed below in Section 3.7. The simulations include the project as originally proposed and
as modified by Syar on March 17, 2015.
Figures should have topographic overlays: Several figures in the aesthetics section use two dimensional
views of the project study area, thus providing a sense of the topography. In addition, the topography of
each visual simulation vantage point is indicated in the profile line-of-sight figures as described in Section
3.5 below. It was not necessary for the analysis to also have topographic overlays on the aesthetic figures
because they are provided in other figures in the Draft EIR and the Aesthetics Section figures could be too
cluttered and unreadable. However, there are other figures in the Draft EIR that provide topographic lines
that the reader could view. This includes Figure 3-5 and Figure 4.8-10 of the Draft EIR (and included here
in Attachment A).
Views through Pasini property are important: Views of the proposed project at its southern extent in
relation to SWP and as seen from SWP were considered. Two visual simulations where prepared from
this side of the project site and analyzed in the Draft EIR. This analysis is further discussed in Section 3.7.
Visual intrusion of industrial activity into Skyline Wilderness Park should be considered significant: Existing
views from Skyline Wilderness Park include quarry activities, however it has been concluded this would
not be significant with implementation of the project as further explained below. In addition, as part of the
project, trees would be planted for additional screening. Screening would be planted as part of
reclamation as well as part of the Project (as modified on March 17, 2105). Screening trees planted as
part of recent project modification would be planted prior to the initiation of vegetation or overburden
removal, or quarrying activities occurring in previously undisturbed areas. This analysis is further
discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2

Visual Study Area

The “visual study area” was defined as a 5.5-mile radius around the outer edge of the project site and was
divided into a series of “distance zones,” which consist of roughly concentric circles radiating outward from
the outer edge of the project site (see Figure 4.1-1 of the Draft EIR [Also see Attachment A of this
document]) for a depiction of the distance zones; see Chapter 3, Project Description, for a detailed
description of the project site). Distance zones are as follows:
1. Foreground Zone (less than 1 mile from edge of quarry expansion area)
2. Mid-ground Zone (1 mile to 3 miles from edge of quarry expansion area)
3. Background Zone (3 miles to 5 miles from edge of quarry expansion area)
4. Distant Background Zone (>5 miles from edge of quarry expansion area)
Within the Foreground Zone, features are easily distinguishable and details can be readily seen. Large
features such as buildings or hillsides can completely dominate the visual field. Within the Mid-ground
Zone, features begin to blend together and individual details are much more difficult to distinguish. Large
features such as buildings or hillsides become secondary elements in the visual field. Trees are seen as
stands of trees, buildings are seen as building clusters, and topography is seen as landforms. The existing
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quarry, as well as the extent of the project site, is a recognizable feature of the visual field in the Midground Zone, but do not dominate the view. The Background Zone is dominated by the horizon. Within the
Background Zone, features are generally blended components of the broader landscape. Large features
may be indistinguishable from their surroundings, and therefore colors of individual elements become
difficult to differentiate. Site observations demonstrate that the color, texture, and other visual
characteristics of the existing quarry, as well as the extents of the project site, become nearly
imperceptible at a distance of three to five miles. At this distance, the quarry and project site consume a
very small portion of an observer’s field of view and begin to blend in with the background. Beyond five
miles is the Distant Background Zone, which can extend indefinitely to the furthest distance from which a
feature is visible. Beyond five miles, the existing quarry and project site are difficult to distinguish from its
surroundings and appear to be a part of the broader landscape.

3.3

Views of the Project Site

East of the project site, Skyline Wilderness Park (SWP) has direct foreground views of east-facing
previously mined areas, as shown in Image 4 in the Draft EIR (see Attachment 1). Views from the east are
limited to a very narrow band of visibility because the terrain east of the project site is steep and heavily
vegetated. From the south, views are relatively restricted due to a large high-elevation hillside that blocks
views of the project site. Most of the Foreground and Mid-ground Zone areas west and northwest of the
quarry have limited views due to intervening buildings and urban trees. Views from the west are generally
only available from locations with open, unobstructed views of the hillsides to the east, which is relatively
rare in the urbanized areas of the City of Napa. Similarly, views from the north are very limited due to
intervening topography just north of the quarry, as well as intervening buildings and vegetation. Views
from Imola Avenue looking south are further discussed below in Section 3.6 Photographic Simulations of
the project (Images 1 through 4).

3.4

Methodology1

The methodology developed specifically for the aesthetics analysis was based on methodologies and
recommendations developed by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), U.S. Forest Service (USFS), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), as
well as methodologies developed for visual impact assessments analyzing similarly-sized surface mining
and quarrying projects e.g., Lake Herman Quarry in Solano County and Harris Quarry in Mendocino
County).
The following is a summary of the methodology used to prepare the Aesthetics Special Study (Appendix F
of the Draft EIR) and the Aesthetics section of the Draft EIR.
1. Identify study parameters:
a. Review regulatory guidance (including local jurisdictions) to determine significance criteria.
b. Review comment letters on Notice of Preparation specifically addressing aesthetic concerns.
c. Define project and establish areas of grading and other project activities that may be visible from
outside the project area.
d. Determine locations from which the project site is currently visible.
e. Evaluate visual contrast and quality of existing conditions at project site to establish “visual
baseline.”
f. Identify and classify categories of potential sensitive receptors in the visual study area.
2. Define the Visual Study Area.
1

Reference Appendix F (Napa Quarry Proposed Expansion Aesthetics Study) of the Draft EIR for further information.
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a. Establish Distance Zones.
b. Establish Landscape Similarity Zones.
c. Determine existing visual character in Visual Study Area.
3. Model visibility of project:
a. Identify all visual components of project.
b. Create 3D GIS-based digital elevation model and digital terrain model of project.
c. Calculate viewshed of project in 3D model.
d. Map sensitive receptor locations.
e. Determine “modeled” visibility of project from sensitive receptor locations.
4. Conduct field assessments:
a. Drive to a sample of sensitive receptor locations.
b. Determine accuracy of model’s predictions.
c. Photograph project site from each sensitive receptor location visited (2009 and 2010).
5. Simulate and model project impacts:
a. Calibrate viewshed model based on results of first field visit (if necessary).
b. Calculate viewshed and line-of-sight visibility at selected sensitive receptor locations.
c. Use photographs taken during field visits and 3D model to simulate appearance of proposed
project.
6. Analyze the degree of impacts.
7. Determine significance of project impacts.

3.5

Viewshed Model and Potential Sensitive Receptors

A viewshed model was created (in 3D) to depict existing and proposed project conditions. The first step in
creating the viewshed model was to create a digital terrain model of the project site as it currently exists.
The ground surface in this model was then modified to “excavate” the existing ground surface at the
project site in order to three-dimensionally represent the proposed project. The modelling was based on
spatial and vertical parameters of the project portrayed in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 of the Draft EIR (see
Attachment A). Once the modified digital terrain model was ready with the proposed project contours, the
next step was to create a “viewshed” of the project. The term “viewshed” refers to the areas in the
landscape that can be seen from a given location (i.e. not blocked by topography, vegetation, or the built
environment).
A composite viewshed of the proposed project was developed using the following method. Four-hundred
points were randomly assigned within the limits of excavation, which included points around the project’s
highest elevations, along the project’s “vertical” walls, and along the “floor” of the quarry. A model was
initiated that calculated the viewshed of each point, effectively generating 400 unique viewsheds from
these 400 points within the project. The model then combined these viewsheds into a single composite
viewshed. The model was then set to display the relative percent of these points that could be seen
throughout the study area. Figure 4.1-3 (Composite Viewshed of Project) in the Draft EIR displays the
results of this process (see Attachment 1).
The next step in producing the viewshed model was to identify potential sensitive receptors (PSRs) in the
visual study area using the criteria established in section 4.1.1-1 Sensitive Receptor Categories (Appendix
F of the Draft EIR). These are the potential sites from which visual impact from the project could occur.
Using the criteria referenced above, two-hundred and thirty-one (231) PSRs were identified within the
visual study area, which includes all the parks, open space areas, trails, schools, golf courses, cemeteries,
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and Registered Historic Places in the visual study area. This number does not include private residences
or privately owned lands, though neighbourhoods such as Terrace/Shurtleff and River East were
considered.
The identification of the 231 sites was done primarily by overlaying various types of existing Geographic
Information System (GIS) data over the study area. GIS data was provided by the County of Napa, the US
Geological Survey, the Department of the Interior, the Bay Area Protected Areas Database (BPAD), and
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) Tele Atlas. Each of the 231 PSRs identified was
assigned a unique site number and a precise “point” location in the GIS.
Once the PSRs were mapped, it was then possible to conduct an analysis of the potential visibility (or
“viewshed”) of the project from each of the PSRs. By overlaying the PSRs over the viewshed model of the
project, it is possible to determine the PSRs that do not have views of the project due to intervening
topography and the PSRs whose views of the project are not blocked by topography. Based on these
modeled findings, the next step in this visual analysis was to identify sites whose views were blocked by
buildings and/or vegetation.
Four site reconnaissance field visits were conducted for this analysis in March and April of 2009 and
March and June of 2010. During the site visits, project staff visited 89 of the PSR sites with two primary
objectives: (1) field-check the accuracy of the viewshed model described above and (2) take photographs
of the project site from key PSRs.
Twenty-three of the sites visited in the field were labelled as “no view” by the software model. The model’s
predictions were found to be 100% accurate at all of these “no view” sites visited.
The remaining 66 PSRs visited in the field were modeled as having at least some view of the project.
However, as described above, the model only takes topography into consideration and does not consider
the screening effects of buildings, vegetation, and other large non-topographical features. Therefore, field
visits to 51 PSRs indicated that the model provided some “false positives” in which the model accurately
predicted that topography was not blocking the view, but failed to determine that some other feature (such
as a building) was blocking the view. As such, several sites that had modeled views of the project actually
did not have unobstructed views of the project due to buildings and trees blocking the line-of-site.

3.6

Photographic Simulations of the Project

In the Draft EIR, photo simulations of the project site were developed at 12 viewpoints to illustrate
anticipated changes to the visual character of the landscape as seen from characteristic viewpoints within
the visual study area. While the sites selected for the simulations are not the only sites in the study area
with views of the project, the intent of the selected sites was to serve as representative views of the
project site as seen from other similar sites: in other words the simulations in the Draft EIR were intended
to provide representative views of the project site as seen from various locations within the larger
community. The viewpoints were selected in consultation with Napa County. They were selected with the
intent of ensuring that simulations were conducted within each of the distance zones, within each of the
Landscape Similarity Zones, and from various orientations. These 12 locations provide an overall view of
the project from various vantage points, view orientations, and angles throughout the visual study area.
Each simulation consists of two or three images. The first image shows the project area as of the year
2009 or 2010 (the visual baseline). The second image shows a simulation of the project area as of the
year 2048, or 35 years after the project has been fully implemented. The reader is reminded that the
simulations are based on the maximum excavation of the project (i.e. the fullest extent of the project), or
the project’s “worst case scenario”. For a few of the views a post reclamation simulation was also
conducted (i.e. Site N17, Image 31) depicting conditions post reclamation.
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As shown in Figure 4.1-4 of the Draft EIR (and included here in Attachment 1), four viewpoints were taken
within the foreground, six viewpoints were taken in the mid-ground, and two were taken in the
background. In this document, a thirteenth simulation is provided in response to images shown at the
January 7, 2015 Planning Commissions Meeting.
th

In a presentation by Ms. Susanne VonRosenberg (2168 Penny Lane, Napa) given at the January 7
hearing, a good portion of the northern hillside separating the quarry from uses to the north was shown as
being removed as part of the proposed project. While this image provided a representative view of the
project site form this location, it did not accurately depict Syar’s property. Approximately half of the area
shown to be removed in this view was of Skyline Wilderness Park, with the remainder being Syar property.
In response to Ms. VonRosenberg’s presentation, three additional photo simulations have been prepared
from the same general location to accurately depict what the quarrying operations would look like under
three different scenarios. The photo simulations included in this document are from the very northwest
corner of Skyline Wilderness Park just south of Imola Avenue and just east of the driveway entrance to the
Napa County Office of Education (2121 Imola Avenue): also included is an existing conditions image from
Imola Avenue looking south from this location (see Images 1 through 4 of this document).

The photo in Image 1 is an existing conditions view from Imola Avenue looking south similar to the image
in the Powerpoint presentation prepared by Ms. VonRosenberg. Image 2 shows the proposed project’s
worse-case 35-year view scenario without reclamation, from the same location as Image 1. As noted, the
proposed project would include interim and final reclamation. Image 3 shows the new reduced mining
area boundary (reduction of approximately 10.7 acres in the northern-most portion of the propose
expansion area, as described in Section 2.0 above) proposed by Syar (see Exhibit 2 in Attachment B).
This is also a worse-case view scenario as it does not include any interim reclamation. Image 4 shows the
new reduced mining area boundary proposed by Syar but includes vegetation included in final
reclamation. These views from Imola Avenue looking south are fairly limited because of the saddle (or
notch) in the hills above the barn shown in the photo simulations: traveling farther east or west along
Imola Avenue, views of project activities become further reduced because of topographic and vegetative
screening. See Images 15, 21, 23, and 26 (included here in Attachment 1 and also in Section 4.1 –
Aesthetics, in the Draft EIR) for examples of post-reclamation views which would also be representative of
views anticipated for the area shown in Image 1, below.

3.7

Project Significance

Mining would be gradual because it is dependent on the demand for aggregate materials (such as basalt
rock) in the region. Basically, Syar would start stepping back from the current Snake Pit area, north into
the Pasini Parcel. Each step back into the Pasini area would be about 200 feet at a time. Once Syar
removes vegetation and overburden, Syar would start benching down a maximum of 50 feet and 25 feet
out as shown on the current mining plan (Image 3-1 in Attachment 1). From the current floor of Snake Pit
to the top of the area to be mined first on the Pasini parcel is about a 350 foot drop, so, Syar could
potentially get seven benches. More benches would be constructed as the elevation rises. The rate at
which this would occur is dependent on the need for aggregate materials in the region. Syar does not
anticipate getting near the Pasini knoll for many years; therefore, the greatest visual changes are
anticipated to occur towards the end of the 35-year project timeframe when the Project could be expect to
reach its fullest extent. Subsequent to quarrying activities reclamation would occur, which would include
re-vegetation of quarried slopes. This process would be similar for areas in the northeast expansion area
located east of the State Blue Pit.
th

The reduction in the size of the expansion area boundary proposed by Syar on March 17 (removal of
approximately 10.7 acres of expansion area located in the very northeast portion of the project area)
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would further reduce views of quarry activities from Imola Avenue and other areas to the north (see
Images 3 and 4 and Exhibit 2 in Attachment 2).
The existing quarry is currently visible from multiple geographic orientations throughout the vicinity
including from portions of Skyline Tail located immediately east of the State Blue Pit, as noted in the Draft
EIR and discussed above. The quarry is less visible than it otherwise might be because Syar currently
employs several strategies to minimize visual impacts. The following minimization strategies are already in
practice at the quarry and would continue to be used for the proposed project:
1. Retention of existing topographic screens that block views of the quarry. The primary existing
visual topographic screen is along the northwest edge of the project site, as shown in Image 3 of
the Draft EIR (and included in Attachment 1 herein). This screen is west of State Grey Pit.
Whereas the quarry is clearly visible in the centre of Image 3 (Attachment 1), views of the quarry
are blocked along the left side of the image due to the topographic screen. This vegetated ridge is
approximately 175 to 375 feet in elevation and serves as an effective visual screen for most current
quarry activities occurring in the northeast portion of the project site, especially for low-elevation
views from the west and southwest. This topographic screen would be maintained throughout the
life of the project and would continue to minimize/mitigate visual impacts.
2. Vegetative screening of exposed quarry walls. The quarry walls generally consist of nearly vertical
planes interrupted by nearly horizontal benches, resulting in a stair-step effect, with 50-foot vertical
faces and 25-foot horizontal benches. As each horizontal bench is completed, the bench can be
loaded with soil and vegetated. An example of such vegetative screening is highlighted with the
white arrow in Image 9 (Attachment 1). The white arrow is pointing to two rows of trees planted
along existing benches, which effectively hide the quarry face behind them. Re-vegetation to
establish and screen excavated areas would take between five and 10 years depending on the
individual and species of trees planted.
3. Directional quarrying. Directional quarrying is another strategy that currently minimizes potential
visual impacts. This technique is highlighted with the black arrow in Image 9 (Attachment 1). In this
process, excavation begins along upper slopes and then proceeds inward and downward. While
the elevation of the ridgeline is progressively lowered, the ridgeline is maintained to block views
into the active quarry. The effect generated by this approach is known as the “vanishing horizon
effect.” The highest elevation rims of quarry pits are removed from inside the quarry pit, with each
subsequent stage of material removal also occurring inside the quarry rim. As a result, quarrying
activities generally cannot be seen from outside the pit. The area behind the black arrow is a large
quarry pit, but it cannot be seen from this particular viewpoint because it is being mined from the
“inside outward.”
As noted previously, Skyline Wilderness Park has direct foreground views of east-facing previously mined
areas, as shown in Image 4 in the Draft EIR and in Attachment 1. As originally proposed the Project
included the Relocation of sections of the Skyline Trail located in the northeast portion of the site, as
detailed in Section 4.14 (Recreation), from the quarry property back onto Skyline Wilderness Park
property. While this would have ultimately put the trail even farther east from the property line than its
current location and would therefore be less visible of quarry operations for trail users due to a greater
distance from the mine and visual shielding by existing trees and shrubs at Skyline Wilderness Park. As
described in Section 2 Syar has modified the project to exclude a 10.7-acrea area in the northeast corner
of the property that contains these encroaching trails; therefore, eliminating the need to relocate these
trails. This project modification also includes the provision to develop a License Agreement with the
County to allow all the existing established trails currently located on Syar holdings to remain in place and
to allow continued public access.
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In the Pasini Parcel, Syar has proposed to increase the setback from 50 feet to 100 feet from the Pasini
Parcel property line adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park (see Exhibit 1). To provide additional visual
screening, Syar would plant oak trees in the setback of the Pasini expansion area, in the general location
as shown in Exhibit 1 (Attachment 2) within the first two years of the permit term. The location of these
tree planting are intended to provide visual screening of proposed quarrying activities occurring within the
Pasini Parcel from park users that would be looking southward, primarily from Skyline Trail where it turns
eastward at the Pasini Parcel and at convergence of Skyline and Buckeye trails where the Skyline Trial
turns back southward. This boundary modification wouldn’t drastically change views from Sites C10 and
C11 (Figure 4.1-4 in Attachment 1); however it would provide more screening between Skyline Wilderness
Park and the project along the Pasini Parcel property boundary. The proposed screening trees would not
block significant off-site views from SWP to the south as those views are currently of side and uphill
slopes that don’t look over any scenic vistas.
As detailed in Section 4.1.3.3 of the Draft EIR, at some of the off-site locations (such as those in Skyline
Wilderness Park and from some areas along Imola Avenue), the project would increase the level of visual
contrast, would create large areas of color contrast inconsistent with the adjacent landscape character,
would change existing landscape textures by removing existing vegetation and exposing native soil/rock,
and the size of the project would potentially exceed the scope of the nearby natural land forms. However,
it is important to note that the current excavation areas are visible under existing conditions and the visual
character of the project site and its surroundings would not be substantially changed by implementation of
the proposed project and that the viewshed would slowly change incrementally over 35 years. There are
very few locations in which the project would create new unobstructed views of quarry activities that do not
already have at least some degree of views of existing quarry activities. The amount of visual contrast
from project activities would not substantially change from existing conditions. For example, Image 41 in
the Draft EIR (and included here in Attachment 1) shows three existing natural rock outcroppings
appearing throughout the visual study area as compared to a photograph of an existing quarry face within
the project site. As shown in the image, the exposed faces of the existing quarry are similar in visual
character to the natural rock faces. Views of natural rock faces can be valued as visual resources, as
shown in Image 42 in the Draft EIR (and Attachment 1) of a bench with views of a natural rock outcropping
east of Skyline Wilderness Park. Expanded quarry faces created by the project are likely to appear natural
to some viewers as well. In other cases, individuals would recognize the project as an active quarry. In
either case, although the expanded quarry faces created by implementation of the proposed project would
modify views of the project site from existing conditions, even the proposed project’s worst-case scenario
would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings, nor
would it obstruct key views or vistas in the vicinity.
Furthermore, the modified project would further reduce the amount of visual change as seen from midground and foreground vantage points to the north and west (as shown in Images 3 and 4), and of views
from within SWP, in particular views from SWP trails located on Syar lands within the northeast corner of
the holding (i.e. form the trails that were previously proposed to be relocated). The existing visual
character associated with these trails, as well as their functioning, would be maintained and not materially
change as a result of the modified project because they would not need to be relocated.
While this project modification would retain existing trials, some portions of the encroaching Skyline Trail
would be in close proximity to proposed mining boundaries, in particular where the trail comes in close
proximity to the existing rock wall that runs along this proposed mining boundary. Due to the limited
occurrences that the trial comes in close proximity to the wall (approximately 3 based on trial alignment
and site inspection conducted by county staff on April 6, 2015) and the existing mining occurring in the
area (i.e. State Blue Pit) the overall effect on the visual character of this particular area is considered to be
less than significant.
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Image 1: From Imola Avenue looking south toward
Skyline Wilderness Park and the proposed project.
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Image 2: Photosimulation looking south from Imola
Avenue: 35-year worse-case scenario view with no
interim or final reclamation.
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Image 3: Photosimulation looking south from Imola
Avenue: 35-year proposed reduced expansion area
with no reclamation.
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Image 4: Photosimulation looking south from Imola
Avenue: 35-year proposed reduced expansion area
with final reclamation.
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Foreground and mid-ground views within the viewshed would not be substantially obstructed, altered, or
degraded from sensitive viewing areas because of existing topographic screening and existing and
proposed vegetative screening, and the existing visual character of the area. Degradation of scenic
resources would not be significant because the proposed project would not severely alter or displace any
striking landform features, aesthetic water bodies, historic hedgerows, or historic structures. For the
reasons stated above and within the Draft and Final EIRs, and with the inclusion of existing minimization
strategies already in practice at the quarry, the impact would be less than significant

4.

Master Response – Noise and Vibration

Public comments received after the circulation of the proposed Final EIR, including those presented at the
Napa County Planning Commission hearing on January 7, 2015, generally were in regard to the
consistency of the project with applicable General Plan noise standards, Napa County Code Chapter 8.16
(Noise Control Regulations), and the feasibility or effectiveness of proposed mitigation measures in
reducing operational noise levels to less-than-significant levels. Comments also questioned the validity of
the noise and vibration studies as they related to sensitive residential and educational uses to the north
and recreation uses to the north and east, including the characterization of ambient and project conditions.
In addition, comments received recommended that adequate notification of blast events be provided to the
surround public and sensitive land uses prior to blasting events.
The following response first summarizes the Noise and Vibration chapter of the Draft EIR, and includes a
discussion of the existing noise environment in the project vicinity, a brief summary of the applicable
regulatory criteria, a brief description of the assessment’s methodology, and a summary of project impacts
and mitigation measures necessary for compliance with the established significance thresholds.
Additionally a quantitative comparison of predicted noise and vibration levels that would be expected from
the proposed changes to project operations as described in Section 2 above (reduced expansion areas
and further limit blasting and overburden removal activities).

4.1

Noise and Vibration Chapter Setting Section

The setting section of the Noise and Vibration chapter provides background information of
fundamentals of acoustics, ground borne vibration, and blasting, so that the reader can understand
technical terms and concepts used in acoustical analyses. Sensitive receptors in the project vicinity
then identified, and the existing noise conditions in the project vicinity are also described to establish
baseline noise environment used for comparative purposes in the impact assessment.

the
the
are
the

A comprehensive noise monitoring survey was made at representative receptor locations surrounding the
quarry by Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. (I&R) in October 2009. The noise monitoring survey included longterm (LT) noise measurements at five locations and short-term (ST) noise measurements at two locations.
Several additional noise measurements were made within the quarry itself to document noise levels close
to operating quarry equipment. Draft EIR Figure 4.11-1 (Appendix A) shows the approximate locations of
long-term and short-term noise measurements. Draft EIR Table 4.11-4 summarizes the long-term noise
data. The noise data collected at each of the noise measurement sites included noise from activities at
Syar Napa Quarry as well as all other ambient noise sources in the project vicinity (e.g., vehicular traffic,
aircraft, etc.). The data collected in 2009 continue to represent existing noise conditions at receptors in the
project vicinity as major operation at the Syar Napa Quarry or other ambient noise sources in the project
vicinity have not changed substantially since 2009.
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With respect to the LT noise measurements that were taken from Tuesday October 6 through Monday
October 12, 2009, the following characterizes mining activities and operations occurring within the Quarry
on that specific day (J. Gomez, April 30, 2015): October 6 - The asphalt plant (A/C plant) the blue rock
plant (main crusher on lower floor) and sand plant were in operation, one loader was sorting rip rap in
State Grey Pit, and operations/processing in the blue rock plant extended through a swing shift (a swing
shift is typically form 3:30 pm to 11:30 pm or 1:30 am); October 7 - The AC plant the blue rock plant and
the aggregate base plant (AB plant - recycle area upper floor) were in operation, aggregate materials were
loaded and hauled rock out of State Blue, drilling occurred in the Snake Pit, scalping occurred at the AB
plant, and processing in the blue rock plant extended through a swing shift; October 8 – the AC plant and
the blue rock plant were in operation, aggregate materials were loaded and hauled from State Grey Pit,
and processing in the blue rock plant extended through a swing shift; October 9 – The AC plant blue rock
plant and the AB plant were in operation, drilling in Snake Pit occurred, materials were loaded and hauled
from Rock Area 1 and from State Grey, and processing in the blue rock plant extended through a swing
shift; October 10 - Maintenance took place on the blue rock plant, and processing in the blue rock plant
extended through a swing shift; October -11 - No operations occurred (Sunday); and October 12 – The AC
plant blue rock plant and the AB plant were in operation, materials were be loaded and hauled from State
Blue Pit and Rock Area 1, and processing in the blue rock plant extended through a swing shift. Syar has
indicated that they do not conduct operations during a graveyard shift (i.e. from 11:30 pm through 7:30
am).
A review of the ambient noise data summary shows that existing noise levels at representative receptor
locations are compatible with the existing land uses when assessed against the County’s noise and land
use compatibly guidelines below (General Plan Community Character Policy CC-39). The data also show
that noise levels at receptor locations did not vary substantially during quarry operational hours on
weekdays versus the same hours on weekend days. The results of this comparison show that noise levels
resulting from existing operations are not substantial contributors to the ambient noise environment at
receptor locations surrounding the quarry. Also, the review of the ambient noise data did not reveal any
exceedances of the noise thresholds established in the Napa County General Plan or Noise Ordinance as
described in this section.

Noise Compatibility Guidelines
Community Character Policy CC-39
(Expressed as a 24-hour day-night average or Ldn)
Land Use

Completely
Compatible

Tentatively
Compatible

Normally
Incompatible

Completely
Incompatible

Residential

Less than 55 dBA

55-60 dBA

60-75 dBA

Greater than 75 dBA

Commercial

Less than 65 dBA

65-75 dBA

75-80 dBA

Greater than 80 dBA

Industrial

Less than 70 dBA

70-80 dBA

80-85 dBA

Greater than 85 dBA

Furthermore, as detailed in Section 3.7.7 of the Draft EIR, it is anticipated that the quarry would typically
operate approximately 250 days per year accounting for weekends, holidays, and other breaks in the
production schedule. Therefore, there could be up to approximately 100 days per year that noise
associated quarry operations would not occur.
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Draft EIR TABLE 4.11-4: Summary Of Long-Term Data Collected During The Noise
Monitoring Survey
Average Noise Levels (Leq1)
during Quarry Operational
Hours
Weekday
Weekend

Ldn2

Site

Description

LT-1

Southeast property line of the quarry, ~5,000 feet
from the AB/Recycling Plant.

40-50

39-46

48-49

LT-2

Northeast property line of the quarry near the
Skyline Trail.

38-52

39-46

46-49

LT-3

Northwest property line of the quarry along the
Bay Area Ridge Trail (River to Ridge Trail) located
west of and leading towards Skyline Wilderness
Park.

43-50

42-54

47-51

LT-4

Skyline Wilderness Park near the Horse Arena.

41-52

40-52

46-52

LT-5

100 feet west of the centerline of SR 221.

72-74

--

74-75

Source: Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc., July 2012.
1
Equivalent Noise Level, Leq - The average A-weighted noise level during the measurement period. See DEIR Page 4.11-2 for
definitions of acoustical terminology.
2
Day-Night Level, Ldn - Ldn is the equivalent noise level for a continuous 24-hour period with a 10-decibel penalty imposed during
nighttime and morning hours (10:00 PM to 7:00 AM).

As noted in DEIR Section 4.11.1.6 (Blasting Survey Locations and Results), I&R also monitored ground
vibration and air-blast overpressures during two types of blasting events typical of those that regularly
occur at the Syar Napa Quarry as part of the existing baseline conditions. The first blasting event
monitored during the vibration survey was a pit blast (also known as a sink shot) that occurred in the State
Blue Pit at 1:08 PM on January 7, 2010. The second blasting event monitored by I&R staff was a wall
blast that occurred in the State Blue Pit at 9:41 AM on August 6, 2010. The blasts were monitored at three
locations representative of sensitive receptors labelled V-1 (located west-northwest of quarry along Bay
Area Ridge Trail /River to Ridge Trail, V-2 (located at 2100 Imola Avenue and Patton Avenue), and V-3
(located in the archery range of Skyline Wilderness Park) in Draft EIR Figure 4.11-1. Representatives of
Syar also monitored ground vibration and air-blast overpressures at two of these three locations (V-2 and
V-3) and at 2143 Penny Lane. Syar also provided vibration data collected from blasts occurring on
November 13 and December 22, 2009, from locations V-2, V-3 and 2143 Penny Lane that they collected
to supplement and enhance modelling results (see Table 4.11-5).
Vibration data and air-blast overpressures recorded by I&R and Syar during four blasting events that
occurred in the State Blue Pit between November 13, 2009 and August 6, 2010 are summarized in Draft
EIR Table 4.11-5, below. The data were reviewed by I&R and appear to be a reliable source of baseline
data for use in calculating vibration levels at sensitive land uses near proposed mining expansion areas.
Vibration levels from blasting ranged from less than 0.01 to 0.06 in/sec PPV at sensitive locations north of
the quarry, but were typically 0.01 to 0.04 in/sec PPV. For reference, vibration levels of 0.04 in/sec PPV or
less are “barely perceptible,” however, the average person is quite sensitive to ground motion, and
vibration levels as low as 0.01 in/sec can be detected by the human body. Although blasting vibration
levels are “barely perceptible” the vibration levels may be found to be annoying depending on the level of
activity or the sensitivity of the individual to ground vibration. Existing vibration levels measured from
blasting events were below the Federal Transit Administration’s and the former U.S. Bureau of Mines’
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thresholds to avoid damage to structures. Future vibration levels from blasting events located further from
receptors would be expected to be less than those measured during the monitoring survey and below the
established thresholds.
Noise from blasting is primarily composed of sound pressures at frequencies below the threshold-ofhearing for humans (16 to 20 Hz). Therefore, the sound of the blast itself is not audible. The only audible
sounds related to the blasting events documented to establish baseline conditions for the project occurred
prior to and after the blast. Such sources included the warning sirens sounded to ensure safety protocols,
the ignition of blasting caps (which qualitatively sound like firecrackers in the distance), and rock fall.
These sources of audible sounds were only detectable at monitoring positions V-2 and V-3, and only in
the absence of other local noise sources. Audible sounds attributable to blasting events did not exceed
existing ambient levels, nor the standards established in the General Plan or Noise Ordinance.
Measured Air-blast overpressures resulting from the blasts themselves ranged from 101 to 116 dB(L). As
summarized on DEIR Page 4-11.4, the regulatory limit defined by the former United States Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines for air-blast overpressure measured with 2-Hz response seismographs is 133
dB(L). Existing air blast overpressures measured from blasting events were below the Federal Transit
Administration’s and the former U.S. Bureau of Mines limit that have been identified to avoid damage to
structures. Future air-blast overpressures from blasting events located further from these receptors would
be expected to be less than those measured during the monitoring survey and below the established
thresholds.
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Draft EIR TABLE 4.11-5

Summary of Data Collected During State Blue Pit Blasting
Events
Peak Particle Velocity

Date

Distance
Charge
Long.
to Blast
Weight
Vib.
(ft.)
(lbs./delay) (in/sec)

Vert.
Trans.
AirVib.
Vib.
Blast
(in/sec) (in/sec) (dB(L))1

Collected by – Location

11/13/09

2,240

261

0.0356

0.0312

0.0587

116.3

Syar - Skyline Wilderness Park

11/13/09

2,560

261

0.0194

0.0137

0.0181

114.8

Syar - 2100 Imola Avenue

11/13/09

3,500

261

0.0425

0.0344

0.0294

110.9

Syar - 2143 Penny Lane

12/22/09

2,560

170

0.0131

0.0162

0.0150

108.8

Syar - 2100 Imola Avenue

12/22/09

3,500

170

0.0331

0.0250

0.0331

104.9

Syar - 2143 Penny Lane

1/7/10

2,630

270

0.0350

0.0275

0.0306

107.0

Syar - Skyline Wilderness Park

1/7/10

3,700

270

N/A

I&R - Napa State Hospital (V-1)
below trigger level of instrument

1/7/10

2,900

270

0.0162

0.0219

0.0212

106.0

I&R - 2100 Imola Avenue (V-2)

1/7/10

2,900

270

0.0137

0.0187

0.0219

106.0

Syar - 2100 Imola Avenue (V-2)

1/7/10

3,350

270

0.0362

0.0250

0.0231

105.5

I&R – Archery Range (V-3)

1/7/10

3,350

270

0.0362

0.0237

0.0237

104.2

Syar – Archery Range (V-3)

1/7/10

2,650

270

0.0350

0.0275

0.0306

107.0

Syar – Skyline Wilderness Park

8/6/10

3,830

332

N/A

I&R - Napa State Hospital (V-1)
below trigger level of instrument

8/6/10

3,200

332

0.0144

0.0225

0.0219

101.0

I&R - 2100 Imola Avenue (V-2)

8/6/10

3,200

332

0.0150

0.0225

0.0231

101.9

Syar - 2100 Imola Avenue (V-2)

8/6/10

3,650

332

0.0112

0.0162

0.0119

107.5

I&R – Archery Range (V-3)

8/6/10

2,930

332

0.0294

0.0162

0.0331

102.8

Syar – Skyline Wilderness Park

8/6/10

4,315

332

0.0237

0.0069

0.0187

101.9

Syar - 2143 Penny Lane

< 0.0100 < 0.0100 < 0.0100

< 0.0100 < 0.0100 < 0.0100

Source: Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc., July 2012.
Note:
Air-blast levels are presented in terms of dB (L) for the assessment of potential damage to structures (dB (L) is a linear,
unweighted measurement of noise). Regular acoustical noise measurements typically use weighted scales that
discriminate against low frequency noise. Thus for a similar noise source, A-weighted and C-weighted scales will usually
record significantly lower levels of noise.

4.2

Noise and Vibration Chapter Regulatory Framework Section

The Community Character Element of the Napa County General Plan (Napa County 2008) sets forth goals
and policies to protect people from exposure to excessive noise as follows:
Goal CC-8:
Place compatible land uses where high noise levels already exist and minimize noise
impacts by placing new noise-generating uses in appropriate areas.
Policy CC-38: The following are the County’s standards for maximum exterior noise levels for various
types of land uses established in the County’s Noise Ordinance (DEIR Table 4.11-6). Additional standards
are provided in the Noise Ordinance for construction activities (i.e., intermittent or temporary noise).
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a) For the purposes of implementing this policy, standards for residential uses shall be
measured at the housing unit in areas subject to noise levels in excess of the desired
levels shown above.
b) Industrial noise limits are intended primarily for use at the boundary of industrial zones
rather than for noise reduction at the industrial use.
c) Where projected noise levels for a given location are not included in this Element, sitespecific noise modelling may need to be conducted in order to apply the County’s
Noise policies.
d) For further information, see the County Noise Ordinance, Napa County Code 8.16 –
Noise control regulations.
Draft EIR TABLE 4.11-6

Exterior Noise Level Standards (Levels not to be exceeded
more than 30 minutes in any hour, L50)

Land Use Type

Time Period

Noise Level (dBA) by
Noise Zone Classification
Rural

Suburban

Urban

Residential: Single-Family and
Duplexes

10 PM -- 7 AM

45

45

50

7 AM -- 10 PM

50

55

60

Residential: Multiple or county

10 PM -- 7 AM

45

50

55

7 AM -- 10 PM

50

55

60

Commercial
Industrial including Wineries

10 PM -- 7 AM

60

7 AM -- 10 PM

65

Anytime

75

Sources: Napa County Code Section 8.16.070- Exterior noise limits; and Napa County General Plan 2008
Community Character Policy CC-38.

Policy CC-48: Where proposed commercial or industrial land uses are likely to produce noise levels
exceeding the standards contained in this Element at existing or planned noise-sensitive uses, an
acoustical analysis shall be required as part of the environmental review process.
The Napa County Noise Ordinance Section 8.16.070, Exterior Noise Limits, requires that no person shall
operate or cause to be operated any source of sound at any location within the unincorporated area of
Napa County, or allow the creation of any noise on property owned, leased, occupied or otherwise
controlled by such person which causes a noise level when measured on any other property, either
incorporated or unincorporated, to exceed the following limits for rural residential properties during the
hours of 7:00 AM to 10:00 PM:
a. 50 dBA for more than 30 minutes out of an hour (represented by the L50 acoustical descriptor);
b. 55 dBA for more than 15 minutes out of an hour (represented by the L25 acoustical descriptor);
c. 60 dBA for a period of more than 5 minutes out of the hour (represented by the L08 acoustical
descriptor);
d. 65 dBA for a period of more than 1 minute out of an hour (represented by the L02 acoustical
descriptor); or
e. 70 dBA for any period of time (represented by the Lmax acoustical descriptor).
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Nighttime noise level limits are five dBA more restrictive. The ordinance requires that noise levels be
measured with a calibrated sound level meter using the A-weighting scale and the slow meter response.
Measurements are to be conducted at any point on the complainant’s property. Noise standards are
higher for suburban or urban residential developments but the rural residential standard would be
appropriate for sensitive land uses in the quarry vicinity as it is a more conservative threshold for the
analysis. The ordinance requires that adjustments be made to the standard if the Noise Control Officer
(i.e. the Director of the Napa County Environmental Health Division or designee) judges the noise to
contain a steady audible tone such as a whine, screech or hum, or is a repetitive noise such as
hammering or riveting, or contains music or speech.
Because mining equipment typically generates steady noise levels while in operation, the most restrictive
noise limit for the purposes of the noise assessment was determined to be the L50 (the noise level
exceeded 30 minutes in any hour). As noted above, Napa County Noise Ordinance, Section 8.16.070,
also allows higher noise levels for shorter periods of time. For steady noise however, the L50 noise limit is
the lowest noise limit and would be exceeded before any of the other noise limits contained in the code
(L25, L08, L02, or Lmax limits as described above).

4.3

Noise and Vibration Chapter Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Section

Impact 4.11-1 of the Draft EIR identifies a potentially significant noise impact due to aggregate mining
activities and operations on the ridgelines in the expansion areas because worst-case noise levels
calculated as part of the noise analysis could exceed the allowable noise levels as established in the
Napa County General Plan and Napa County Noise Ordinance at residential and educational land uses
along Imola Avenue and Madrone Drive as well as at established activity areas at Skyline Wilderness
Park. Typical aggregate mining activities and operations are described in Section 4.1 above.
Worst-case noise levels were calculated based on the assumption that the predominant noise source
would be unshielded aggregate mining activities occurring near the quarry boundaries at or near the top of
the quarry pit. Aggregate mining activities typically utilize heavy equipment including rock drills, dozers,
loaders, excavators, and rock trucks. After vegetation and overburden is removed from the area to be
mined, the mining area is drilled for subsequent blasting. Blasting loosens the material to be quarried
allowing for a quarry bench to be cut. The bench is then drilled, blasting occurs, and another bench is cut.
This aggregate mining process repeats itself until the mining activities reach the quarry floor. Drills are
used to penetrate the rock to install blast charges. Dozers are normally used to cut the benches and
loaders, excavators, and rock trucks are used to load and transport the aggregate to the processing
areas. The source noise level used in the calculations, 80 dBA L50 at a distance of 100 feet from the
mining activity, assumed that the receptors had direct line-of-sight to the mining equipment. The
calculations assumed that noise from existing on-site support facilities, including the aggregate processing
equipment, which are located further away and in areas shielded by terrain, would continue to be similar
to existing conditions which are generally only audible in the absence of other local noise sources. The
on-site support facilities are not proposed to be expanded or modified with the project. Because of the
distance separating the on-site support facilities and the nearest receptors (approximately 4,000 to 5,000
feet from Imola Avenue residences, the schools south of Imola Avenue, and the primary use areas at
Skyline Wilderness Park), as well as the intervening terrain, the noise level from the on-site support
facilities is calculated to be less than 39 dBA L50, over 10 dBA below the noise level resulting from
unshielded aggregate mining activities alone. The noise from on-site support facilities (i.e., processing
areas) would not measurably contribute to the noise level resulting from unshielded aggregate mining
activities alone. The overall worst-case noise levels that have been determined to be significant would
result from unshielded aggregate mining activities occurring near the quarry boundaries.
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The Syar Napa Quarry would be gradually expanded over time from existing disturbed areas such as the
State Blue Pit, Snake Pit, and the gun range, based on the demand for basalt rock. According to Syar
Napa Quarry, a typical surface mining “step back” into undisturbed areas would cover a distance of
approximately 200 feet with the step back width ranging from 500 feet to 1,000 feet. Once the step back
process is complete, benching would begin downward (maximum of 50 feet down and 25 feet out as
shown on the current mining plan in Appendix H of the Draft EIR). During the step back, trees and shrubs
would first be removed from the area. Depending on the number and density of the trees in the step back
area, the process could last between one and two weeks. The overburden would then be removed from
the step back area over an approximate period of one week. Finally, the step back area would be drilled
for the blasting of the first bench over a period of approximately two days. The overall step back process
would last approximately two to three weeks. Once the step back activities are complete, the benching,
and removal of material, would continue at a rate dependent upon the demand at the time. It could take
one year or many years to mine the “wedge” of material, and before another step back is necessary.
The Quarry anticipates “stepping back” from the current Snake Pit area north into the Pasini Parcel.
Similar numbers and types of mining equipment would be expected during the step back process
including dozers, loaders, excavators, and rock trucks. As a result, source noise levels during the
temporary step back process would be equivalent to the worst-case noise level predictions made for
aggregate mining activities (80 dBA L50 at a distance of 100 feet). The noise due to the step back process
would be short-term occurring over a two to three period at any given time, would move along the quarry
perimeter as the quarry pits as they expand, and would be limited to the hours of 7:00 am to noon on
weekdays, with no such activities on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays.
The step back process, including the removal of overburden and aggregate on the uppermost benches
would result in the highest noise levels received at off-site receptor locations because of the lack of
intervening acoustical shielding between the noise source and the receptor. While this temporary phase of
the mining operation would be similar to construction activities, which is not normally regulated by County
Noise Ordinance Standards that address long-term operations, noise resulting from long-term operations
including temporary phases associated with the step back process is discussed below in Sections 4.4 and
4.5. Under the proposed permit these noise sources are regulated by NCC Section 8.16.070 (Exterior
noise limits) and General Plan Policy CC-38 which are described in Section 4.2 above. It should be noted
that regulating noise generation and exposure during the temporary phases of mining pursuant to NCC
Section 8.16.070 (Exterior noise limits) and General Plan Policy CC-38 is more restrictive than regulating
them as construction activities: under construction activities ((NCC 8.16.080(B)(2)) noise generation and
exposure would be allowed to reach 75dBA from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and 60 dBA from 7p.m. to 7 a.m.

4.4

Mining Noise at Imola Avenue Receptors

Noise levels from overall project operations (i.e. aggregate mining and processing activities) were
calculated at the nearest noise-sensitive receptors to the north of the quarry, which do not currently have
direct line-of-sight to mining activities due to intervening terrain, but would at times have direct line-of-sight
to proposed aggregate mining activities when these expansion activities occur at the top of the eastern
limits of the State Blue pit. These receptor positions were considered to be the most affected receptors for
the analysis because of their relative proximity to the quarry and because topography would not always
provide shielding during worst-case operations.
Calculations assuming unshielded conditions show that noise levels would exceed the daytime (7 AM to
10 PM) Napa County Noise Ordinance limits at the nearest receptors along Imola Avenue. Again, these
worst-case noise levels are only anticipated to occur during the step-back period of approximately two to
three weeks when mining activities at the perimeter of the quarry are within view of receptors in the project
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vicinity. As the mining progresses downward to the quarry floor, the top of the quarry slope would shield
these activities from the view of these receptors, which would in turn reduce potential noise due to
shielding by intervening topography.
A visual simulation of the expanded quarry, made from a point along Imola Avenue and representative of
the future views of nearby receptors, is shown in Image 2 above. Image 2 shows the area in the
foreground where unshielded mining activities would occur. Mining activities at the northernmost end of
the benches located along the quarry expansion area would at times be visible from nearby receptor
positions. Noise reduction measures identified in Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 include the prohibition of
nighttime mining activities in unshielded areas, the prohibition of the daytime mining activities in
unshielded areas to the north and east of the State Blue Pit or Snake Pit within 2,500 feet of sensitive
receptors if noise levels exceed the noise limits (the construction of acoustical shielding would be part of
the step back process and is temporary in nature), and noise monitoring to ensure that noise levels at the
nearest receptor locations north or east of the quarry are maintained at or below the applicable noise
limits. Syar Napa Quarry will maintain acoustical shielding for the longest time possible, use the quietest
available equipment when removing topsoil and overburden (e.g., well-maintained, modern equipment
having sufficient engine insulation and mufflers such that noise levels are no greater than 85 dBA at 50
feet, electric or hydraulic powered equipment where available, or equipment operation settings at the
lowest possible power levels), and monitor and report noise levels to the county to ensure compliance with
the daytime noise limit of 50 dBA L50.
The visual simulation (Image 2 in Section 3.7 above) also shows a future quarry face in the distance
located beyond the foreground area where the State Blue Pit would be expanded. Although mining on the
distant quarry face would be visible above the terrain located in the foreground, the distance between the
unshielded mining activities and the nearest receptors along Imola Avenue would be approximately 3,000
to 3,500 feet at the closest points. Predicted worst-case noise levels, assuming direct line-of-sight to
mining on the future quarry face would be less than 50 dBA L 50, complying with the Napa County General
Plan and Napa County Noise Ordinance limits for daytime noise.

4.5

Mining Noise at Trails within Skyline Wilderness Park – Pasini Knoll

Calculations were also made as part of the Draft EIR to predict worst-case mining noise levels at the Syar
Napa Quarry boundaries and within Skyline Wilderness Park. Worst-case noise contours resulting from
aggregate mining activities at three sample locations along the north, east, and south boundaries of the
expanded quarry areas are shown in Draft EIR Figures 4.11-34, 4.11-35, and 4.11-36 and also in
Attachment 1 of this document. The noise contours presented in these figures are conservative because
the calculations assume a worst-case source noise level of 80 dBA L50 at a distance of 100 feet, no
intervening acoustical shielding provided by terrain, or excess attenuation due to ground absorption. The
Draft EIR presents a worst-case noise level assuming that receptors within the park could be located
within approximately 100 feet from future mining areas. Currently, there are some similar vantage points
within Skyline Wilderness Park, or outside of the Park’s boundaries on the Syar Napa Quarry property,
where hikers or equestrians can go “off-trail” and observe existing aggregate mining operations. The focus
of the noise impact analysis for Skyline Wilderness Park, however, was not at particular off-trial vantage
points because: 1) trails currently exist within and near the proposed mining expansion areas and trail
users are directed by Skyline Wilderness Park to stay on mapped trails, 2) the Quarry has mined areas
adjacent to these trails for many years and trail users may be accustomed to the noise, 3) the transitory
nature of the use limits the cumulative exposure of the receptor to the noise at any given point, and 4)
there are many other established trails or use areas within Skyline Wilderness Park that would be shielded
from mining noise and exposed to lower noise levels. Similarly, noise at established trails on Syar Napa
Quarry property were not included in the impact analysis because these trails were to be relocated back
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onto Skyline Wilderness Park lands either with or without the Project. However, as previously detailed in
Section 2 above (Proposed Modifications to the Project), on March 17, 2015, Syar revised the project to
exclude mining within approximate 10.7-acre area located east of the State Blue Pit which contains the
encroaching trails that were to be relocated as part of the project. As such, all existing trials will remain in
place as part of the modified project.
The focus of the Draft EIR noise impact assessment was at receptor positions along established trails
where park users could be exposed to continuous mining noise for periods exceeding 30 minutes in any
hour consistent with the L50 noise level limits established in the County’s Noise Ordinance. The L50 is the
noise level exceeded 30 minutes or more during an hour. Draft EIR Figure 3-5 (Limits of Vertical
Excavation [Attachment 1]) and Draft EIR Figure 3-6 (Vertical Excavation Cross Sections [Attachment 1])
were reviewed as part of the Draft EIR noise analysis to assess mining noise at established trails within
Skyline Wilderness Park adjacent to the Syar Napa Quarry. In the vicinity of the Pasini Knoll, the Skyline
Trail is typically located 300 to 500 feet from the Skyline Wilderness Park boundaries that border Syar
Napa Quarry. A review of Draft EIR Figure 3-6 Cross Sections A, B, C, E, F, and G show that park users,
even at locations near the property line of the Skyline Wilderness Park, would not have direct line-of-sight
to long-term mining activities once the step back process is complete. Cross Section D is somewhat
different as it shows that the terrain just east of the Syar Napa Quarry boundary trends up in elevation. As
a result, there is a potential that receptors could go “off-trail” and position themselves at a vantage point
overlooking future mining areas. However, the Skyline Trail (near Lake Marie) is located over 900 feet to
the northeast of the position where Cross Section D ends and on the opposite side of an intervening ridge.
Noise levels resulting from aggregate mining activities on the easternmost portion of the proposed
expansion area are calculated to be 36 dBA L50 or less at receptor locations along Skyline Trail near Lake
Marie (approximately 1,650 feet from the expansion area). Similarly, noise levels at receptor locations
along the portion of Skyline Trail that runs north of the proposed expansion area are calculated to be 46
dBA L50 or less at a distance of approximately 500 feet. The distance separating the Skyline Trail from
future mining expansion areas, in combination with intervening topographical shielding provided by the
ridge within Skyline Wilderness Park, would be sufficient to result in noise levels below the Napa County
General Plan and Napa County Noise Ordinance limits at receptor positions along the trail.
As stated previously, Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 will require Syar Napa Quarry to maintain acoustical
shielding for the longest time possible (see description of step back process in Section 3.0), use the
quietest available equipment when removing vegetation, topsoil and overburden, and monitoring and
reporting noise levels to the county to ensure compliance with the applicable noise limits.

4.6

Blasting and Vibration

Per the current blasting protocol implemented by Syar Napa Quarry, blasting only occurs on weekdays
between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM during favourable weather conditions (e.g., clear skies,
vertical temperature lapse, and calm to light-winds). The frequency of blasts is dependent on the demand
for products. During the construction season (June to November), blasting can occur at a rate of one to
two blasts per week, and during the off-season (December to May), blasting typically occurs at a rate of
zero to one blast per month.
As discussed in Section 3.5.8 of the Draft EIR under existing conditions, blasting operations would occur
as a required part of mining operations/activities, blasting would not be performed at night or during
severe weather. Typically blasting occurs up to twice per week when blasting is necessary between 9:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on weekdays (blasting would not occur on weekends or during holidays). During the
construction season blasting would likely occur more often than during the off season, however frequency
is dependent on product demand, but in general, blasting could occur once or twice a week during the
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construction season and once a month to not at all in some months in the off season. A substantial
increase in blasting events beyond that which has occurred during existing conditions is anticipated under
the proposed project as modified (i.e. production up to 1.3 million tons per year). Over an approximate six
year period (from 2006 to September 2011) approximately 156 blasts have occurred at the quarry ranging
from a low of approximately 13 blast events in 2011 to a high of approximately 46 blast events in 2009,
resulting in an annual average of approximately 26 blasts per year (personal communication; J. Gomez,
Syar Industries Inc., September 23, 2011). Therefore, with incorporation of the Reduced Production
Alternative it is anticipated that blasting events could number up to approximately 70 per year at a
production level of 1.3 million tons per year. Furthermore, specific to blasting in the State Grey Pit, from
2010 through 2015 there have been a total of 12 blasts: four in 2010, none in 2011, two in 2012, one in
2013, four in 2015, and one so far in 2015 (personal communication; J. Gomez, Syar Industries Inc.,
March 11, 2015 email).
Draft EIR Impact 4.11-2 evaluates vibration levels due to the blasting proposed as part of the project.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results of worst-case calculations assuming blasting at the quarry perimeter. As
the quarry expands toward the northernmost project limit to the north and east of the State Blue Pit,
blasting could occur within approximately 1,280 feet of residential areas adjacent to Skyline Wilderness
Park and existing schools located south of Imola Avenue. Blasting would occur approximately 1,900 feet
from the nearest residences along Imola Avenue. Calculations indicated that blasting using a charge
weight of 332 lbs/delay (the worst-case charge weight per delay currently used by Syar Napa Quarry)
could generate “distinctly perceptible” groundborne vibration levels of 0.33 in/sec. PPV, exceeding the
0.20 in/sec PPV limit and resulting in a potentially significant impact.
Draft EIR Mitigation Measure 4.11-2 identifies blasting vibration reduction measures to be implemented by
the Permittee during all blasting events. These measures include monitoring during each blast, blast
modification procedures such as reducing the charge weight per delay to ensure compliance with the 0.20
in/sec PPV limit, and notification requirements so that the county, sensitive receptors and surrounding
residences (TBD) are provided at least 24-hours advance notice of the blast. Data collected through the
vibration monitoring process would allow Syar and the county to track when vibration levels approach the
limits and provide an opportunity for Syar to implement blast modification procedures to reduce vibration
levels as necessary to avoid any exceedance. Advanced notification of blasting events reduces the
potential for community annoyance because the source of the vibration would be known and receptors
would anticipate the blast. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.11-2 would maintain acceptable
levels of blasting vibration such that sensitive structures and sensitive receptors north of the quarry would
not experience excessive or damaging vibration and would reduce the impact to a less than significant
level.

4.7

Quantitative Comparison of Noise and Vibration Levels between
DEIR Project and Proposed Modifications to the Project

With regard to noise, the Draft EIR project is proposed to be modified as follows:


Reduce the size of the expansion areas including the doubling of the size of the setback from the
property line in the Pasini area and removing the northernmost 10 acres of the northeast
expansion area adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park.



Limit topsoil and overburden removal activities to the hours of 7:00 am to noon on weekdays, with
no such activities on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays.

Attachment 2, Exhibits 1 and 2 show the plan modification proposed by Syar Napa Quarry on February
13, 2015.
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Exhibit 1 shows a revised mining boundary within the Pasini Parcel of approximately 47.69 acres as
compared to the Draft EIR project mining boundary area totalling 51.97 acres. The proposed plan
modification would double of the size of the setback from the property line in the Pasini area thereby
reducing worst case noise levels at the Skyline Wilderness Park boundaries by approximately four dBA.
Exhibit 2 shows the removal of the northernmost 10 acres of the northeast expansion area adjacent to
Skyline Wilderness Park. The removal of the northernmost 10 acres from the project increases the
distance between the worst-case locations of aggregate mining activities and receptors as well as
increases the acoustical shielding that would remain between the noise source and receptors.
Table 4-1 summarizes the results of the additional calculations made assuming the revised mining area
boundaries. Noise levels at the primary use areas of Skyline Wilderness Park (e.g., picnic/camping areas)
assuming worst-case aggregate mining operations are expected to be approximately 48 dBA L50. The
plan modification would reduce predicted noise levels by up to nine dBA due to the additional distance of
the receptor from the noise source and acoustical shielding provided by intervening terrain. Operational
noise levels assuming the worst-case conditions would be less than the county’s 50 dBA L50 noise level
threshold for sounds exceeded 30 minutes or more per hour and the impact would be less than significant.
Noise levels at the educational land uses located south of Imola Avenue are expected to reach 51 dBA
L50 assuming worst-case aggregate mining operations. The plan modification would reduce predicted
noise levels by up to six dBA due to the additional distance of the receptor from the noise source.
Operational noise levels assuming the worst-case conditions would just exceed the county’s 50 dBA L50
noise level threshold for sounds exceeded 30 minutes or more per hour. The implementation of Mitigation
Measure 4.11-1 would mitigate this impact to a less than significant level.
Noise levels at the residential land uses north of Imola Avenue are expected to reach 49 dBA L50
assuming worst-case aggregate mining operations. The plan modification would reduce predicted noise
levels by up to three dBA due to the additional distance of the receptor from the noise source. Operational
noise levels assuming the worst-case conditions would be less than the County’s 50 dBA L50 noise level
threshold for sounds exceeded 30 minutes or more per hour and therefore the impact would be less than
significant.
Table 4.1

Comparison of Worst-Case Noise Levels for Unshielded Mining Activities
at Nearest Receptors
Proposed
Modifications

DEIR Project

Resultant
Noise Level
(L50)

Resultant Noise
Level (L50)

County Noise
Ord
requirements
/ limitations
(L50)

Aggregate Mining near north
boundary of State Blue Pit

North
(Skyline Wilderness Park)
picnic, day use, and
camping areas

57 dBA

48 dBA

50 dBA

Aggregate Mining near north
boundary of State Blue Pit

North
(Schools)

57 dBA

51 dBA

50 dBA

Aggregate Mining near north
boundary of State Blue Pit

North
(Imola Avenue
residences)

52 dBA

49 dBA

to the Project
Facility or Operation

Receptor
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Proposed
Modifications

DEIR Project

Resultant
Noise Level
(L50)

Resultant Noise
Level (L50)

County Noise
Ord
requirements
/ limitations
(L50)

to the Project
Facility or Operation

Receptor

Aggregate Mining near north
boundary of Snake Pit

North (Skyline Trail,
Cross-Section G)

46 dBA

46 dBA

50 dBA

Aggregate Mining near east
boundary of Snake Pit

East (Skyline Trail, CrossSections C)

36 dBA

36 dBA

50 dBA

80 dBA

76 dBA

N/A

Aggregate Mining near north or
east boundaries of Snake Pit
off-trail park boundary
locations, Cross Section D)

North and East (Skyline
Wilderness Park)

Notes: Bold exceeds the county’s threshold: Existing noise levels at representative locations in Ldn are from Table 4.11-4 of the
DEIR which is provide above in Section 4.1.
Source: Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc., July 2012.

Further, the plan modification would limit topsoil and overburden removal activities to the hours of 7:00 am
to noon on weekdays, with no such activities on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, thereby reducing the
number of hours per day where receptors could be exposed to the worst-case noise levels.
With regard to vibration, the Draft EIR project would be modified as follows:


Reduce the size of the expansion areas including the doubling of the size of the setback from the
property line in the Pasini area and removing the northernmost 10 acres of the northeast
expansion area adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park.



Limit blasting to the hours of 10:00 am to 4:00 pm weekdays, with no blasting on Saturdays,
Sundays, or holidays and within 400 feet of the property line, where such activities are visible from
the trails in Skyline Wilderness Park.



Provide notice 48 hours in advance of blasting via a website and email notice to sensitive receptors
and anyone who requests to receive email notification (See draft condition of approval #2F for
additional details).

Under the modified plan, blasting could occur within approximately 1,500 feet from the residential areas
adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park and the existing schools located south of Imola Avenue from the
State Grey Pit to and approximately 1,750 feet from the State Blue to the residential areas adjacent to
Skyline Wilderness Park and the existing schools located south of Imola Avenue. Blasting would occur
approximately 2,300 feet from the nearest residences along Imola Avenue and the State Grey Pit and
approximately 2,650 feet from the nearest residences along Imola Avenue to the State Blue Pit.
Calculations indicated that blasting using a charge weight of 332 lbs/delay (the worst-case charge weight
per delay currently used by Syar Napa Quarry) could generate groundborne vibration levels ranging from
0.11 to 0.20 in/sec. PPV, below the Draft EIR worst-case vibration level of 0.33 in/sec. PPV. Predicted
vibration levels due to blasting would not exceed the 0.20 in/sec PPV limit resulting in a less than
significant impact at these receptors. In addition, the plan modification would further limit blasting activities
and provide advance notification of blasting to anyone requesting notification.
With regard to the retention of Skyline Trail as a result of the modified project, in particular those
immediately east of the State Blue Pit, because the lower portions of the trail have historically experienced
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mining activities, and a 50 foot buffer would be provided from the rock wall (see Draft Condition #1C) that
would retain screening/buffering vegetation, therefore noise impacts are anticipated to be less than
significant in these areas.

5.

Master Response – Air Quality & Dust

Comments received at the January 7, 2015, Planning Commission Hearing on air quality and dust
associated with the proposed project are summarized as follows:


The project will subject park users to respirable crystalline silica which is a carcinogen.



Silica dust will be released and become airborne and particles can travel several miles. When
inhaled by people and animals, the silica gets embedded in lungs and cannot be expelled causing
lung disease.



How can the Draft EIR suggest that one sampling/monitoring point for air quality is representative
sampling and there will be no impact to residents downwind of the quarry operation.



Arroyo Creek is going to absorb carcinogens and move them down the creek.



Silicosis in equines can cause bone problems which lead to fractures.

5.1

Health Effects from Fugitive Dust

Fugitive dust is a mixture of chemical compounds each of which has a different concentration and toxicity.
Chemical compounds in fugitive dust with relatively high toxicity are identified by the State of California
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) as toxic air contaminants (TACs). In order
to understand the potential for health effects from TACs, dispersion modelling and an air quality health risk
assessment were performed using methodologies described in the California Air Resources Board’s AB
2588 Health Risk Assessment Guidelines (CARB 2003) and Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s
Health Risk Screening Analysis Guidelines (BAAQMD 2010). Results of the health risk assessment were
compared to significance thresholds as discussed below and it was determined that the project impact
after mitigation would be less than significant.
CARB maintains and updates estimates of the chemical composition and size fractions of particulate
matter (PM) for a variety of emission source categories. CARB PM Profile 470 was used in the Draft EIR
and quantifies fractions of constituents in fugitive dust from unpaved roads. PM Profile 470 was selected
because unpaved roads have the greatest emissions of any fugitive dust source in the project. None of
the PM profiles contain respirable crystalline silica and to the amount of respirable crystalline silica was
determined based on the technical paper provided in Draft EIR Appendix I. Similarly, asbestos is omitted
from the profiles, and so the amount of naturally occurring asbestos was determined by on-site sampling
(Draft EIR Page 4.3-18 and Appendix I). A total of four samples were analyzed for asbestos and the
highest concentration found was then used in the health risk assessment. Table 5.1 presents the TACs in
fugitive dust that were used in the health risk assessment prepared for the project.
Table 5.1 Fraction of Toxic Air Contaminants in Respirable Dust
Toxic Air Contaminant

Fraction of Respirable Dust

Cancer Potency Factor?

arsenic

0.000015

Yes

cadmium

0.000013

Yes

chromium

0.000017

No
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Toxic Air Contaminant

Fraction of Respirable Dust

Cancer Potency Factor?

copper

0.000158

No

chlorine

0.000844

No

lead

0.00013

Yes

manganese

0.000915

No

nickel

0.000037

Yes

mercury

0.000014

No

selenium

0.000003

No

vanadium (fume or dust)

0.000077

No

0.04

No

0.000031

Yes

crystalline silica
naturally occurring asbestos

Sources: DEIR Table 4.3-6; “PM4 Crystalline Silica Emissions Factors and Ambient Concentrations at Aggregate Producing Sources
in California” (DEIR, Appendix I); “Dust Sampling Analytical Results, Syar-Napa Quarry, Napa, California” (DEIR Appendix
I); modelling files on CDROM in DEIR Appendix I; and http://www.arb.ca.gov/toxics/healthval/contable.pdf.

Respirable crystalline silica constitutes a small fraction of the dust that will be emitted by the project (Final
EIR Page 4-18). Moreover, as shown in Table 5.1, respirable crystalline silica has not been assigned a
cancer potency factor by OEHHA, whereas other TACs in fugitive dust have been assigned cancer
potency factors. This means OEHHA has decided that respirable crystalline silica is not a carcinogen for
purposes of air quality health risk assessment.
2

OEHHA acknowledges in the Toxicity Summary for respirable crystalline silica that the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) listed respirable crystalline silica as a carcinogen. The Toxicity
Summary states: “In 1997, IARC classified respirable crystalline silica in Class 1, a Known Human
Carcinogen, based on occupational epidemiologic studies. However, chronic reference exposure levels
(RELs) are not based on cancer endpoints. Further, there is no approved cancer potency factor for silica.”
Thus, OEHHA believes that respirable crystalline silica is a carcinogen for worker exposures, but based
on the epidemiological studies available, concentrations to which the public may be exposed do not give
rise to cancer and instead may result in a chronic non-cancer health effect (Final EIR Page 4-18).
For comparison, the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (CalOSHA) permissible
exposure level (PEL) for crystalline silica is 100 µg/m3 and protects workers from the carcinogenic effects
of respirable crystalline silica when exposed eight hours per day, five days per week for 40 years. The
3
OEHHA non-cancer reference exposure level (REL) is 3.0 µg/m and protects the public from non-cancer
effects of respirable crystalline silica (i.e., silicosis) when continuously exposed. Thus, the health effects of
respirable crystalline silica have been conservatively and properly assessed using approved methods and
factors. Results of the health risk assessment are discussed below.
5.2.1 Health Risk Assessment
Risk of health effects from exposure to respirable crystalline silica, other toxic constituents in dust (e.g.
earth metals), diesel exhaust, and toxic constituents emitted by the asphalt plants are all included in the
health risk assessment which shows that after mitigation risk of a health effect is low and the impact on
health risk is less than significant. The significance of health effects is evaluated on individual and
cumulative bases according to the thresholds in Table 5.2. Cancer risks from all emitted carcinogens are
summed and the total is compared to the threshold. Hazard quotients (i.e., predicted concentration divided
2

http://oehha.ca.gov/air/chronic_rels/pdf/SILICAcREL_FINAL.pdf
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by the reference exposure level) for non-carcinogenic substances are summed by target organ/system (in
this case humans) affected to determine the hazard index (HI) which is compared to the significance
threshold. Draft EIR Section 4.3.3.1 provides further discussion of the significance thresholds.
Additionally, as discussed in Appendix I of the Draft EIR, rocks and soils located at the project site are not
considered to be high in crystalline silica. The minor amount of respirable crystalline silica that may
migrate from the site as part of fugitive dust emissions as a result of the project not result in any significant
increases in the level of crystalline silica in the air or soils of surrounding residential, recreational or
institutional (schools and hospitals) uses and would not present a significant impact to the health of
humans.
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Table 5.2 Health Risk Thresholds of Significance

Individual Health Risk

Cumulative Health Risk

Cancer risk > 10 in 1 million increase
Non-cancer risk > 1.0 hazard index (acute and
chronic)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase > 0.3 µg/m annual
average

Cancer risk > 100 in 1 million
Non-cancer risk > 10 hazard index (chronic)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase > 0.8 µg/m annual
average

Source: Draft EIR Page 4.3-21.

Toxic components of respirable dust and the more highly carcinogenic effect of diesel particulate matter
would combine to increase the total cancer risk by less than 10 excess cancer cases per one million
individuals exposed after mitigation resulting from the project (Table 4.3-13, Draft EIR Page 4.3-41). In
addition, the mitigated project would not cause the cumulative cancer risk to exceed 100 excess cancer
cases per one million individuals exposed (Table 4.3-13 in Draft EIR). The increase in chronic non-cancer
risk due to the project would be approximately 10 times less than both the individual and cumulative
significance thresholds (i.e., 1 and 10 Hazard Index, respectively); and includes risk attributable to
respirable crystalline silica (Draft EIR Page 4.3-44).
The Health Risk Assessment that was performed for Project and for cumulative activities at the Syar Napa
Quarry was prepared in accordance with the BAAQMD Air Toxics NSR Program Health Risk Screening
Analysis (HSRA) Guidelines (January 2010); and (Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA) documents titled Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Risk
Assessments (August 2003) and Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Risk Assessment Guidelines: Technical
Support Document for Exposure Assessment and Stochastic Analysis (August 2012). Specifically, the
OEHHA document formally adopts the age sensitivity factors (ASFs) that are required in the BAAQMD
guidance as well as limits the exposure duration to 30 years based upon the 95th percentile of length of
residency statistic.
Cancer risk at sensitive receptors was calculated using the Derived (Adjusted) Method option in the
Hotspots Analysis Reporting Program (HARP) and the 70 year setting. The output from HARP was then
be multiplied by 1.12 in order to adjust for the age sensitivity factors and 30 year exposure recommended
by OEHHA (i.e., 10*2.25/70 + 3*14/70 + 1*14/70 = 1.12). However, the diesel particulate matter from
offroad equipment which dominates the diesel exhaust emissions inventory is calculated without
accounting for fuel correction factors. This was an oversight that turned out to simplify the health risk
assessment and ensure that it is conservative. Fuel correction factors for diesel particulate matter are
0.852 or less depending upon the model year of the unit. Taking each of these factors into account shows
that the unadjusted 70-year risk results from HARP represent values that are approximately five percent
greater than necessary (i.e. 1.12 * 0.852 = 0.95). Therefore, the unadjusted 70-year risk results from
HARP are considered to conservatively represent cumulative impacts from the project. Individual Project
70 year cancer risk less than or equal to 8.9 in 1 million corresponds to slightly less than 10 in 1 million
(i.e. 8.9 x 1.12 = 9.97 which is less than the significance threshold of 10 in 1 million).
Cancer risk for children at the adjacent Napa Pre-School is less than the nearby residential risk and less
than the worker cancer risk because the exposure is limited to the hours spent on-site and the limited
years that may be spent in pre-school. Specifically, three years of exposure between two and five years
old, eight hours per day, five days per week, 50 weeks per year was assessed. The limited exposure
duration and frequency were combined with the ASF (i.e., 3) to determine that Project emissions would
result in excess cancer risk for children attending Napa Pre-School of less than 0.3 in 1 million.
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Furthermore, implementation of the Reduced Production Alternative and mitigating measures associated
with air quality emissions would further reduce potential human health risks associated with the project.
5.2.2 Skyline Regional Park and Arroyo Creek
Exposure of Skyline Regional Park users, including campers, to respirable crystalline silica and other
pollutants are acceptable and the risk of health effects to Park users is less than significant (see DEIR
Appendix I for detailed analysis). Park users and campers are unlikely to have a chronic exposure
because they do not reside in the Park for periods exceeding 30 days. Thus, risk of chronic health effects
like those from respirable crystalline silica and diesel particulate matter would not substantially affect this
sub-population resulting in a less than significant impact. Nevertheless, to be conservative, the DEIR did
assess the risk of chronic health effects on users and campers as if they were residents of the Park with
continuous, long term exposures and determined the impact to be less than significant.
Crystalline silica particles that may be deposited into Arroyo Creek do not affect any organ except the
lungs through inhalation. Thus, unless the material dries and becomes airborne, its associated health risk
is expected to be zero because there is no route of exposure. Moreover, the effect of water movement
tends to erode particles in the water so that they have rounded edges. Thus, with enough time in the
water, the characteristic which makes crystalline silica toxic (i.e., long, thin fibers) will be eliminated. This
physical phenomenon is the reason why the California Air Resources Board’s Asbestos Air Toxic Control
Measure (ATCM) for Construction, Grading, Quarrying, and Surface Mining Operations exempts alluvial
materials (i.e., materials that were deposited by moving water). Thus, the minor amount of respirable
crystalline silica that may be deposited into the Creek as a result of mining and processing activities is not
expected to affect the health of downstream receptors.
5.2.3 Exposed Equines
As in humans, silicosis may develop in the lungs of chronically exposed equines. One Internet resource
that was found claims that bone problems from silicate associated osteoporosis may occur when the
3
animal is living on soils that are high in crystalline silica. As discussed in Appendix I of the Draft EIR,
rocks and soils located at the project site are not considered to be high in crystalline silica. The minor
amount of respirable crystalline silica that may travel as part of fugitive dust from the project would not
result in significant increases to the level of crystalline silica in the soil that equines use in the immediate
area or where equines are living and would not present a significant impact to the health of these animals.

5.2

Deposition of Fugitive Dust on Vineyards

Comments made at the Planning Commission Hearing and in correspondence submitted after the Final
EIR that are addressed in this subsection include:


Reduce wind speed provision in Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B from 25 miles per hour to 20 miles per
hour to reduce amount of dust deposited on vineyard.



The BAAQMD quote in the Draft EIR (page 4.3-9) is inconsistent with wind data found on the
internet.

5.2.4 Dust Deposition on Vineyard
Commenters questioned whether the “instantaneous” wind speed identified in Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B
of the Final EIR accurately represented typical high wind conditions for the project area. There was

3

http://www.steinbeckequine.com/pdf/Silicosis%20MD.pdf
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concern that the wind speed does not frequently exceed 25 miles per hour and that this mitigation
measure would therefore not provide a significant reduction of fugitive dust.
Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B read as:
“Blasting is prohibited within 1,000 feet of vineyards during high wind conditions. High wind conditions
means when instantaneous wind speed exceeds 25 miles per hour as measured using the methods
described by South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 403 and the Rule 403 Handbook.” (Final
EIR Page 2-1).
Because of these concerns and upon further consideration, the two-minute average was determined to be
a more meaningful measurement than instantaneous wind speed which was used in the mitigation
measure. This is because it is impossible to know what the instantaneous wind speed will be at the
moment the blast occurs. It is more reasonable and more effective to predict wind speed in the next
instant when the blast occurs based on a longer sampling of the wind speed leading up to that instant.
Thus, the blasting high wind item in Mitigation Measure Number 4.3-2B has been revised to read as
follows:
“Blasting is prohibited within 1,000 feet of vineyards during high wind conditions. High wind conditions
means when two-minute average wind speed exceeds 20 miles per hour as measured using the methods
described by the South Coast Air Quality Management District in Attachment A to the Rule 403
Implementation Handbook.”
5.2.5 BAAQMD Wind Data
The following BAAQMD quote that was repeated in the Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment and DEIR
was called into question based on wind data found on the internet:
“During the day, the prevailing winds flow up valley from the south about half of the time. A strong up
valley wind frequently develops during warm summer afternoons, drawing air in from the San Pablo Bay.
Daytime winds sometimes flow down valley from the north. During the evening, especially in the winter,
down valley drainage often occurs. Wind speeds are generally low, with almost 50 percent of the winds
less than 4 mph. Only 5 percent of the winds are between 16 and 18 mph, representing strong
summertime up valley winds and winter storms.” (Draft EIR Page 4.3-9).
Wind speed measurements are highly dependent on the averaging period. The quote does not provide
sufficient information about averaging period to allow comparison with other available wind data including
the data cited by the commenter. Moreover, the direction of wind and wind speed varies from day to day
and year to year. Even if it were known that the speeds are hourly averages (which seems reasonable
4
based on the windrose presented in the health risk assessment; Draft EIR Appendix I), it is not known
which year or years of data were used by BAAQMD to determine the wind speeds referenced in this
passage. Lastly, the wind speeds in the BAAQMD quote were used in a narrative that describes the
regional setting and were not used in the technical analysis or modelling. The hourly wind data (i.e., speed
and direction) used in the EIR technical analysis and health risk assessment modelling was pre-processed
by BAAQMD into a model compatible format and was used in accordance with BAAQMD and CARB
procedures.
The direction of wind fluctuates over time but should remain relatively constant in an approximate or
general sense from year to year. There are some years when wind is different (e.g., el Nino, la Nina). The
1973 EIR characterized wind direction at the site as being primarily from the southwest. The current EIR
4

A wind rose is a graphic tool used by meteorologists to give a succinct view of how wind speed and direction are
typically distributed at a particular location.
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characterized wind as being from the south based on the windrose presented in DEIR Appendix I. The
windrose shows a greater number of hours with wind from the southwest quadrant as compared to hours
with wind from southeast quadrant. The BAAQMD processed wind data from Napa Airport during 1997
that was used in the modelling and to produce the windrose shows the predominant wind direction to be
generally from the south. Other years such as those reviewed for the 1973 EIR may have had slightly
different conditions or the evaluation technique used in the 1973 EIR may have been more of an estimate
and less quantitative than the method used today.

5.3

Effect of Removing Knoll on Pasini Property

Comments made at the Planning Commission Hearing and in correspondence submitted after the Final
EIR that are addressed in this subsection include:


The EIR does not take into account the effect of the wind velocity, turbulence and wind speedup
effect associated with wind hitting the slope and terrain of the hillside.



Wind tends to deflect around obstructions. Removing the hill that separates the park from the
proposed quarry expansion area will expose the park to increased air flow from the quarry.

Higher wind speeds generally result in lower ground level concentrations of pollutants including dust due
to increased vertical mixing of pollutants into the upper layers of the atmosphere. Thus, not accounting for
the effect of wind velocity, turbulence and wind, speed up the effect associated with wind hitting the slope
and terrain of the hillside is conservative when evaluating ground level concentrations and related health
risk at nearby receptors.
One exception would be windblown dust which increases briefly during high wind conditions. As discussed
in EPA AP-42 Section 13.2.5, the surfaces of stockpiles and unpaved areas “typically are characterized by
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nonhomogeneous surfaces impregnated with nonerodible elements (particles larger than approximately 1
centimetre in diameter)…. Field testing … has shown that … particulate emissions rates tend to decay
rapidly (half-life of a few minutes) during an erosion event. In other words, these aggregate material
surfaces are characterized by finite availability of erodible material (mass/area) referred to as erosion
potential…. wind gusts may quickly deplete a substantial portion of the erosion potential. Because erosion
potential has been found to increase rapidly with increasing wind speed, estimated emissions should be
related to the gusts of highest magnitude. The routinely measured meteorological variable that best
reflects the magnitude of wind gusts is the fastest mile…. The duration of the fastest mile, typically about
two minutes (for a fastest mile of 30 mph), matches well with the half-life of the erosion process, which
ranges between one and four minutes.”
In other words, unpaved areas and stockpiles have a limited reservoir of erodible particles on the surface.
Once a surface has been eroded, it will not emit further unless the wind speed increases or the surface is
disturbed. If the wind speed increases, then the wind will penetrate further into the surface dislodging
larger particles resulting in additional smaller particles available for erosion below those larger particles.
Disturbance of the surface results in a new surface which could then be eroded again. The size of
stockpiles and operational areas would not change much with the project. Thus, the amount of windblown
dust is not expected to change. In summary, lower wind speed results in higher pollutant concentrations.
Changing the topography of the Pasini property by removing the knoll does not expose Skyline
Wilderness Park visitors to greater air flow and corresponding levels of dust from the Quarry. Images 11
and 12 (in the Draft EIR and in Attachment 1 herein) illustrate the difference between the two landforms.
The existing landform is a gently sloping knoll over which streamlines of air near the ground can pass
without disruption carrying pollutants generated from ground level sources at the Quarry to ground level
receptors at the Park. The project landform has a steeper slope with a sharp edge at the top that would
result in greater potential for the air stream near the ground to be separated from the ground at the hilltop
and/or increase turbulence. Either of these conditions (i.e., separation of air stream from the land and
introduction of turbulence) would promote increased vertical mixing and result in a decrease in ground
level pollutant concentrations of dust and other pollutants. Thus, the assumption used in the health risk
assessment that the area is flat is conservative and removal of the knoll would not expose Skyline
Wilderness Park visitors to greater pollutant concentrations or health risk than the less than significant
impact determined in the Draft EIR.
Nevertheless, visitors may experience greater levels of dust because the distance between the dust
sources and receptors is reduced slightly. The potential increase in dust within the Park due to change in
distance between the sources and receptors was determined to be a less than significant risk of health
effects by modelling prepared for the Daft EIR. The model used flat terrain (Final EIR Page 4-81) with the
rural dispersion coefficient which represents an area with low surface roughness and few heat sources
(e.g., grassland plains). The selected modelling parameters (i.e., flat, rural) are the most conservative
parameters that could have been used resulting in greater predicted concentrations than the alternatives
(i.e., urban dispersion coefficient, complex terrain). In summary, the most conservative modelling
parameters were chosen and the impact on receptors in the Park was determined to be less than
significant.

5.4

Adequacy of Dust Mitigation Measures (Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B).

Comments made at the Planning Commission Hearing and in correspondence submitted after the Final
EIR that are addressed in this subsection include:


The EIR fugitive dust control mitigation deserves more than six items noted in the EIR to protect
the residents and sensitive receptors downwind from the Quarry. Please take a look at Marin
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County’s mitigation measures for the San Rafael Quarry; SCAQMD Rule 403 Fugitive Dust
Handbook; and Senate Bill 656 List of Air District Measures that Reduce Particulate Matter.


In the next 35 years, Syar Napa Quarry would release as much or more fugitive, silica dust as it
has released in the past 70 years.



Who will enforce the requirement to cover loads in haul trucks?

Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B, which reduces dust emissions to less than significant levels is sufficient. The
BAAQMD Basic Construction Mitigation Measures were not applied because quarrying and construction
are different activities than basic construction and the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines within which the Basic
Construction Mitigation Measures are listed was rescinded during preparation of the Draft EIR.
Nevertheless, some construction sources are similar to mining sources. Comparison of the project dust
control methods to the Basic Construction Mitigation Measures listed in the current BAAQMD CEQA
Guidelines is presented in Table 5.3 below which demonstrates that the project methods are consistent
with the Basic Construction Mitigation Measures.
Table 5.3 Comparison of BAAQMD Basic Construction Mitigation Measures with EIR

Basic Construction Mitigation Measures

EIR Applicability

1. All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas,
staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) shall be watered two
times per day.

The facility already waters exposed surfaces two
times per day and so this measure is part of the
existing setting. MM 4.3-2B is more stringent
because chemical dust suppressants may be
applied to unpaved roads.

2. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other
loose material off-site shall be covered.

The project does not own on-road haul trucks.
California Vehicle Code Section 23114(e)(4)
allows six inches of freeboard or covering of the
loads.

3. All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent
public roads shall be removed using wet power
vacuum street sweepers at least once per day.
The use of dry power sweeping is prohibited.

Syar has internal paved roads of sufficient length
to ensure that public paved roads will not
accumulate trackout. Internal paved roads are
swept daily and MM 4.3-2B may be more
stringent if a PM10 efficient sweeper is
implemented.

4. All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be
limited to 15 mph.

On-road vehicle speeds are currently limited to
15 mph as posted on-site, and would continue to
be limited with implementation of the project. Offroad vehicles operate at greater speeds and
could not feasibly limit speed to 15 mph.

5. All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be
paved shall be completed as soon as possible.
Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible
after grading unless seeding or soil binders are
used.

No additional paving is proposed by the project.
Therefore, this does not apply.

6. Idling times shall be minimized either by
shutting equipment off when not in use or
reducing the maximum idling time to 5 minutes
(as required by the California airborne toxics
control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of
California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Clear
signage shall be provided for construction
workers at all access points.

This is unrelated to dust. Nevertheless, idling
times are already minimized by the regulation
cited (i.e., 13 CCR 2485) which requires the
facility to have a written idling policy. This
measure could not be considered a mitigation
measure for the project because it is part of the
existing setting.
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Basic Construction Mitigation Measures

EIR Applicability

7. All construction equipment shall be maintained
and properly tuned in accordance with
manufacturer‘s specifications. All equipment
shall be checked by a certified visible emissions
evaluator.

This is unrelated to dust. Nevertheless,
equipment is maintained and properly tuned.
Opacity readings are unnecessary because
distance to receptors is large as compared to
some construction projects and equipment will be
retrofitted or replaced to reduce diesel particulate
matter emissions in the near future as needed to
comply with CARB regulations and Mitigation
Measure 4.3-3 which requires cleaner engines in
order to achieve higher throughput.

8. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone
number and person to contact at the lead
agency regarding dust complaints. This person
shall respond and take corrective action within
48 hours. The Air District‘s phone number shall
also be visible to ensure compliance with
applicable regulations.

This measure does not reduce dust emissions.

Source: BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines.

As can be seen in the comparison above, Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B goes beyond the basic construction
mitigation measures listed in Table 5.3 in order to further control dust emissions from the facility as
needed to reduce emissions to less than significant levels. The project may choose to implement one or
more of the control measures listed in Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B and is required to demonstrate to the
county that the necessary emissions reductions are occurring. As shown in Draft EIR Table 4.3-12 (and
included here in Attachment 1), Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B dust control methods are capable of reducing
dust emissions to less than current levels (i.e., if Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B were to be fully implemented,
then the project would achieve a beneficial impact on dust emissions by further controlling emissions that
currently occur [baseline]). Thus, the project incorporates each basic dust control measure as shown in
Table 5.3 and Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B includes additional measures that would be used to reduce the
impact to less than significant levels. Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B is not the entirety of the conditions and
requirements that limit fugitive dust. The facility already performs dust control activities that are not
considered to be mitigation because they are part of the existing setting (i.e., baseline). In total, these dust
control activities (i.e., best management practices) when combined with production limits represent dust
control requirements for the project that are similar to those required of the San Rafael Quarry by Marin
County with the following exceptions:
1. Stack grain loading may not exceed 0.022 gr/dscf for scrubber/baghouses venting crushers and
screens operated by the project. This is a standard applied by the AQMD during new source
review that has since become more restrictive (i.e., 0.01 gr/dscf for the San Rafael Quarry). The
more restrictive value would be applied by BAAQMD if an affected unit is replaced or modified in
the future.
2. Trackout of material onto public paved roads from the project is controlled by the length of internal
paved road which is greater than 0.25 mile rather than by washing trucks as required of the San
Rafael Quarry (i.e., see exemption in South Coast AQMD Rule 1157).
3. Reclamation related excavation and grading is a minor part of earthmoving activities at the project
and may occur when instantaneous wind speed exceeds 25 mph. Reclamation related excavation
and grading is prohibited at San Rafael Quarry when instantaneous wind speed exceeds 25 mph.
Quarrying and materials processing operations are allowed at both quarries when instantaneous
wind speed exceeds 25 mph.
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4. The project may use a PM10 efficient vacuum truck on paved roads. This would exceed the
performance of water sweepers that are required at San Rafael Quarry.
5. The project would limit on-road truck speeds on unpaved areas to 15 mph or less regardless of the
purpose of travel. The San Rafael Quarry condition that limits speed on unpaved roads to less than
15 mph applies only to travel for reclamation grading activities.
6. The project would apply water to blast sites prior to detonation. San Rafael Quarry is not required
to water before blasting.
7. Project Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B shows that mitigation of dust impacts to less than significant
levels can be achieved and allows measures in addition to those listed to be implemented. Some
measures that are not listed may be more effective in reducing dust than those listed. The San
Rafael Quarry mitigation measure does not allow for such flexibility.
It is noteworthy that on-road haul trucks will have lower emissions in most years (see AQHRA Appendix
H) and the lower emissions were not considered in preparing the mitigation measure. Furthermore,
EMFAC2014 was published last week and contains reduced emissions in most years over EMFAC2011
that was used to estimate emissions.
Unpaved roads can be controlled at the 95% level but the chemical dust suppressant (Item 2) was
assigned 84% control based on a generally used reference document. BAAQMD does not have guidance
that would yield in 95% control but MDAQMD, which has greater need for dust control due to the dry
nature of that region, has emissions inventory guidance that assigns control efficiency up to 95% based
on intensity and frequency of suppressant application. US EPA emissions inventory guidance (AP-42
Figure 13.2.2-2) also shows that 95% control efficiency is achieved. Moreover, AP-42 assigns days with
greater than 0.01-inches of rain zero emissions which infers that nearly 100% control can be achieved.
In addition, paved roads are assigned 86% control based on daily sweeping. Presumably higher control
efficiency could be claimed for sweeping at a more frequent interval. A conveyor could be installed to
reduce on-site road dust. Stationary source emissions of particulates could be reduced by adding
baghouses to aggregates processing equipment or by installing bags with higher removal efficiencies in
the baghouses that already exist on-site (e.g., asphalt plants). Using baghouses to control construction
aggregate processing equipment may not be advisable for all equipment and/or processes. Baghouses
achieve minor emissions reductions as compared to adequate moisture in dry process materials (i.e., wet
process materials are assigned zero emissions). Baghouses consume electricity and filter media and are
less cost effective than water for most construction aggregates production processes where sufficient
moisture can be added to process material to control emissions.
The facility has recently employed operation of a Buffalo Turbine or similar single stage blower to control
dust as needed using wet mist suppression at the A/B Plant. By creating a wall of micron size atomized
fluid droplets, fugitive airborne dust particles are intercepted, become heavier (with the water), and drop to
the ground.
Furthermore, based on review of the references provided by one of the commenter (Patrick K. Gilleran,
January 18, 2015) it is stated that there are 8 pages of mitigation that the San Rafael Quarry is subject
too; however only there are only 2 pages of mitigation (the remainder is responses to comments) several
of which are consistent with proposed mitigation for this quarry or a stipulation to maintain existing
practices. Additionally, SCAQMD Rule 403 that the commenter references exempts dust from blasting
(Page 11 – Section g.4.A), and that the Measures listed to reduce particulate matter listed in SB 656
primarily consist of applying water or dust suppressants to construction sites and surfacing public dirt
roads.
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5.4.1 Percent Increase in Fugitive Dust Emissions
The comment that “in the next 35 years, Syar Napa Quarry will release as much or more fugitive silica
dust as it has released in the past 70 years” is incorrect. There is no evidence in the record that after
mitigation the project would double any air quality or health risk impact. Baseline emission of respirable
particulates (PM10) is 81.4 tons per year (Table 4.3-2, Draft EIR Page 4.3-5). Doubling emissions would
correspond to the project emitting an equal amount (81.4 tons per year) so that the total emission is 162.8
tons per year. This would be a 100% increase (unmitigated).
Project dust emissions are reported in Table 4.3-10 of the Draft EIR (included here in Attachment 1) to be
92 tons/yr with an additional four tons/yr of particulates from combustion in diesel engines and the asphalt
plant. These emissions were calculated assuming that the existing dust control methods are continued in
the future. Thus, without mitigation, the project would more than double the amount of particulate
emissions. However, the mitigated project has potential to benefit air quality by reducing respirable dust
from baseline levels depending upon the dust control options chosen from the list in Mitigation Measure
4.3-2B. At worst, the project could emit up to 15 tons per year more PM10 which is considered a less than
significant amount (Draft EIR Page 4.3-36) and only an 18 percent increase over baseline conditions.
Furthermore, with implementation of the Reduced Production Alternative fugitive dust emissions would be
less than described above.
5.4.2 Load Covering or Levelling
There is no requirement for a quarry to cover all loads in haul trucks. California Vehicle Code Section
23114(e)(4) allows truck drivers to maintain six inches of freeboard in lieu of covering loads. The project
does not own on-road haul trucks or employ drivers of on-road trucks. Mitigation Measure 4.3-2B is
modified with the following items in order to ensure compliance with the Vehicle Code:


A load covering/levelling station shall be maintained near the scalehouse.



Signs instructing truck drivers to cover or level their load to maintain six inches of freeboard shall
be conspicuously posted. The signs shall cite Vehicle Code Section 23114(e)(4).

5.5

Air Monitoring

Comments made at the Planning Commission Hearing and in correspondence submitted after the Final
EIR that are addressed in this subsection include:


Something has to be done to protect sensitive receptors. In Marin County they did sampling to be
definitive about whether exposure was acceptable.

The county relied on the air quality and health risk assessment analyses prepared by SESPE (Draft EIR
Appendix I) in order to ensure that all receptors would be protected. In doing so, the county determined
that mitigation measures would be needed to reduce impacts on receptors to less than significant levels
and has imposed those measures on the project. Thus, there is no nexus to require air monitoring under
CEQA.
Understanding that there are concerns about the existing levels of dust, the county could require air
monitoring as a condition of project approval. However, ensuring that the monitoring generates meaningful
results is problematic and costly. If monitoring were to be performed, then the test method would require
upwind and downwind measurement; the difference of which would be attributed to the quarry. Monitoring
stations would have to be positioned and constructed according to Environmental Protection Agency,
CARB and BAAQMD citing criteria which limits the areas available. Upwind and downwind locations would
need to be known beforehand. With such a large site, so many other sources of particulate emissions (in
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particular public roads and agricultural development and operations), and natural variations in wind
direction; multiple monitoring stations would be needed to ensure that the impact from the quarry can be
differentiated from impacts attributable to other sources. Such a monitoring program would be quite costly
and subject to interpretation. Therefore, the county has chosen not to require monitoring of dust from the
quarry. Instead, the County has required that the project submit an emissions inventory any time
production of 810,363 tons has been achieved in the previous 12-month period. Through the emissions
inventory the Applicant shall demonstrate the controls that will be implemented to achieve emissions
reductions which are necessary to ensure emissions from the project (i.e., expansion of the Syar Napa
Quarry) are less than 15 tons per year for PM10 and 10 tons per year for PM2.5. If the County finds that
operations have not achieved the required reductions, production shall be scaled back as necessary until
the reductions are achieved.

6.

Master Response - Groundwater Hydrology

Comments received from the January 7, 2015 Planning Commission Hearing on groundwater hydrology
associated with the proposed project have been summarized as follows:
Potential groundwater infiltration and corresponding water availability and use is not adequately assessed
or mitigated.
The location and timing associated with the installation of monitoring wells should be established and
agreed upon, including protocols for monitoring groundwater, defining a trigger point for when
groundwater is being affected, and what activities would take place to ensure adequate groundwater
quality and quantity.
The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) relies on the Permittee's self-monitoring and
self-reporting, which is not effective. Logs are only produced to the county if requested.

6.1

Maintain Structure of Aquifer by Maintaining a 10-foot Buffer

Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 has been revised to provide clarification regarding methods of its
implementation. The full text of Mitigation Measures 4.8-2 and 4.8-3 can be found in Attachment D. With
implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 mining would not disturb the structure of the existing saturated
aquifer. This mitigation measure is emplaced to ensure that the existing hydrogeologic pathways remain
intact and interconnected as they are under existing conditions. This ensures that the groundwater which
is moving under the Syar Napa Quarry maintains the existing condition distribution and elevation as it
enters and leaves Syar property and ensures that the baseline infiltration would be maintained or
increased during the project.
Removal of rock resource is to occur at a minimum of 10 feet above the elevation of the saturated rock
(potentiometric surface). This prevents the exposure of saturated aquifer material and eliminates the
potential for causing persistent open water bodies which increases evaporation. Mitigation Measure 4.8-2
also prevents exposing saturated aquifer material which could result in persistent springs, seeps or wet
areas which could result in groundwater loss through surface leakage or evaporation. Mineable rock
resource which is located above the saturated groundwater elevation would at times contain infiltrating
rain water located in fractures or porous soil material. A photograph of this situation was provided in
Figure A.13 (Hydrologic Study, Appendix J in the Draft EIR and Attachment 1 within this report) where the
fracture flow from the Pasini property is shown suspended over dry minable rock resource. This
photograph was taken from a lower observation point located near the saturated groundwater elevation
(approximately 470 feet above mean sea level [MSL]). The purpose of Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 is to avoid
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intersecting the saturated groundwater aquifer while allowing recovery of rock resource located above the
saturated aquifer.
Restricting the depth of mining based on the groundwater elevation is not a current requirement of mining
at the Syar Napa Quarry. Historically, mining below the groundwater potentiometric elevation has occurred
by temporally pumping groundwater to dewater these areas to allow for mining. Once the mining has been
completed and the dewatering pumping has stopped the mined area fills with groundwater and a
persistent open body of water is created. This is the situation for the State Blue Pit which is a persistent
open body of water exposed to evaporation. Under Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 this creation of new (or the
enlargement of exiting) persistent open bodies of water would no longer occur. Mitigation Measure 4.8-2
would restrict the depth of mining activities which would result in final grade elevations which are higher
than those that are shown in Figure 3-6 in the Draft EIR (and included here in Attachment 1). The new
final grade elevations would be 10 feet higher than the groundwater elevations shown in Figure 4.8-6. To
facilitate this, Mitigation Measure 4.8-3 requires a groundwater elevation analysis of areas which are to be
mined. It is likely that future groundwater evaluations in the eastern portion of the site would confirm the
groundwater potentiometric elevation at higher elevations which is consistent with the steepening
groundwater contours shown in Figure 4.8-6. This would reduce the total volume of rock from the mine
because the excavations would not extend to the depths which are presented in Figure 3-6. For example,
the finished grade depth of approximately 350 feet shown on the eastern side of cross section C (Figure
3-6) may need to be raised by 100 to 150 feet to maintain the 10-foot buffer.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 is intended to avoid depleting groundwater supplies or interfering with
groundwater recharge mechanisms by maintaining a 10-foot vertical separation between final mining
grades and regional groundwater potentiometric elevation.
This mitigation measure addresses the impacts due to the potential depletion of groundwater in aquifers
associated within the Project and the Arroyo Creek area. Groundwater recharge mechanism include
infiltration through perched aquifers and fractures in the upper reaches of the drainage and interactions
with Arroyo Creek in the lower reaches (some of these interactions may occur offsite).
For the upper reaches of the site, this mitigation measure is achieved through a combination of best
management practices (BMP’s) that entail: managing recharge areas [or detention/infiltration ponds] so
that pre-project (baseline) groundwater infiltration volumes are maintained, limiting the depths of
excavation and or mining to 10 feet above the regional groundwater table and, limiting the depths of
excavation and or mining near Arroyo Creek so as to not change the flow path of the creek or surface
runoff entering the creek.
For the lower reaches of the site (and any offsite interactions), this mitigation measure is achieved by
maintaining pre-project flow conditions in Arroyo Creek. These conditions include the flow rates, timing of
peak runoff, and volume of water in the creek. This mitigation measure requires the monitoring of stream
flow in the lower reach of Arroyo Creek. Impacts to the amount of water and timing of peak flows entering
the creek are managed through the use of surface grading, surface cover, and detention basins.
To ensure that groundwater infiltration volumes are not decreased, pre-project infiltration volumes will be
compared with project groundwater infiltration volumes after adjusting for local rainfall variations. If there is
a deficit, BMP’s will be adjusted or consumptive use of water will be curtailed.
Pre-project infiltration volumes were calculated for the two drainage area where mining may occur: Arroyo
Creek drainage, and State Blue Pit drainage. The Arroyo Creek system drains water from the southern
portion of the site. The lower reaches of the creek are near the MST aquifer zone and the creek
discharges to the Napa River. The groundwater infiltration volumes for both basins were calculated using
a water balance approach, as described in detail in Section 3 of Appendix J, Napa Quarry Proposed
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Expansion Surface Hydrology and Sub-Surface Hydrogeologic Study, of the Draft EIR. Pre-project
infiltration volumes were calculated at 685 acre-feet in the Arroyo Creek drainage and 442 acre-feet in the
State Blue drainage, totalling 1,067 acre-feet. The infiltration volumes were calculated using rainfall,
evaporation, evapotranspiration, stream flow, and pond storage data. Rainfall, evaporation, and
evapotranspiration rates are obtained from publicly available sources.
Maintaining groundwater recharge volume is addressed by routing stormwater runoff to existing ponds or
new surface detention/infiltration basins that shall be constructed on recharge areas to ensure that
groundwater infiltration volumes are equal or greater than pre-project groundwater infiltration volumes. To
ensure that existing volumes of groundwater recharged are maintained the Permittee shall monitor stream
flow and pond elevation throughout the year. In addition, at least one new permanent groundwater
monitoring well will be installed within the Arroyo Creek drainage for the purpose of monitoring the
groundwater elevation in the southern portion of the mine. This information, along with publicly available
climatic data, shall be used to calculate the groundwater infiltration volumes quarterly, in a manner
consistent with Appendix J (in the Draft EIR). The results of the monitoring and water balance infiltration
analysis shall be included in the Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report. If there is a
deficit in groundwater infiltration during one quarterly monitoring period, BMP’s will be adjusted or
consumptive use of water would be curtailed until groundwater recharge volumes are greater than or
equal to pre-project volumes.
To avoid interfering with the groundwater recharge mechanisms, the Permittee shall also ensure that any
subsurface flow in fractures or soil that is exposed or intercepted by the excavation shall be reinfiltrated
within the same watershed boundaries. Any surface water that is not the direct result of surface water
runoff during rain events is infiltrated or directed to groundwater onsite and within the same watershed as
depicted in Figure 4.8-10. Surface water which is the direct result of rain events is infiltrated to
groundwater or directed to the existing channels. Under Mitigation Measure 4.8-3 spring season
monitoring shall be conducted to verify that springs and subsurface flow exposed as a result of mining
activities is infiltrated back into the subsurface before reaching the surface flow channels. These
observations shall be reported in the Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report. If
persistent springs are formed by mining activities the owner/operator shall hire a qualified professional to
assess springs and provide an evaluation to the county to determine if the elevation of these springs are
part of the regional groundwater potentiometric surface; if so, mining shall not advance further below this
elevation.
The Permittee shall maintain existing volumes of groundwater recharge and shall ensure that a vertical
buffer of undisturbed native soil/rock remains in place which maintains the final grade elevation no closer
than 10 feet above the spring season regional groundwater potentiometric elevation. The Permittee shall
not excavate and/or mine material within 10 feet of the regional groundwater potentiometric surface to
prevent the creation of open water bodies subject to evaporation or springs which can drain regional
groundwater to surface drainage creeks.
The proposed project does not include direct groundwater extraction from the vicinity of Arroyo Creek.
However, excavation deeper than the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation could allow regional
groundwater to drain to the ground surface and be discharged from the project area as surface water. In
order to avoid depleting groundwater supplies in the vicinity of Arroyo Creek (and all mined areas of the
Syar Napa Quarry) the grade of the excavation shall be maintained at a minimum of 10 feet above the
elevation of the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation. This mitigation would preclude regional
groundwater from discharging as surface water and draining to the Arroyo Creek channel.
The estimated regional groundwater potentiometric elevations presented in Draft EIR Figure 4.8-6 are
based on a compilation of existing data which include well data on- and off-the project site and
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observations of areas were regional groundwater appears to have been intersected by quarry activities
(i.e. State Blue Pit). It is expected that the actual elevation of regional groundwater potentiometric
elevation would vary from the estimates provided in Figure 4.8-6. Adherence with this mitigation measure
requires accurate and contemporary understanding of the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation
under the Syar Napa Quarry. This understanding is necessary in order to avoid excavating into the 10-foot
vertical buffer zone. To obtain the data necessary to comply with this mitigation measure, the Permittee
shall provide Napa County with an Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report, prepared
under the direction of a qualified Professional Engineer or Professional Geologist, that quantifies the
groundwater potentiometric elevations during spring of each year when groundwater elevations are
expected to be highest at the Syar Napa Quarry. The Permittee shall install exploratory borings and/or
monitoring wells as required by Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 to quantify the regional groundwater
potentiometric elevation in areas of mining when the excavation is likely to extend to within 50 feet of the
groundwater elevations presented in Figure 4.8-6 or the most recent Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report which is required by this mitigation measure. All excavation activity at the Syar
Napa Quarry shall be conducted to maintain a 10-foot separation of undisturbed native soil/rock between
the finished grade and the underlying groundwater potentiometric elevation as determined by the most
recent Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report.
To avoid interfering with the groundwater recharge mechanisms, the Permittee shall also ensure that any
subsurface flow in fractures or soil that is exposed or intercepted by the excavation shall be reinfiltrated
within the same watershed boundaries. Any surface water that is not the direct result of surface water
runoff during rain events is infiltrated or directed to groundwater onsite and within the same watershed
and as depicted in Figure 4.8-10. Surface water which is the direct result of rain events is infiltrated to
groundwater or directed to the existing channels. Spring season monitoring shall be conducted concurrent
with Skyline Wilderness Park monitoring to visually verify that springs and subsurface flow exposed as a
result of mining activities is infiltrated back into the subsurface before reaching the surface flow channels.
If persistent springs are formed by mining activities the owner/operator shall hire a qualified professional to
assess springs and provide an evaluation to the County to determine if the elevation of these springs are
part of the regional groundwater potentiometric surface; if so, mining shall not advance further below this
elevation.
While no direct groundwater extraction has been proposed in the Arroyo Creek vicinity, the existing Well
#4 could be activated for extraction or an additional well could be installed. The extraction of groundwater
from Well #4 or from any additional well at the project site, including in the Arroyo Creek vicinity, shall be
subject to the groundwater extraction limitations discussed under Impact 4.8-4 which are related to the
extraction of groundwater from the Quarry Well.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-3: Avoid reducing the groundwater potentiometric elevation by increasing
consumptive use of surface water or surface occurrence of regional groundwater as a result of quarry
activities.
This mitigation measure addresses the impacts due to the potential depletion of groundwater in aquifers
associated with the State Blue Pit and State Gray Pit. Groundwater recharge mechanisms include
infiltration through perched aquifers and fractures that contribute groundwater recharge to the regional
(MST) aquifer. There is no surface discharge, via a creek, stream, or pipe within this drainage. All surface
runoff in this drainage is captured in existing detention basins or pits.
This mitigation measure is achieved through a combination of BMP’s that entail: managing recharge areas
[or detention/infiltration ponds] so that pre-project groundwater infiltration volumes are maintained and
limiting the depths of excavation and or mining to 10 feet above the regional groundwater table.
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To ensure that groundwater infiltration volumes are not decreased, pre-project infiltration volumes shall be
compared with project groundwater infiltration volumes after adjusting for local rainfall. If there is a deficit,
BMP’s shall be adjusted or consumptive use of water would be curtailed.
Pre-project infiltration volumes were calculated for the two drainage areas where mining may occur:
Arroyo Creek drainage, and State Blue Pit drainage. The groundwater infiltration volumes for both basins
were calculated using a water balance approach, as described in detail in Section 3 of Appendix J (in the
Draft EIR), Napa Quarry Proposed Expansion Preliminary Surface Hydrology and Sub-Surface
Hydrogeologic Study. Pre-project infiltration volumes were calculated at 685 acre-feet in the Arroyo Creek
drainage and 442 acre-feet in the State Blue drainage, totalling 1,067 acre-feet. The infiltration volumes
are calculated using rainfall, evaporation, evapotranspiration, stream flow, and pond storage data.
Rainfall, evaporation, and evapotranspiration rates are obtained from publicly available sources.
Maintaining groundwater recharge volume is addressed by routing stormwater runoff to existing ponds or
new surface detention/infiltration basins that will be constructed on recharge areas to ensure that
groundwater infiltration volumes are equal or greater than pre-project groundwater infiltration volumes. To
ensure that existing volumes of groundwater recharged are maintained the Permittee shall monitor pond
elevation throughout the year. This information, along with publicly available climatic data collected from
the closest weather station available at the CIMIS data base, University of California Agriculture & natural
Resources
Statewide
Integrated
Pest
Management
Program
(UCIPM)
:
(http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/WEATHER/SITES/napa.html) shall be used to calculate the groundwater
infiltration volumes quarterly, in a manner consistent with Appendix J (in the Draft EIR). The results of the
monitoring and water balance infiltration analysis shall be included in the Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report. If there is a deficit in groundwater infiltration during one quarterly monitoring
period, BMP’s shall be adjusted or consumptive use of water will be curtailed until groundwater recharge
volumes are greater than or equal to pre-project volumes.
All water extracted from open bodies of water that are at the regional groundwater potentiometric
elevation shall be reinfiltrated in surface detention/infiltration basins within the same watershed from which
the extraction occurs. Any water extracted from detention/infiltration basins that is used outside of this
basin or is considered a consumptive use of groundwater. This would prevent depletion of the
groundwater resource by consumptive use of water derived from open bodies of water such as State Blue
Pit. Mitigation Measure 4.8-3 shall not apply to the draining of ponded surface water which is at an
elevation higher than the underlying regional groundwater potentiometric elevation. Pumping or
transferring this water is not consumptive use if the water is sent to a detention pond where infiltration can
occur. Ponded surface water which occurs in temporary low areas in active mining areas may be pumped
to detentions ponds within the same watershed.
As part of quarry activities, water is pumped from open water bodies such as State Blue Pit for
consumptive quarry activities such as dust control and other uses where the water is not reinfiltrated. The
volume of groundwater that is pumped from those water bodies where the water surface elevation is
effectively the same as the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation (i.e. State Blue Pit) shall be
considered part of the groundwater use allocation for the project. Consumptive use from open water
bodies such as State Blue Pit shall be recorded and considered a part of the groundwater allocation in the
same manner as the groundwater pumping from the Quarry Well. The volume of water used to wash
materials shall not be included in the quantification of groundwater use if it is returned to the aquifer by
reinfiltration. The volume of wash water returning to detention ponds for infiltration is not considered in
quantifying groundwater use because it is not a consumptive use of groundwater.
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6.2

Determination of 10 Foot Buffer

Seeps springs are locations on the ground surface where the saturated groundwater aquifer has
intersected the ground surface. This can occur through mining activities which have excavated down or
into a hillside or through natural geologic processes such as a river that has eroded into a hillside. These
features and groundwater elevation data from on and off-site wells were used in 2012 to develop the
groundwater contour map presented in Figure 4.8-6 in the Draft EIR (and included here in Attachment 1).
As presented in Figure 4.8-6 the elevation of groundwater starts at approximately 12 feet MSL and
increases to approximate 250 feet MSL near the center of the site where surface water bodies were
identified. However, the elevation of groundwater further to the east can be estimated by projecting the
groundwater gradient in Figure 4.8-6 to the east. Doing this projection, results in an expected groundwater
elevation under the Pasini property of approximately 450 to 500 feet MSL. The ground surface at the
Pasini property is approximately 800 feet MSL. Therefore it is expected that the upper 300 feet of rock
under the Pasini property would be above the groundwater potentiometric elevation.
In the past, mining has occurred down to or even below elevations which encountered the groundwater
potentiometric elevation. Under Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 the mine would advance from lower elevations in
the west towards the east maintaining a 10-foot buffer above the groundwater potentiometric elevation. As
the mine advances, the ground surface elevation is brought closer to the groundwater potentiometric
elevation and the installation of wells and temporary borings to confirm projected groundwater elevation
would be necessary. It is in the Permittees interest to identify the groundwater potentiometric elevation at
the earliest opportunity where it is feasible and economically reasonable to do so. This groundwater
elevation information sets the final grade of each mining excavation and the Permittee would factor this
into the mining plan for each area and the cost of recovering the material.
Under Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 the spring-time (yearly high) elevation of groundwater under the Syar
Napa Quarry is to be estimated by a Registered Engineer or Geologist and reported to the County every
year. When mining is to be completed to within 50 feet of the estimated groundwater elevation then
borings or wells are required to provide a more precise local measurement of the saturated groundwater
elevation. The elevation of groundwater is to be based on a combination of data points including;
permanent groundwater monitoring wells located in areas where mining has been completed, temporary
wells located in or near active mining areas, and the elevation of springs/open bodies of water in all areas
of the mine. In the interest of worker safety where topography is steep it may be necessary to interpolate
the groundwater elevation by projection up gradient into areas where wells can’t safely be installed.
While the interpretation of the overall potentiometric surface elevation is reasonable and the allowance to
mine to within 50 feet of the professionally estimated groundwater elevation is considered to be protective
of the groundwater aquifer without the expense and inaccuracies inherent in drilling borings through
hundreds of feet of rock, the data is extremely limited and significant interpretation and assumptions are
made as part of the determination. As such the County has elected to require the installation of
monitoring piezometers or wells prior to any mining excavation occurring within any undisturbed areas (i.e.
increases the mining footprint including proposed expansion areas) or that will cause an increase in depth
beyond existing conditions and is likely to extend to within 50 feet of the groundwater elevations presented
on Figure 4.8-6. This will ensure that the groundwater elevation is more accurately defined and a
minimum 10 foot mining buffer to groundwater is maintained as a result of mining.

6.3

Monitoring of the 10 Foot Buffer

Under Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 the final depth of the mine would be based on the elevation of the
groundwater potentiometric elevation. Annual groundwater elevation reports are to be prepared by the
Permittee when required pursuant to Mitigation Measure 4.8-2 and submitted to the county. The data
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available in these would be the elevation of persistent water bodies, springs, seeps, ponds and the water
elevation in borings and wells. This information would be used by the Professional Engineer or Geologist
to maintain an annual record of groundwater elevation. As these reports are developed each year it is
expected that the understanding of the local aquifer material and groundwater elevation would become
well understood by Syar and the county. As this process is completed every year it is available to the
public through the county records. The mitigation measures allow for no disturbance of the saturated
aquifer material and the project progresses slowly over many years. With the required annual monitoring
and professional analysis of the groundwater elevations, adjustments can be made to the mining plan in
the unlikely event that unanticipated changes in groundwater elevation occur. By implementing Mitigation
Measure 4.8-2 which protects the physical integrity of the aquifer structure and Mitigation Measure 4.8-3
which maintains the existing condition infiltration and extraction of groundwater the effect of the mining
would be reduced to a less than significant level.
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Image 9: Vegetative screening and directional quarrying as minimization techniques for visual impacts

Image 4: View of existing east-facing quarry face from Skyline Wilderness Park (photo taken looking westward)

Image 3: Example of a view of existing exposed quarry faces (photo taken from JFK Park looking eastward)

Image 11: Before Excavation

Image 12: After Excavation

Image 15: Aesthetics

Image 21: Aesthetics

Image 23: Aesthetics

Image 26: Aesthetics

Image 31: Aesthetics

Image 41 Aesthetics

Image 42: Aesthetics

TABLE 4.3-10 PROJECT (1.19 MILLION TONS INCREASE) EMISSIONS IMPACTS
Emissions (tons per year, metric tons per year for CO 2)
Source
ROG

CO

Onroad Haul Trucks Offsite

0.70

3.4

Onroad Haul Trucks Running Onsite

0.20

Onroad Haul Trucks Idling Onsite

NOx

CO2

PM10

PM2.5

SOx

7.17 4,252

0.41

0.41

0.041

0.54

1.36 164

0.064

0.059

0.0017

0.068

0.35

0.73

53

0.0067

0.0062

0.00056

Onroad Worker/Utility
Trips

0.018

0.52

0.07

64

0.0005

0.0005

0.00081

Offroad Emissions

5.1

3,455

3.15

2.9

0.00009

Plants - Asphalt

1.9

7.7

3.26 1,772

0.33

0.33

0.65

Plants - Portable

0.025

0.18

0.17

0.012

0.011

-

Rail and Barge - Offsite

0.23

0.50

4.82 177

0.11

0.11

0.32

Rail and Barge - Idling
Onsite

0.0058

0.012

0.12

0.0029

0.0029

0.0081

Explosives Detonation

-

4.3

1.08

-

-

0.13
1.2

Combustion Emissions

Total Combustion
Emissions

8.3

61

62

38

4.48
22

79

81

10,002

4.1

3.9

1.4

0.43

---

5.6

---

Dust Emissions
Fugitive Dust - Material
Drops

---

---

---

---

Fugitive Dust - Onroad
Truck Road Dust

---

---

---

---

27

Fugitive Dust - Offroad
Truck Road Dust

---

---

---

---

57

Plants - Aggregate

---

---

---

---

2.2

0.63

---

Plants - AB

---

---

---

---

0.013

0.0038

---

Offsite Road Dust

---

---

---

---

4.4

1.1

---

Blasting

---

---

---

---

0.080

0.0046

---

---

---

---

---

92

20

79

81

10,002

96

24

1.2

None

10

None*

15

10

None

Total Dust Emissions:
Total Facility Emissions:
Significance Thresholds
Exceeds Threshold?

8.3
10
No

n/a

Yes

n/a*

Source: Appendix I, Syar Napa Quarry Draft EIR
Notes: * See GHG Section for significance determination. n/a = not applicable. --- = zero

Yes

12

Yes

---

---

n/a

0.07
0.02
1.53
1.89
0.02
0.23
0.01

Onroad Haul Trucks - Idling Onsite

Onroad Worker/Utility Trips

Offroad Emissions

Plants - Asphalt

Plants - Portable

Rail and Barge - Offsite

Rail and Barge - Idling Onsite

No

n/a

Source: Appendix I, Syar Napa Quarry Draft EIR
Notes: * See GHG Section for significance determination. n/a = not applicable. --- = zero.

None*
n/a*

10
No

No

15

(3.50)

Exceeds Threshold?

None

10,002

10

9.53

Significance Thresholds

10.55

4.67

---

0.01

Total Facility Emissions:

---

---

2.16

(4.27)

---

---

---

(0.76)

---

---

---

---

(11.56)

Total Dust Emissions:

---

Plants – AB

---

---

---

1.44

0.77

-

0.00

0.11

0.01

0.33

(0.17)

0.00

0.01

0.06

0.41

PM10

0.08

---

Plants - Aggregate

---

---

---

10,002

22

4.5

177

38

1,772

3,455

64

53

163

4,252

CO2

Blasting

---

Fugitive Dust - Offroad Truck Road Dust

---

---

9.53

1.08

0.12

3.16

0.17

3.26

(7.58)

0.07

0.73

1.36

7.17

NOx

4.36

---

Fugitive Dust - Onroad Truck Road Dust

---

10.55

4.26

0.01

0.50

0.18

7.69

(6.93)

0.52

0.35

0.54

3.43

CO

No

10

0.30

(0.60)

0.00

1.07

0.00

0.63

(0.17)

(2.57)

0.43

0.90

-

0.00

0.11

0.01

0.33

(0.03)

0.00

0.01

0.06

0.41

PM2.5

Emissions (tons per year, metric tons per year for CO 2)

Offsite Roads

---

4.67

Fugitive Dust - Material Drops

Dust Emissions

Total Combustion Emissions

-

0.20

Onroad Haul Trucks - Running Onsite

Explosives Detonation

0.70

ROG

Onroad Haul Trucks - Offsite

Combustion Emissions

Source

TABLE 4.3-12 MITIGATED PROJECT (1.19 MILLION TONS INCREASE) EMISSIONS IMPACTS

n/a

None

1.15

---

---

---

---

---

---

1.15

0.13

0.01

0.32

-

0.65

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

SOx

TABLE 4.3-13 EFFECTS OF MITIGATION 4.3-3
Scenario

Production
(tons/yr)

Baseline

810,363

1

945,000

2

1,100,000

3

1,300,000

4

1,550,000

5

1,750,000

6

2,000,000

Mitigated
Cancer Risk
before
Mitigation
Measure 4.3-3
(per million
exposed)

Mitigated
Cancer Risk
after
Mitigation
Measure 4.3-3
(per million
exposed)

Engine Activity
(Percentage of HorsepowerHours per Year)

7.0

7.0

12% Tier 2 or better.

16.7

8.8

< 45% from Blue/Grey Pits or
44% Tier 2 or better.

10.5

3.5

< 45% from Blue/Grey Pits or
56% Tier 2 or better.

3.2

3.2

5 % Tier 3 or better and 72% Tier
2 or better.

-1.4

-1.4

25% Tier 3 or better and 91%
Tier 2 or better.

-1.1

-1.1

60% Tier 3 or better and 95%
Tier 2 or better.

7.0

7.0

97% Tier 3 or better.

Source: Appendix I, Syar Napa Quarry Draft EIR
Notes: * Cancer risk can be negative because mitigation includes reducing emissions from equipment operating in the Baseline as
well as equipment operating as part of the Project. Values represent standard 70 year risk.

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C
The Following is a list of commenters who made verbal comments during the Planning
Commission public hearing on January 7, 2015 (Agenda Item: 9A Syar Napa Quarry Expansion
and SMP #P80-00337)
For documents associated with this hearing in concluding and archive video please go to
http://napa.granicus.com/ViewPublisher.php?view_id=21
Name
Susanne von Rosenberg
Sandra Booth
Daryl Chinn
Jim Riley (Operating Engineers Vacaville)
Toby Halkovich (Cakebread Cellars)
Berry Christian (Napa Co Parks &Open Space Dist.)
David Allred
Brian Jones
Mike Costanzo (Napa Co Bike Coalition)
David Finigan (Napa Co Parks &Open Space Dist.)
Julia Winiarski (Wildlife Rescue Center Napa)
Patrick Gilleran
Kathy Felch
Dorothy Glaros (Skyline Wilderness Park Citizens
Association)
John Aranson (Skyline Wilderness Park Citizens
Association)
Lynn Wyman
Fred Parker (Skyline Wilderness Park Citizens
Association)
Planning Commissioners
Heather Phillips
Matt Pope
Michael Basayne
Terry Scott
Anne Cottrell

Address
2168 Penny Lane, Napa
2100 Seville Drive, Napa
115 Kreuzer Lane, Napa
1500 Lock Road, Vacaville
8300 St. Helena Highway,
Rutherford
105 Landana Street, American
Canyon
214 East Berna Avenue, Napa
711 South Minahen Street, Napa
3379 Solano Avenue #1700, Napa
1195 Third Street Second Floor,
Napa
9 Bonita Avenue, Napa
2164 Patton Avenue, Napa
2196 Penny Lane
2100 Imola Avenue, Napa
Marin County
1081 Green Valley Road, Napa
2732 Azalea Street

The Following is a list of correspondence received from January 5, 2015 through May 31, 2015
(in chronological order) after publication of the Final EIR which comment on the EIR, followed by
the actual correspondence. Please note the attached correspondence do not include
correspondence received that is in general opposition or support of the proposed project: for all
correspondence received on the Project please go to http://www.countyofnapa.org/Syar/
Name
Bernhard Krevet
Steven Booth
Sandra Booth
Bruce Cakebread
Jake Ruygt
Dorothy Glaros
Roslyn Potter
June Dougherty
Susanne von Rosenberg
Patrick Gilleran
Milton Bosch
Genever Fox
Roslyn Potter
Sandra Booth

Agency or Group
Friend of the Napa River
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Cakebread Cellars
CA Native Plant Society
Skyline Park Citizens Association
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident
Napa Resident

Dave Finigan
Christina Benz
Susanne von Rosenberg
Janet McBride
Sandra Booth

Napa Co. Regional Park and Open
Space District
Sierra Club of Napa Group
Napa Resident
Bay Area Ridge Trail Council
Napa Resident

Sandra Booth

Napa Resident

Correspondence
Letter received 1/5/15
Letter received 1/6/15
Letter received 1/6/15
Letter received 1/6/15
Letter received 1/6/15
Letter received 1/6/15
Email received 1/6/15
Email received 1/6/15
1/7/15 PC presentation
Letter received 1/13/15
Email received 1/13/15
Email received 2/10/15
Email received 2/18/15
2-18-15 PC presentation
document
Letter received 3/17/15
Email received 3/20/15
Email received 3/26/15
Letter received 4/1/15
BAAQMD complaint
received 4/21/15
Amended BAAQMD
complaint received 5/4/15

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

McDowell, John
Frost, Melissa; Barrella, Donald
FW: Please read this objection to Syar"s expansion into the record at the 1/7/15 Planning Commission Meeting
Tuesday, January 06, 2015 5:40:56 PM

From: roslyn potter [mailto:rozpotter1@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2015 4:45 PM
To: McDowell, John
Cc: roslyn potter
Subject: Fwd: Please read this objection to Syar's expansion into the record at the 1/7/15 Planning
Commission Meeting

From: roslyn potter <rozpotter1@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 6, 2015 at 4:34 PM
Subject: Please read this objection to Syar's expansion into the record at the 1/7/15 Planning
Commission Meeting
To: donald.barella@countyofnapa.org
Cc: roslyn potter <rozpotter1@gmail.com>, Sandra Booth <juniperbooth@hotmail.com>
Napa Planning Commission Members,
Vote NO to Syar's Napa Quarry Expansion Project.
The Syar project includes expansion of asphalt production. The current Syar facility includes
an asphaltic batch plant. A yes vote will expand this plant to 300,000 tons per year and add a
Reclaimed Asphaltic Product (RAP) handling facility
Asphalt plants mix gravel and sand with crude oil derivatives to make the asphast used to pave
roads, highways, and parking lots across the U.S. These plants release millions of pounds of
chemicals into the air during production each year, including many cancer causing toxic air
pollutants such as arsenic, benzene, formaldehyde, and cadmium. Other toxic chemicals are
released into the air as the asphalt is loaded into trucks and haulded from the plant site,
including volatile organic compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and very
fine condensed particulates (EPA).
Asphalt processing and asphalt roofing manufacturing facilities are major sources of
hazardous air pollutants such as formaldehyde, hexane, phenol, polycyclic organic matter and
toluene. (Source EPA ) “
“According to one health agency, asphalt fumes contain substances known to cause cancer,
can cause coughing, wheezing or shortness of breath, severe irritation of the skin, headaches,
dizziness, and nausea. Animal studies show PAHs (Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) affect
respiratory reproduction, cause birth defects and are hazardous to the immune system.
(NJDHSS). The US Department of Health and Human Services has determined that PAHs
may be carcinogenic to humans. “
“In addition to smokestack emissions, large amounts of harmful “fugitive emissions” are
released as the asphalt is moved around in trucks and conveyor belts, and is stored in
stockpiles. A small asphalt plant producing 100 thousand tons of asphalt per year may release

up to 50 tons of toxic fugitive emissions into the air. (Dr. R. Nadkarni). Stagnant air and local
weather patterns often increase the level of exposure to local communities. In fact, most
asphalt plants are not even tested for toxic emissions.
The amounts of these pollutants that are released from a factory are estimated by a computer
and mathematical formulas rather than by actual stack testing, estimates that experts agree
do not accurately predict the amount of toxic fumes released or the risks they pose”
Source:
http://www.bredl.org/pdf/BeSafe_Asphalt.pdf[bredl.org]

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

June Dougherty
Barrella, Donald
Syar napa quarry expansion project, permit#PO8-00337-smp
Tuesday, January 06, 2015 11:01:56 PM

January 6, 2015
Mr. Donald Barrella
Planner III
Napa County Planning, Bldg, and Envir. Services Dept
Dear Mr. Barrella:
Thank you for receiving my comments at this time. Below are a few brief comments on the Final EIR for
the Syar project. I have only just reviewed the document and will provide more detailed comments should
the response period be extended to January 21.
My comments on the document and the impacts are focused on 2 primary impact areas, aesthetics and
noise, and on the general approach of the comment responses.
Aesthetics:
In general the photos and simulations, and lines of site are generally too far away to adequately visually
define the true nature of the visual change that will be evident to the residents that live to the north and
east of the project area. Also there should be an overlay of the topos and photos to accurately display
the true nature of the mining operations and its affect on the view. Presently no such image exists in the
report and this omission thus downplays the severity of the visual impact. An impact that can not ever be
mitigated.
Based on information available in the report the reader is left to make their own conclusions of the future
state of the view from the north and east. I am a resident on Penny Lane and I have included photos (in
the next email) of the view of the backside of the project area from my home. I suggest that this close up
view be or similar be incorporated into the document, with a simulation showing how much of the south
west portion view of the hillside will be gone if the proposed expansion is permitted. In addition, property
value declines should be assessed in the areas north of Imola over to the middle school, as the aesthetic
view from these properties would be permanently marred and altered. This impact had not been
adequately addressed in the document.
Noise:
The noise impact section is pedestrian at best. While is contains basic information and preliminary
baselines, it does not take into account the actual noise levels within the residential areas away from
Imola avenue, nor does it account for the alteration in the travel of the additional noise once the current
terrain barrier is lowered. Noise levels that were taken within 180 feet of Imola are not representative of
actual residential noise levels, and should not be used as the baseline. Also, as quarry activities proceed
up in elevation and terrain is removed, noise will travel much further along the valley floor than it currently
does, and the reverberation/echo affect from the western and eastern hills will increase the "canyon
affect" across larger expanses of the valley floor than just the immediately adjacent properties that are
included in the report. The noise impact needs to be better analyzed.
Response to comments:
In general this area of the document is dismissive and repetitive in its responses without substantial
basis. For example, the use of the historical use of the property as a precedence for future use is
erroneous in this context for numerous reasons, that I will not detail here, yet is is used repeatedly as an
assumed acceptable reason for ignoring the true severity of future impacts. Several commenters have
described this error in great detail in the draft, but it has not been addressed in the final document.
Furthermore, the "we were here first" argument does not hold weight in today's development
negotiations.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments,
Sincerely,
June Dougherty
Resident, 2168 Penny Lane
Environmental Scientist, Air and Noise Specialist
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Syar Napa Quarry Expansion Project
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THANK YOU

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Milton Bosch
Barrella, Donald
Fwd: Syar asphalt processiong/production expansion
Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:01:44 PM

To Napa County Commissioners and Staff,
c/o Donald Barella
Forwarded copy of letter sent to the recipients below.
Thank you,
Milton K.D. Bosch, MD
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Milton Bosch <miltonbosch@comcast.net>
To: mattpope384@gmail.com, tkscottco@aol.com, napacommissioner@yahoo.com
Sent: Wed, 14 Jan 2015 00:54:34 -0000 (UTC)
Subject: Syar asphalt processiong/production expansion
Dear Sirs,
I am writing you as a long time (26 year) resident of the City of Napa. My professional
qualifications are 1) Chemist, and 2) Medical doctor, Board Certified in Internal Medicine
and subspecialized in Addiction Medicine.
I strongly oppose Syar's request to expand their asphalt production/processing by 300,000
tons annually. For inexplicable reasons, toxic compounds released into the air by asphalt are
rarely tested for, despite the emission fumes having known human carcinogens and toxins.
These include PAH's (polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons - such as those released when any
carbon-containing substance is burned, such as tobacco, wood, charcoal, and meat - the best
known of which is Benzo[a]pyrene), toluene, benzene (a substance known to cause leukemia),
formaldehyde (a known human carcinogen), hexane ( a known neurotoxin), and phenol.
If the Syar quarry was proposed as a new project in such close proximity to the City of Napa,
it would be turned down with little or no debate.
This type of industrial activity in such close proximity to Napa residences and Napa State
Hospital puts residents at risk of increased incidence of malignancies, respiratory illnesses,
neurologic damage, depressed immune systems, and birth defects.
Rather than actual stack testing, the amounts of toxic compounds released by asphalt is done
with mathematical formulas and computer models. These models estimate that the proposed
asphalt production expansion of 300,000 tons annually releases approximately 150 tons of the
above pollutants. Experts believe these models grossly underestimate the actual stack
emissions and "fugitive" emissions. Fugitive emissions are those released as asphalt is moved
by conveyor belt or stored in piles.
Asphalt is basically the heaviest fraction of petroleum...the gunk left behind after the more
volatile substances have been boiled off. Crude petroleum contains many known carcinogens.
Asphalt should actually be listed under California's Proposition 66 labelling law for any
substances that might cause cancer or reproductive harm in humans.
I cannot overemphasize what danger this represents to our community, especially during the
winter where high pressure systems prevent the air from mixing, and trigger Spare the Air
days. We have tied last years record with 11 Spare the Air days this year. During these days,
the concentrations experienced by nearby Napa residents would be substantially greater than
similar days with wind or rain. I ask that you move to deny the Syar Quarry's request for
expansion for the sake of the health of our community. It is a wonder we have tolerated Syar's
presence so close to the hospital and residential housing for as many years as we have. It's an
even greater wonder that Syar would expect this proposed expansion to be approved. You
might as well just set up an apparatus to aerosolize 150 tons of a toxic mixture of PAHs,

benzene, toluene, formaldehyde, hexane, and phenol directly into Napa's nearby
neighborhoods, because the end result would be the same. It's like forcing people to smoke
cigarettes, or directly breathe wood smoke, except that it is worse.
Actual stack emission tests would likely show that the 150 ton estimate is much lower than
reality. This is a very serious issue. I cannot emphasize that enough.
Sincerely,
Milton K.D. Bosch, MD
Napa, CA

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Genever Fox
Barrella, Donald
heather@vinehillranch.com; napacommissioner@yahoo.com; anne.cottrell@lucene.com; tkscottco@aol.com;
mattpope384@gmail.com; McDowell, John
Proposed Syar Expansion Project
Tuesday, February 10, 2015 6:28:54 PM

Dear Mr. Barrella and Commissioners,
As a longtime resident of Napa and of a neighborhood adjacent to Skyline Park I would like to voice
my opposition to the proposed expansion of the Syar Napa Quarry currently under consideration. In
spite of the “mitigation” described in the FEIR, I do not believe that visual, sound and air quality
impacts are being adequately addressed. I also do not think that traffic impacts on Hwy 121 from
the expanded activities at the quarry are being addressed at all.
It is clear that with the expansion, quarry activities will be much more visible from areas of Skyline
Park. There really is no way to mitigate this and since Skyline Park is a wilderness park, users of the
park will be very much impacted by the intrusion of quarry views and quarry noise into their
experience. Syar’s argument that this impact is “insignificant” is at best, subjective and at worst,
disingenuous.
Currently quarry noise and odors are somewhat blocked by the hillside that the quarry expansion
would encompass, and presumably, remove. Even with this hillside somewhat intact, occasional
quarry noises are heard and odors are smelled by Skyline Park users and even by residents along
Imola Ave and the adjacent neighborhoods. If this hillside is removed, as the expansion plan appears
to call for, quarry noises and odors are likely to be worsened. The “acoustical shielding” being
provided by the hillside seems pivotal to the noise mitigation plan proposed in the FEIR, yet this
hillside is doomed to destruction if the expansion proceeds as proposed. Monitoring noise levels, as
currently proposed, is meaningless without a plan as to what to do if those levels exceed acceptable
limits. And “using the quietest available equipment” means nothing unless it is determined how
quiet that equipment is and whether it is quiet enough.
Skyline Park, the DOE and associated schools, Napa State Hospital, the neighborhood along and
adjacent to Imola Ave and portions of Coombsville are all downwind of Syar, regardless of what the
FEIR implies, because the prevailing winds are from the southwest. With the wind comes noise, dust
and odor. Removal of the hillside between the quarry and Skyline can only exacerbate this process
since the hillside currently blocks the wind to some degree.
The proposed expansion will also require the use of more trucks or larger trucks to haul the
expanded amount of quarried material out of the quarry. Currently Syar’s trucks enter Hwy 121 by
crossing over the northbound lanes into a merge lane that enters the left southbound lanes. The
trucks are large and slow and visibly slow traffic as they merge. Traffic is already bad along this
portion of 121. I am concerned that the expanded number of trucks will dramatically worsen the
existing traffic problem. Syar has offered no plan to mitigate this and, more or less, punts this issue
to Napa County and CalTrans, thereby shirking responsibility to aid in any solution to it.
Syar was sued last year by a watchdog group called San Francisco Baykeeper for violation of the

Clean Water Act. The group alleged that for at least 5 years Syar allowed water contaminated with
pollutants from the mining operations and the accumulation of trash, debris, unused equipment
and scrap metal to run off into Arroyo Creek, into the Napa River and from there, into the San
Francisco Bay. On December 10, 2014, Baykeeper announced a settlement of the suit that requires
Syar to remove the scrap metal, trash, debris, and unused equipment along Arroyo Creek and to
install pollution controls to filter and treat storm water before it leaves the Syar facility, and also to
install check dams to control the flow of contaminated mud and sand off of the quarry site. This suit
highlights the fact that Syar really has little interest in the impacts it’s business has on the
environment and the people of Napa county and the greater Bay Area. I find it “convenient” that
Syar quickly settled this suit the month before the first public meeting after the FEIR was released.
The fact that this suit was necessary to get Syar to clean up its act demonstrates that Syar is neither
a good business citizen nor a good land steward.
For these reasons, I urge you to not approve Syar’s expansion project.
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns.
Sincerely,
Genever Fox
1086 4th Ave
Napa, CA 94559

To: Mr. Don Barrella,
Napa Planning Commission Members

February 17 2015

Syar Quarry Adaptive Management Mining Strategy
Please enter this letter into the public record of concerns regarding the Syar EIR
Dear Mr. Barella and Planning Commissioners,
As I understand it, the Adaptive Management Mining Strategy (Strategy) allows Syar Industries to mine
where it chooses (with minor exceptions) in its 870 acre land holding each year. This would occur on a
continual basis for 35 years (or longer if a permit extension is requested), as long as the total mined area
does not exceed 25%, or 218 acres. Syar only need submit a new mining plan each year to the County,
who would approve or deny it. The public would not participate, and new impact and mitigation reports
would not be required.
At present, Syar is mining 11% of the property. Under the mining Strategy, up to 25% can be mined. Not
only will more acreage be mined, but more aggregate will be found in undisturbed areas utilizing the
mining Strategy, than has been extracted from previously mined areas.
Only undisturbed areas will be mined using the Strategy. The process for mining an undisturbed area
involves using a bulldozer, excavators and front-end loaders. Heavy ripping equipment is used to
construct steep slopes or drilling and blasting are used to develop benched configurations. Harvested
rock is then transported by a loader to the appropriate processing plant.
In short, under the mining Strategy, mining of exclusively undisturbed areas will proceed. Mining
activities will be more intensive, use more heavy equipment, blasting and drilling, and remove more
aggregate, than mining activities that have taken place in the past. The mining Strategy also permits
mining in several different areas simultaneously, including areas adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park.
And, areas within ½ mile of residential neighborhoods.
I do not understand why this Strategy is recommended for use by Syar’s open pit quarry, located in an
urban area adjacent to or in very close approximation to homes, schools, a college, Napa State Hospital,
Skyline Wilderness Park, Kennedy Park and vineyards. Syar uses blasting, excavation and drilling to mine.
The quarry also has three noisy, odorous asphalt manufacturing facilities, with a fourth under
consideration. Why has this plan been recommended for a quarry and what will be four asphalt plants,
located in a sensitive area in such a pristine place as the Napa Valley?
During mining operations, in neighborhoods close by, a dark dust invades homes, and covers
automobiles, trees and gardens. Noise from diesel trucks, heavy equipment, aggregate and asphalt
manufacturing equipment regularly disturbs the peace of rural neighborhoods, families and
schoolchildren. Unexpected blast vibrations and sounds are disconcerting, if not frightening. The
pungent, powerful odors of asphalt invades some homes, schools, and portions of Napa State Hospital.
Homes in these areas are less desirable to buyers
I have lived in Napa since 1967. I love this city, this valley. And I, along with tens of thousands of people,
treasure Skyline Wilderness Park. I do not understand how use of the mining Strategy will benefit
Napans or Napa.
I am concerned and I have questions:
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To: Mr. Don Barrella,
Napa Planning Commission Members

February 17 2015

1. When the Adaptive Management Mining Strategy (Strategy) the County recommends for the Syar Napa
Quarry was researched, what mines in the greater Bay Area or California, were found to be using this
method? What problems did they encounter? Has the impact of this strategy on sensitive receptors
been evaluated?
2. Only undisturbed areas that have never been mined, will be included in the Strategy.
 Can several different undisturbed areas adjacent to Skyline Park be mined without environmental
impact reports that would reflect additional and cumulative impacts to the Park, and to nearby
residential areas and schools?
3. Was the Strategy taken into account when considering cumulative impacts of the new Jail (if built at the
currently proposed site), Napa Pipe Project, vineyards, other projects in the approval pipeline, or areas
(South Napa Marketplace?) not included in the current EIR
 If the more intensive impacts of the mining Strategy have not been considered in the current EIR,
please advise how true impacts to Skyline Wilderness Park, the residential areas to the north and
east, and other sensitive receptors can be evaluated? How can current mitigation measures be
valid?
4. Will the environmental impact report for the Passini parcel accurately determine impacts and mitigation
for other undisturbed areas that have not been studied? Can impacts from one area be applied to
another?
5. If all undisturbed areas in the 870 acres have not been studied, how can true impacts be determined?
For some studies, calculations are based upon the distance from a subject to a source. As these
distances will vary, from area to area, data from one source at a particular geographical distance should
not be used for a source at a different distance. Such findings would not be valid.
6. I understand the 357 acre exclusion area includes only currently disturbed and mined areas. Impacts
from undisturbed areas would also be greater than those from disturbed areas due to preparation,
infrastructure and other work required. Are these additional requirements for new areas taken into
account when determining total impacts and the mitigation required?




Are schools, residents, Napa State Hospital and other receptors advised in advance of mining
impacts, such as blasting and measures they can take to reduce them?
Is mitigation proportional to the sum of impacts for all areas being mined at one time?
Are impacts for disturbed compared to undisturbed acreage weighed differently?

7. What parcels does the 870 acres include? Specifically, does the 870 acres include the 188 acre parcel
Syar purchased from the State of California in the 1990's and the Passini parcel?



Is any mining designated property (current or future) excluded from the 870 acre total?
If the 188 acre parcel is included, will impact studies be completed for the parcel?

8. Syar will determine the location of shared boundary lines by survey. Fences, stakes, and other markers
or barriers will be installed by Syar according to Syar’s survey. These stakes, fences and other markers
delineating ownership will be moved frequently by Syar workers according to mining needs.


How will the rights and property of adjacent landowners be protected if Syar is moving fences and
other boundary markers on a frequent basis, according to a survey ordered by Syar?
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To: Mr. Don Barrella,
Napa Planning Commission Members

February 17 2015

9. What safeguards will be put in place to verify information provided by Syar? For example, what is the
verification process for determining total acreage being mined at any one time? Or total production
amounts?
10 The Mining and Reclamation Plan describes the benefits to Syar of the Adaptive Management Mining
Strategy. Of what benefit is the Strategy to Napa and Napans?
11. An example of a 12 month mining plan is provided. Only very general information is included. What
specific information and data will be required for the annual mining plan? What circumstances would
trigger additional information or more frequent plans?
12. I believe the public should be involved in the annual mining plan approval process. Why is there no
public participation when mining activities are so impactful with respect to noise, odors, vibrations, and
dust to nearby receptors?
13. Who will provide oversight for the Strategy? What kind of oversight? The 218 acre limit for mining
activity represents a very substantial increase in mining activity that is not reflected in an expected
proportional increase in production. Production will increase from 810,000 tons to 1.3 million tons, an
increase of 38%. But the acreage mined will increase from 97 to 218 acres, an increase of 57% without
taking several important variables into account. The considerable depth of mining and, newly mined
areas will produce far more aggregate than formerly mined areas. How then, can there be only a 38%
increase in production when there is a 58% increase in acreage. These numbers don't add up.
In the same vein, how can measures of current impacts be valid when they are based upon production
numbers for 2004-2008?
14. If land to be mined is changed each year, how can the current EIR, which considers only the Passini
parcel, provide an accurate and complete picture of impacts in other areas? How can mitigation
measures be applied, if impacts for each area to be mined are not studied? Syar’s 870 acre parcel is
large and diverse.

Roz Potter RN, MA
204 E. 1st Street
Napa, CA 94559
February 17, 2015
Former: Napa Valley College Trustee; Member, Board of Directors, Napa Valley Museum; Member,
Board of Directors, Community Resources for Children; Research Associate, the Rand Corporation,
Lecturer and Curriculum Developer, UC Berkeley Center for Infectious Diseases and Emergency
Readiness; Founder and Principal: Defying Disaster; Health and Safety, Disaster Preparedness and Infection
Control Education and Consultation; Creator: Defying Disaster Game; Manager Infection Prevention and
Control and Employee Health Programs in hospitals and health care centers
Current: Consultant, Registered Nurse, Educator, Mother, Grandmother, Concerned Citizen
Resident of Napa: 1967-1977; 1983-present
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Sandra Booth, Artist
2100 Seville Drive, Napa CA 94559
Presentation before the Napa County Commissioners, 2-18-15
Syar Napa Quarry should not be expanded. In Syar’s EIR the stated goal is to
keep production for local consumption. The State and County agree that hauling
aggregate short distances decreases pollution, which is also a goal of our State
and County. We want an audit of the last three years, 2012, ’13 and ’14 of
production and distribution of the products mined at Napa Quarry. We want to
know how much was actually used in Napa County for each of these years. We
want the breakdown of product used in each City in Napa County and used in the
County, and the accounting of the aggregate product that was sold outside of the
County of Napa.
For the purpose of conservation, this will give us an idea of the yearly need for
aggregate and the estimates for calculating a yearly cap on the amount of
aggregate that Syar may mine out of the Napa Quarry per year. All this research
should have been done before the EIR was produced. We want a cap written into
the permit as a conservation measure to make sure the materials produced at
our local mine are not being shipped out of the Napa area.
A cap on production matching the Napa area’s actual needs will reduce pollution
and insure there will be plenty of rock for 35 years. A cap on production of
aggregate is a very good conservation measure. Syar owned Lake Herman
Quarry in Vallejo is 5 times larger than the Napa Quarry and can more efficiently
provide aggregate for the American Canyon area, Vallejo and other points south
and to southern Napa County and City. On their web site Lake Herman boasts
they deliver “on time for the best price” throughout Central California. We
certainly don’t want little Napa Quarry shipping out of the area. And, again,
Syar’s stated objective in the FEIR is to ship locally.
Also, BoDean’s solar powered Mark West Quarry more efficiently provides
aggregate north of St. Helena. This is another reason the Napa Quarry operation
does not need to expand, but actually it would be better to reduce it, or redesignate the use. It is not necessary for the Napa Quarry operation to continue
when aggregate is so close by “on time for the best price” from Lake Herman
Quarry. The addition in cost would only amount to a few dollars per ton. Actually,
Syar owned Lake Herman Quarry is about as ideal a distance from us as we
could hope for. Napa Quarry should not be expanded. There are better
alternatives.
Sandra Booth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susanne von Rosenberg
heather@vinehillranch.com; mattpope384@gmail.com; anne.cottrell@lucene.com;
napacommissioner@yahoo.com; tkscottco@aol.com
Caldwell, Keith; Eric Gallenkamp; Barrella, Donald
Syar Quarry Expansion EIR: Comments on noise analysis and mitigation
Thursday, March 26, 2015 1:56:05 PM

Dear County Planning Commissioners and Staff
This letter provides more detail on the noise concerns raised by the undersigned at the
February 18 Planning Commission meetings and includes a number of points that, due to the
time constraints on public comments, were not raised.

1. Proposed Project Does Not Conform to Napa County Policies
Allowing the proposed doubling of Syar’s current quarry operations and expanding into the
Passini Parcel will violate the noise policies in Napa’s general plan as well as aspects of the
Recreation and Open Space and Conservation elements.
Policy CC-7 focuses on protecting the people of Napa County from exposure to excessive noise
and Policy CC-8 talks about minimizing noise impacts by placing new noise-generating uses in
appropriate areas. The extent and impact of this expansion and the new operations (asphalt
recycling proposal) constitutes a new noise generating project. The proposed expansion will do
irrevocable harm to Skyline Wilderness Park and thus runs contrary to Policy ROS 15 which
assures “permanent protection” of Skyline Wilderness Park. Finally, the EIR analysis and
proposed mitigations do not meet the standards set forth in Policy CON 39 which highlights
that resource extraction activities shall fully address all environmental implications.

2. Noise Impacts are Not Adequately Disclosed, and are Understated and Minimized
In examining the EIR produced by Syar, it is clear that the analysis understates the noise
impacts of this project on the surrounding noise sensitive areas and overestimates the effects
of the proposed mitigations. As we all know, Syar is closely situated to a number noise
sensitive areas (including a hospital, schools, neighborhoods, and parks) on it northern,
eastern and parts of its western property line. The impact of this proposed project on these
areas must be closely examined. Syar’s proposed modifications, which were submitted
February 13, 2015, reduce the footprint of the project, but do not provide any associated
information required to reassess noise impacts (e.g., updated topographic contours, revised
noise modeling contours, etc.).
In reviewing the EIR noise and vibration analysis:
· It is clear that all noise contour analysis and diagrams do not take into account the
effect of the hillsides and ridgelines which comprise Skyline Park. Skyline Park is
essentially a long canyon running from the parking lot to Lake Marie and beyond. In
referencing Figures 4.11-34, 35, & 36 which illustrate noise contours from three
source points, the smooth and consistent rings representing decreasing decibel levels
are based upon flat and open space and do not take in the echoing effect and
channeling of noise which will occur nor the height at which the noise will be

·

·

generated. Furthermore, the noise analysis also sets aside consideration of the
prevailing wind direction, and the overall effect of the fact that the quarry is located in
a valley that will channel noise to the north and south. This already troubling noise
analyses, which is described as “Worst Case” noise contours, clearly underestimates
the impact of the noise from this project.
The EIR also highlights that portions of the trails within Skyline Wilderness Park close
to the Snake Pit will come within 100 feet of Quarry operations. Mining activities at
this distance will generate noise at 80 dBA L50 and maximum instantaneous noise of
85dBA L50.   The report only states that this is a potentially significant impact. Moving
the maximum expansion area inward 50 feet would not appreciably reduce this noise
level. The quarrying activities would have to be moved west by 900 feet or so from the
originally proposed boundary to result in an acceptable day-time noise level.
The EIR does not conduct a noise analysis of blasting operations or removal of
overburden. These activities are inherently noisy, and to fail to provide any noise
analysis is a failure of the EIR.
o The document states (on page 14.11-15) that “…removal of overburden is
temporary, and this activity is similar to construction, and as such, is not
normally regulated by County Noise Ordinance Standards that address longterm operations.” This is clearly a fallacious argument, as by analogy any
industrial activity that is does not occur on a continuous basis would also be
regulated as a construction activity. To describe this activity as similar to
construction activities is an inappropriate and is backed by no data or analysis.
In fact, overburden removal is a predictable and routine activity required to
conduct quarry operations in the expansion areas. The EIR’s noise section fails
to describe of how long removal of overburden would take, and does not
quantify overburden. It is impossible for the lay reader to determine what
percentage of materials that would be removed would be classified as
overburden. What is the exact definition of an overburden? Because the EIR
does not provide data regarding this aspect of mining and thus failed to provide
a complete analysis of noise impact, it is incomplete. Questions that must
addressed include: What are the noise projections for such activities? How
many machines will be used at one time, what is the projected dBA, what are
the hours of operation, are there limit on the hours or number of days of this
type of operation (overburden and top soil removal appears to be exempt from
all standard operating hours proposed for quarry operations)? Removing
overburden is an integral aspect of the mining operations and must be included
in all noise analyses. While in the 2/13/15 email Syar has now proposed to
restrict overburden removal to the standard operating hours (which are still
extremely long, far exceeding the operating hours allowed under any other ongoing noise-generating activity of similar frequency and magnitude), there is
still no evaluation of the potential noise associated with the activity.

3. Noise Mitigation Approach Treats Skyline Park Areas as “Noise Buffer Zone”
Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 defines “nearest sensitive receptors” to the north and east as
consisting of residences and Skyline Park trails. It ignores 1) campers at Skyline Park, 2) the

schools and day care center, and 3) day users of the Park in and around the park entrance
(educational areas, native plant garden, archery range, horse arena, etc.). All of these are
closer to the north of the expansion area than the closest residences. The mitigation measure
therefore does not provide for noise control within the northern areas of Skyline Park or at
the schools and day care center, and does not provide for noise control for the most sensitive
receptors within Skyline Park (campers at night time).

4. Syar Agreed to a Higher Level of Noise Protection at its Lake Herman Quarry
Than is Proposed for Napa
The Lake Herman quarry EIR certified by Solano County last year has a noise standard of
60dbA L1 (i.e., the level that can be exceeded 1% of the time) at the property boundary, as
compared to the 50dBA L50 at the nearest residential and trail receptor proposed in the Napa
EIR. While Syar argues in the Napa EIR that L50 is most appropriate for a continuous
operation, surely the Lake Herman quarry is also a continuous operation? The closest analogy
to the L1 level is the 1 minute maximum criterion included in the L50 definition, which would
allow a noise level of 65dBA at the closest sensitive receptors for 1 minute per hour (1.7% of
the time). Therefore, the nearest residences would be exposed to a higher level of noise than is
allowed at the property boundary for the Lake Herman quarry. It should also be noted that the
Lake Herman quarry property boundary is at least 2,500 feet from the closest residences,
which is about twice as far as the closest residences north of the proposed expansion area. In
other words, residents of Vallejo would enjoy a substantially greater level of noise protection
than Napa residents, if this EIR is approved with the current noise mitigation measures and
thresholds.
5. Noise Monitoring Baseline Data Lack Context
The long-term noise monitoring data presented in the EIR indicate that they were collected
during “quarry operating hours” but do not indicate what quarry operations were actually
occurring and when. Was mining occurring? Aggregate processing? Asphalt production?
Loading/sales? Some combination or all of these activities? When were these activities
occurring? At night or only during the day? Were loading/sales operations deliberately halted
in the afternoon and recommenced in the evening as is apparently the practice as shown from
some truck trip data? Where were these operations occurring? Absent this context, it’s
impossible to determine whether the baseline data represent a “best case,” “typical,” or “worst
case” scenario. he noise analysis attributes much of the ambient noise on the north side of the
quarry to traffic on Imola, but fails to make its case by not disclosing whether quarry
operations were occurring, where, and at what level at the time the noise measurements were
undertaken. The noise measurements also did not indicate that some readings were taken in
the immediate vicinity of mowing at Skyline, which only occurs on a monthly basis or less.
6. Night-time Noise Effects are Understated
Susanne von Rosenberg has previously commented on the issue of night-time noise from
quarry operations, including the issue of back-up alarms. The EIR states (p. 4.11-15) “Only in
the absence of local traffic were quarry operations audible.” However, that is precisely the
conditions that occur on nights and weekends (as also appears to be demonstrated by the
noise monitoring, which shows a distinct drop in night-time and weekend noise levels at the

long-term noise monitoring locations). The EIR further states (same page) that “Backup
alarms were audible at times, but were not measurable above ambient levels.” It is highly
doubtful that the Illingworth & Rodkin noise monitoring staff were present at long-term noise
monitoring locations 24/7, so one must assume they are referring to not being able to
measure back-up alarm noise during the weekday working hours. Had they been present at
night when quarry operations are occurring near the northern side of the State Blue Pit, they
most certainly would have been able to hear (the frequently occurring) back-up alarms.

7. The Proposed Night-Time Noise Threshold is Too High
The proposed threshold for night-time noise is 45 dBA L50 at the closest residential receptors.
However, noise monitoring data at the closest noise monitoring location to these residential
receptors is generally below 40 dBA L50 (50 out of 54 night-time noise hours recorded), and
below 35 dBA L50 close to half the time (21 out of 54 night-time noise hours recorded). As
stated in the EIR, a noise increase of 5dBA is generally considered significant; thus allowing a
night-time noise standard of 45 dBA L50, although strictly-speaking compliant with county
noise standards, would in fact result in a significant impact. This impact is not disclosed in the
[1]
document. Recirculation of the document’s noise analysis is required.

8. The Maximum Noise Level Used to Model Unmitigated Noise Levels is Too Low
The noise contours presented in Figure 4.11-34 are based on a single unidentified noise
source. One assumes that it is based on the 80 dBA measured for aggregate mining activities as
part of Illingworth & Rodkin’s noise monitoring discussed in Item 5. However, a typical noise
analysis in an EIR describes the types of equipment that may be used, then calculates a
maximum noise level that might occur if all equipment is used simultaneously, and then
describes attenuation. There is no such clear pathway in this document, and the reader is left
wondering if the noise analysis in fact considered the possibility that multiple pieces of
equipment could be used simultaneously near the property boundary.
9. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program in the Final EIR is Inadequate
The MMRP measure merely calls for noise levels to be measured by Syar, and reported to the
County. There is no detail on the required frequency, duration, and location of the proposed
monitoring. Until and unless Syar demonstrates that it consistently meets specified noise
levels, monitoring must be continuous, must occur at multiple locations, and all data should be
automatically uploaded to a County website accessible to the general public. Furthermore,
Syar’s operations must be described relative to the noise monitoring data (i.e., unless we know
whether Syar is operating, it is impossible to tell whether occasional exceedances, if any, are
due to their operations or other activities, and Syar could therefore dispute any findings of
exceedances).
10. Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 is Inadequate and Critical Parameters Are Not Defined
There are multiple problems with this mitigation measure.
The first bullet indicates that Syar shall “…not carry out mining activates between the hours of
10pm and 7am in mining areas to north and east of State Blue Pit where there are residences
not shielded by intervening terrain...”
· What is the definition of shielded? – Does that mean wooded areas, does that mean

landmasses, what size of landmasses, how will this be adjusted over time as the
proposed project reduces the natural terrain features? A standard definition of
shielded areas is not offered, thus “shielded” is left to open to interpretation.
· At this time, exactly which areas are considered as shielded and which are not cannot
be determined.
· Noise generation at the Snake Pit is not included.
· The EIR failed to even consider the effects echoing and channeling effects that are
created by the canyon, ridges and hills of Skyline Park.
The second bullet states that “With the exception of blasting and removal of overburden…”
· Why is blasting included as an exception? Blasting is described in the EIR as being only
potentially audible to residents and “…. audible sounds from blasting events would not
exceed typical ambient maximum noise levels from other area noise sources” (page
4.11-20). The EIR did not conduct a noise study of blasting, thus these statements are
speculation and not supported by data.
·

·

Further these speculations do not indicate that this noise would be insignificant within
Skyline Park. There is no basis provided in this report for removing blasting noise
from the noise analysis.
Removing blasting will not allow for in accurate representation of L50 noise levels.

The second bullet continues to discuss level of noise impacts at nearest sensitive receptors and
proposes the quarry shall not exceed 50dBA L50 during 7am to 10pm and 45 dBA L50 from
10pm to 7am.
· Where are the exact locations of these receptors? The mitigation proposes not
conducting mining activities within 2,500 feet of these receptors. Only vague
references are made to locations near Napa State Hospital, NVC, and on some
undisclosed location on Imola. There are receptors located within Skyline Park
(campers, hikers, and day users) and at the schools and daycare center. Where are the
receptors located on Imola? How much higher would noise levels be within the
camping areas of the park? We do not have the data. The proposed day and night time
dBA L50 criteria should be the levels recorded on the Syar property line and the
·

maximum noise level should never exceed 60 dBA. Skyline Park should not be used as
the noise buffer zone.
Daytime 50 dBA L50 levels and night time 45 dBA L50 thresholds are also not

appropriate criteria for noise in this project. Syar’s own EIR shows that at monitoring
location LT-2 (near skyline trail), the L50 Levels for daytime use are under 45dBA 95%

of the time and are typically under 40 dBA at nighttime. So, at this is receptor site,
setting day time levels at 50 dBA L50 and night time levels at 45 dBA L50 would
represent a significant change from baseline (over 5 dBA) and create a significant
impact as defined by the significance criterion established for noise (“A substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project”). Please note this is an analysis conducted with data from the LT2 site. If this proposed criterion is intended to be met somewhere on Imola (as it
appears), then obviously Skyline Wilderness Park would be looking at noise levels

significantly higher, likely between 60 and 70 dBA range during day time hours.  
Bullet 2, sub-bullet 2 provides the only mitigation offered for topsoil and overburden removal.
This mitigation is entirely qualitative and unenforceable.
· What does “using the quietest equipment possible when removing topsoil and
overburden” actually mean? Does that mean the quietest that Syar has on the Napa
site? What efforts would be made to modify the equipment to reduce noise generation?
How does Syar’s equipment compare to the quietest equipment actually available in
the market place today? There has been no analysis of noise for the machines that Syar
plans on using. We can only reference their pollution ratings to get an idea of the age of
their machinery and reference noise ratings from there. The Draft EIR, at the top of
page 4.3-36, indicates that 39% of Syar’s machines areTier 0, which means the were
put into operation between 1988 to 1994 before regulatory standards for emissions
were established, and 49% of their machines meet Tier 1 regulations. Tier 1
regulations for emissions were established from 1994 to 2001. Thus 88% of their
machines were originally put into operation between 1988 and 2001. These are old
machines, we have no idea of how quiet – or noisy — they are. To provide mitigation
that is this vague (“using the quietest machines possible”) without providing any data
that allows the public to assess the quality of this mitigation is inappropriate and
renders the mitigation invalid.
·

Finally, the mitigation measure that states Syar will maintain the acoustical shielding
for receivers north or east of the quarry so that existing terrain features provide the
maximum amount of shielding for the longest time possible is not a viable long-term
mitigation. What is the timetable for this mitigation, how long will the terrain features
remain in place? What will happen after those features are gone? Maintaining the
intervening terrain as long as possible is merely sound business practice, and does not
rise to the standard of a mitigation measure, especially given the absence of any
timetable for this “mitigation.” The EIR does not provide any of this information and
this cannot be considered as valid mitigation without detailed information and
commitments.

No mitigation is offered for particularly objectionable noise such as back-up alarms. It should
be noted that while Syar has stated typically operating hours, Susanne von Rosenberg’s
personal experience is that equipment begins to operate as much as 30 minutes before and
continues to operate for up to 30 minutes after the allegedly operating hours (presumably to
move equipment into and out of position). Back-up alarms are frequently heard during these
time periods. It is not clear what actually constitutes “operations” as contemplated by the EIR.
Do operations only refer to active quarrying, processing, and loading operations? Or is
equipment movement considerd part of operations?
The DEIR comment response states:
“With the exception of backup alarms, quarrying noise would not be considered to be
tonal, repetitive (such as hammering or riveting), or contain music or speech. For this
reason, no correction for the character of sound would be required in the assessment
of noise generated by mining and the appropriate noise limit for such noise is 50 dBA

L50.

Infrequent and short-duration sounds resulting from backup alarms could be
considered to be tonal. However, the just audible sounds resulting from backup alarms
would not be expected to approach the daytime or nighttime noise limits even when
adjusted down five dBA to account for tonality (70 dBA Lmax daytime and 65 dBA
Lmax nighttime) or ambient maximum instantaneous noise levels during daytime or
nighttime periods.”

However, the characterization of back-up alarms as “infrequent” and “just audible” is patently
incorrect and cannot be determined from one week of noise monitoring (even if it were
constantly attended by a human). While a record has not been established to document how
many minutes out of every hour back-up alarms occur, it is surely typically more than 1
minute per hour at night, and frequently much more than that (5 minutes or more). Additional
noise monitoring is required at night to characterize back-up alarms and other especially
objectionable noises, as well as noisy activities. It should be noted that back-up alarms are
specifically designed to be heard, and that even if the decibel volume may be lowered than
permissible under County standards, the particularly objectionable quality of the noise must
be considered. Noise mitigation (such as using strobe lights rather than back-up alarms at
night) must be provided for back-up alarms.
Furthermore, it is not at all certain that quarry noise, which involves a lot of banging and
rattling, is not tonal – if hammering is an example of tonal noise, much of the quarry certainly
qualifies. This issue needs to be addressed further.
11. Cumulative Noise Impacts are Understated
The cumulative impact analysis does not consider two important factors contributing to
cumulative noise in the neighborhood north of the quarry: 1) traffic volumes, and therefore
traffic noise, have increased noticeably since Coombsville was formally identified as an
appellation, and 2) the changes in airport operations, leading to larger aircraft and more
flights have substantially increased noise levels in the neighborhood under certain wind
conditions (the neighborhood is under the approach flight path for certain wind conditions).

12. Cumulative Blasting Vibration Impacts Are Not Addressed
Cumulative blasting noise impacts are discussed, but cumulative vibration effects to structures
are not addressed. Are overpressure thresholds intended as one-time thresholds, or are they
intended to be acceptable for repeat exposures over a long duration? At what point do
structures weaken to the point of failure from repeat “acceptable” vibration exposures? Just
because windows don’t crack from a single blast event does not mean that there will not be
cumulative effects to foundations and other structural elements from repeated shaking.
In closing, Syar’s analysis of and mitigation proposed for noise and vibration are limited,
inadequate and do not provide any conclusive data that the mitigations will result in a less
than significant noise/vibration impact from this proposed expansion.

Cordially,
Eric Gallenkamp and Susanne von Rosenberg
Susanne von Rosenberg, P.E.
Principal
GAIA Consulting, Inc.
2168 Penny Lane
Napa, Ca 94559
(707) 253-9456
(707) 253-9673 (fax)
(510) 774-9085 (cell)
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Recirculation is required when important new information is identified; failure to adequately analyze and disclose
a significant impact, and/or adding mitigation that would be required to address that impact would constitute such
important new information.

ATTACHMENT D
MITIGATION MEASURES

A)I.

AIR QUALITY

A.
Mitigation Measure 4.3-2a: Reduce NOx: Any time production of 810,363 tons (i.e.
the Baseline Condition) of Aggregate or Aggregate-related Materials has been achieved within
the previous 12-month period, the Applicant Permittee shall demonstrate emissions reductions
necessary to ensurethat NOx emissions are less than 10 tons per year.the significance threshold
by one or more of the following methods:
1.
To document operational emissions the Permittee shall Pprepare a HorsepowerHour Log (“Log”) of monthly horsepower-hours for offroad vehicles operated within the
previous 12-month period. The Log shall include the rolling 12-month total horsepower-hours.
Low use equipment operated less than 20 hours per year is shall be excluded. The Log shall sum
the horsepower-hours for each tier of engine and calculate the percent of horsepower-hours
operated by engines in each tier category. The Log shall be updated by the Permittee no less
than semi-annually (i.e. every six months) or with greater frequency as necessary to ensure
compliance with this mitigation measure.
The Permittee shall reduce NOx emissions by one or more of the following methods:
1.
Baseline conditions are established at 810,363 tons with a fleet mix of 39% Tier
0, 49% Tier 1, 10% Tier 2 and 2% Tier 3. The following tiered approach shall be followed:
a)
Production up to 945,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon continued
demonstration that 12% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
b)
Production up to 1,100,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon continued
demonstration that 44% of the horsepower-hours are Tier 2 or better.
c)
Production up to 1,300,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon continued
demonstration that 5% of horsepower-hours are Tier 3 or better and 72% of the horsepowerhours are Tier 2 or better.
2.
Reduce NOx from rail transport by using a locomotive with a Tier 0 or better
engine.
3.
Reduce on- and/or off-site emissions by some other approved means. On-site
reductions may include, but are not limited to, source controls at the asphalt plants, electrifying
processes that require offroad equipment (such as automated loadout conveyor systems to reduce
haul truck emissions), or using alternate fuels such as biodiesel or electric motors. Off-site may
include purchasing offsets. The purchase of any offsets shall be real, surplus, permanent,
quantifiable, and enforceable.
4.
The effectiveness of this measure shall be demonstrated to the County by
submittal of an Emissions Calculations report prepared by a qualified professional (at the
Permittee’s expense). Both the Log and Emissions Calculations report shall be submitted to the
County for review semi-annually and in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of
Approval #2L, or as requested by the County to demonstrate compliance. If the County finds
that operations have not achieved the required reductions, the Permittee shall immediately scale
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back production to the limits identified above until required reductions have been achieved.
Reduced production levels that result in emission compliance shall be maintained as long as
necessary until the Permittee provides documentation demonstrating that increased production
levels would result in compliant emissions. As necessary Tthe cCounty will either hire a
consultant (at the Permittee’s expense) or enlist the BAAQMD to assess and determine initial
compliance and determine whether the complexity of the task requires further outside assistance
in future years.
The effectiveness of this measure shall be demonstrated to the County by submittal of
emissions calculations similar to those in Appendix I of the DEIR. For instance, control of NOx
by installation of a VDECS on an engine or several engines may be sufficient to offset necessary
reductions from overall fleet.
The Log shall be updated upon request by the County and as necessary for the Applicant
to ensure compliance with this mitigation, but not less than semi-annually. If the County finds
that operations have not achieved the required reductions, the Applicant shall scale back
production as necessary until reductions are achieved.
B.
Mitigation Measure 4.3-2b: Reduce Fugitive Dust: Any time production of 810,363
tons (i.e. the Baseline condition) has been achieved within the previous 12-month period, the
Applicant Permittee shall demonstrate emissions reductions necessary to ensurethat PM10 and
PM2.5 emissions from the proposed Project (i.e. expansion of the Quarry operations) are less than
15 tons per year for PM10 and 10 tons per year for PM2.5. If the County finds that fugitive dust
emissions from Quarry operations have exceeded identified emission levels as detailed belownot
achieved the required reductions, production shall be scaled back immediately to the levels
identified in Mitigation Measure 4.3-2a(1) as necessary until required reductions are achieved
and PM emissions do not exceed 15 tons per year for PM10 and 10 tons per year for PM2.5.
Reduced production levels that result in emission compliance shall be maintained as long as
necessary until the Permittee provides documentation demonstrating that increased production
levels would result in compliant emissions. The Permittee shall Rreducetion of fugitive dust
shall be achieved through compliance with Item 1, and one or more of the methods listed in 2
through 5, below:
1.
Applicant The Permittee shall clean internal paved roads daily using a particulate
matter efficient street sweeper.
2.
Applicant The Permittee shall maintain chemical dust suppressant, equivalent dust
suppressant that achieves similar control, on the unpaved road surfaces as described in the
manufacturer’s specifications. Materials used for chemical dust suppressant shall not violate
State Water Quality Control Board standards. Materials accepted by the California Air Resources
Board and the US EPA, and which meet State water quality standards shall be considered
acceptable.
3.
The Permittee Applicant shall apply water to blast sites where and when feasible
prior to detonation.
4.
The Permittee Applicant shall limit speeds on unpaved areas to less than 15 MPH.
5.
The Permittee Applicant shall reduce on-site emissions by some other means (e.g.
surface moisture content performance standard, watering frequency, installing or utilizing water
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spray systems), or electrifying processes that require off-road equipment (such as automated
load-out conveyor systems to reduce haul truck emissions). Stationary source emissions of
particulates can be reduced by: installing baghouses to aggregate processing equipment;
installing bags with higher removal efficiencies in existing baghouses (such as the asphalt
plants); installing scrubbers; or, installing water spray systems.
6.
Blasting is shall be prohibited within 1,000 feet of vineyards during high wind
conditions. High wind conditions means when two-minute averageinstantaneous wind speed
exceeds 2025 miles per hour as measured using the methods described by South Coast Air
Quality Management District in Attachment A to the Rule 403 and the Rule 403Implementation
Handbook.
The effectiveness of this measure shall be demonstrated to the County by submittal of an
eEmissions cCalculations report that has been prepared by a qualified professional (at the
expense of the Permittee). The Emissions Calculations report shall be submitted to the County
for review in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as
requested by the County to demonstrate compliance. As necessary the County will either hire a
consultant (at the operator’s/permittee’s expense) or enlist the BAAQMD to assess
compliancesimilar to those in Appendix I of the DEIR.
C.
Mitigation Measure 4.3-3: Reduce Health Risk. The PermitteeApplicant shall
implement the following mitigations to reduce health risk at sensitive receptors:
21.
Using the Horsepower-Hour Log described in Mitigation Measure 4.3-2aA, the
following tiered approach shall be followed:
a)
Production up to 810,363 tons per year shall be allowed upon the Permittee’s
continued demonstration that 12% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
b)
Production up to 950,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon the Permittee’s
continued demonstration that that 44% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
c)
Production up to 1,100,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon the Permitttee’s
continued demonstration that 56% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
d)
Production up to 1,300,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon the Permitttee’s
continued demonstration that 5% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 3 or better and 72% of
horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
a)
Production up to 950,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon Applicant’s
continued demonstration that:
i.
The total excavated from Blue and Grey Pits combined does not exceed Baseline
amount of 45% of facility total and 12% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better; or
ii.
The total excavated from Blue and Grey Pits combined does not exceed 60% of
facility total and 44% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
b)
Production up to 1,100,000 tons per year shall be allowed upon Applicant’s
continued demonstration that:
i.
The total excavated from Blue and Grey Pits combined does not exceed Baseline
amount of 45% of facility total and 12% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better; or
ii.
The total excavated from Blue and Grey Pits combined does not exceed 60% of
facility total and 56% of horsepower-hours operated are Tier 2 or better.
23.
Reduce on-site emissions by some other means such as. For instance, control of
particulates by installation of verified diesel emissions control systemsa (VDECS) on an engine
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or several engines that operate within the Blue and/or Grey PitsQuarry may be sufficient to offset
necessary reducetions emissions from the overall fleet. VDECS are defined by the California
Air Resources Board and listed on the CARB website.
The effectiveness of this measure shall be demonstrated to the County by submittal of
Emissions Calculations report prepared by a qualified professional (at the Permittee’s expense)
in a manner that is satisfactory to the County for such a review. The emissions calculation report
shall be submitted to the County for review semi-annually and in the Annual Compliance Report
required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as necessary to demonstrate compliance. As
necessary the County will either hire a consultant (at the Permittee’s expense) or enlist the
BAAQMD to assess compliance.
If the County finds that operations are not consistent with the measures above, then the
Applicant shall scale back production until compliance is achieved. The effectiveness of this
measure shall be demonstrated to the County by submittal of emissions calculations similar to
those in Appendix I of the DEIR.
B)II. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
A.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-1a. Holly-leaf ceanothus (Ceanothus purpereus) impact
reduction.Implementation of the Mitigation Measure 4.4-1 by the Applicant would reduce this
biological impact to a less-than-significant level by providing avoidance where feasible,
requiring replacement of individual plants and enhancement of habitat, establishing success
criteria, and monitoring to ensure success criteria are achieved as follows:
a)1. Avoidance and Preservation. Prior to initiation of any vegetation or overburden
removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities, or quarrying or mining activities occurring
in any undisturbed areas (including any expansion areas), the Permittee shall revise the Mining
and Reclamation Plan (at the permittee’s expense) to clearly delineate and show the 5-acre
“Ceonothus Preservation and Replanting Area” required by this measure. The revised plan shall
be submitted to the Engineering and Conservation Division for review and concurrence to
demonstrate compliance with this measure. Avoidance and Preservation areas shall also be
established and identified in the field through the placement of signage that clearly identifies the
area(s) to be avoided so that accidental encroachment or removal of vegetation does not occur.
Sign design and locations shall be included in the revised the Mining and Reclamation Plan.
Through designation of a 5-acre “Ceonothus Preservation and Replanting” area within chamise
chaparral habitat previously slated to be designated as “Processing Area” (see Figure 4.4-4 of the
DEIR), direct and indirect impacts to approximately 42% of the mapped ceanothus plants shall
be avoided (i.e., 23 of the 55 plants will be preserved). This area shall also be utilized for
mitigation for potential direct and indirect impacts for the balance of up to 32 plants. There are
several plants that are not expected to be directly impacted, as they are within avoidance areas;
however, they are located on the edge of the existing mine and/or expansion area. Their close
proximity to the future mine face could result in indirect impact to these plants. Accordingly,
these plants are included in the impact calculation and mitigation is identified for them at the
same ratio as direct impacts.
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b)2. Plant Replacement. Each holly-leaf ceanothus plant shall be replaced at a 3:1
ratio within the 5-acre “Ceonothus Preservation and Replanting” area for the impacts to
approximately 32 plants. A total ofNo less than 96 individual holly-leaved ceanothus plants shall
be planted to provide replacement and compensation for direct and potential indirect impacts.
Since these individual plants are scattered within chamise chaparral area as well as a small area
of coast live oak, and with a plant width of approximately 3.5 feet each, the occupied habitat of
these 32 individual plants is estimated to be approximately 392 square feet. At a minimum, the
existing habitat is estimated to be double the occupied area, allowing for spacing between
individual plants (therefore, total of approximately 784 square feet, or 0.02 acres).
c)3. Planting Plan. A qualified biologist shall prepare a Planting Plan for holly-leaf
ceanothus for review and approval by the Napa County PBES Department 12 months prior to
any vegetation or overburden removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities, or quarrying or
mining activities occurring in any undisturbed areas (including any expansion area) where
Ceonothus plants would be removedand replanting. The Planting Plan shall specify plant sizes
and protection measures identified in item #4 below, methods of plant propagation/procurement
(i.e., plant salvage, propagation plan, etc.), habitat enhancement of replanted area, appropriate
planting densities, watering protocol (duration/quantity/schedule), and maintenance
requirements, and monitoring and success criteria identified in Item #5 below. The Planting Plan
also shall address avoidance and conservation methods (i.e., fencing, etc.) for existing individual
plants that are avoided by the mining footprint and designated processing area, or that occur in
the “Ceonothus Preservation and Replanting Area”.
d)4. Additional Planting Specifications. Replacement plants shall be from one-gallon
size or larger containers and shall be planted in the fall in clusters of 3 to 20 individual plants,
based on details provided in the Planting Plan. Mesh shelters or other equally effective measures
shall be installed around the plants to protect them from rodent damage and deer browsing.
Plants shall be mulched to enhance moisture retention and discourage weeds during the plant
establishment period, and the area immediately surrounding the plants shall be weeded to reduce
competition.
e)5. Monitoring and Success Criteria. A qualified biologist shall monitor the
enhanced habitat and plantings on an annual basis to ensure the replantings achieve a minimum
of 80% success/survival rate after three years, and to ensure habitat conditions remain adequate
to support target species. If the success criterion has not been met after three years, supplemental
plantings shall be made at the direction of a qualified biologist, and the plant establishment
period shall be extended for an additional two-year period, with additional annual monitoring
events. The PermitteeApplicant shall submit documentation of monitoring to the County on an
annual basis, in conjunction with the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of
Approval #2L, for a minimum of three years or until success criteria are achieved, including
survival rates, photographs, and a description of any maintenance or other pertinent issues
identified by the monitoring biologist. The monitoring report shall also include information to
illustrate the condition and location of any failed plantings.
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B.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-1b: Special-status plant species protection. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 4.4-1b would ensure that potential for impacts to changing populations of
special-status plants (CRPR) are reduced to a less-than-significant level by requiring
1.
The Permittee shall have a qualified biologist prepare (at the Permittee’s expense)
updated seasonally-appropriate plant surveys prior to initiation of any vegetation or overburden
removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities, and/or grading/ quarrying mining activities
in undisturbed areas (including expansion areas) that contain potential habitat for special-status
plant species. Since plant surveys are typically considered valid for a two- to three-year period,
updated plant surveys will shall be conducted on a phased basis as necessary within areas
anticipated for new mining and quarrying activities expansion/disturbance within no greater than
three years prior to planned ground-disturbing activities.
2.
If new or expanded California Native Plant Society (CNPS)CRPR sensitive-listed
plant species populations (i.e. List 1 or 2) are identified within areas planned for project ground
vegetation-disturbing activities within three years, a plant replacement plan shallwill be prepared
by a qualified biologist. The plant replacement plan will shall specify a replant/replacement area,
a 3:1 replacement ratio, methods of plant propagation/procurement (i.e., plant salvage if feasible,
propagation plan, etc.), habitat enhancement of replanted area, planting densities, watering
protocol (including duration/, quantity/ and schedule), planting schedule, protective measures
such as mesh shelters or other equally effective measures (and/or fencing) to protect plant
establishment from rodent damage or deer browsing, maintenance requirements, success criteria,
and monitoring to ensure success criteria are achieved. The plant replacement plan will shall be
prepared for and submitted for approval by CDFW and the county prior to conducting expansion
any mining or quarrying activities within the area of identified plant population(s).
3.
A qualified biologist shall monitor the enhanced habitat and plantings on an
annual basis to ensure the replantings achieve a minimum of 80 percent success/survival rate
after three years, and to ensure habitat conditions remain adequate to support target species. If
the success criterion has not been met after three years, supplemental plantings shall be made at
the direction of a qualified biologist, and the plant establishment period shall be extended for an
additional two-year period, with additional annual monitoring events. The Applicant Permittee
shall submit documentation of monitoring to the cCounty and CDFW on an annual basis for a
minimum of three years or until success criteria are achieved, including survival rates,
photographs, and description of any maintenance or other pertinent issues identified by the
monitoring biologist. The monitoring report shall also include information to illustrate the
condition and location of any failed plantings.
4.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance.
C.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-2: American Badger protection measures. Even though the
species is unlikely to occur at or in the vicinity of the project site, as a precautionary measure,
Mitigation Measure 4.4-2 addresses any potential direct or indirect impacts. Implementation of
the following would reduce Impact 4.4-2 to a less-than-significant level:
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a)1. The PermitteeApplicant shall retain a qualified biologist (at the Permittee’s
expense) to perform pre-construction surveys for American badger prior to initiation of pProject
activities including vegetation or overburden removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities,
or quarrying or mining activities occurring in any undisturbed areas (including any expansion
areas) that occur in potential badger habitat (grassland and low density woodland areas with less
than 2 trees per acre).
b)2. No more than two weeks before earthmoving activities begin within areas
determined to be potential badger habitat (grassland and low density woodland with less than 2
trees per acre) and that have not previously been disturbed, a qualified biologist shall conduct a
survey for burrows/dens and American badgers of onsite areas within 500 feet of new quarrying
or earthmoving activities. Surveys shall be submitted to the County for review prior to the
removal of vegetation or overburden, and earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities. The purpose
of the survey will be to determine whether burrows/dens exist within the area considered for
disturbance within that construction year. Surveys shall not be required for areas already
disturbed and/or where there is not American badger habitat present.
c)3. If occupied burrows are found during pre-construction surveys, the biologist shall
consult with CDFW and the County to determine whether the pProject activities would adversely
disrupt the breeding activity of the badger.
d)4. If the biologist determines that construction activities would disrupt breeding
activity, the PermitteeApplicant shall ensure that occupied areas are avoided from March through
August. Implementation of project activities within 500 feet of onsite occupied burrows during
this time shall be delayed until a qualified biologist can determine that juvenile badgers are selfsufficient enough to move from their natal burrow and avoid project activities. Documentation
shall be provided to the County Department of Planning, Building and Environmental Services.
5.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance.

D.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-3: Special-status bird species protection. Consistent with and
pursuant to California Department of Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5, The
Permittee shall not disturb active bird nests shall not be disturbed without a permit or other
authorization from USFWS and/or CDFW. Prior to commencement of vegetation or overburden
removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities, or quarrying activities within any
undisturbed areas, the PermitteeApplicant shall retain a qualified biologist to conduct preconstruction surveys for raptors and passerine birds prior to vegetation removal conductedfor
Project activities occurring during potential the nesting season (i.e. February 1st through August
31st).
a)1. For vegetation or overburden removal, earthmoving, earth-disturbing activities, or
quarrying activities within previously undisturbed areas (including areas of grassland, shrubs,
and trees) occurring between February 1st through August 31st, a qualified wildlife biologist
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shall conduct preconstruction surveys for passerine bird and raptor nests (including off-site areas
with public access, excluding off-site private property) as follows: i) for areas that are not
adjacent to lands within the Skyline Wilderness Park Combining District (NCC Chapter 18.90)
surveys will shall be conducted within a 300 foot radius of earth-disturbing activities; and, ii) for
areas that are adjacent to Skyline Wilderness Park designated lands surveys shallwill be
conducted within a 0.25 mile radius of earth-disturbing activities. Because raptor nests may be
difficult to identify during the egg laying, incubation, or chick brooding periods (late April to
early June), an early season survey is recommended required if pProject activity areas are known
prior to late April. The biologist shall conduct the preconstruction surveys within the 14-day
period prior to vegetation removal and ground-disturbing activities (it is recommended that a
minimum of three separate days of surveys shall occur within that 14-day period).
b)2. In the event that nesting passerine birds and/or raptors are found, the biologist
shall consult with CDFW and the County to obtain approval for specific nest-protection buffers
as appropriate based on the species found prior to commencement of ground and vegetation
disturbing activities. Generally, a minimum 150-foot buffer is required around active passerine
bird nests and a minimum 300-foot buffer is required around active raptor nests during the
breeding and nesting season, or until it is determined by a qualified biologist that all young have
fledged. Nest protection measures shall apply to both onsite and offsite active nests that are
located within 300 feet of pProject activities. These buffer zones may be modified in
coordination with CDFW based on existing conditions at the pProject site. Buffer zones shall be
fenced with temporary construction fencing, which shall remain in place until the end of the
breeding season or until young have fledged.
c)3. If pProject-related work lapses for 15 days or longer during the breeding season, a
qualified biologist shall conduct another bird and raptor preconstruction survey and consult with
CDFW as set forth above in sections (a) and (b) before project work may be reinitiated.
4.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance, commencing one year from the date of approval of permit.
E.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-5: Special-Status Bat Species protection and avoidance. Prior
to commencement of any vegetation or overburden removal, or project or quarrying activities
within any undisturbed areas occurring between March 1 and August 31 that contain trees, the
PermitteeApplicant shall implement, at the Permittee’sApplicant’s expense, the following
measures:
a)1. The PermitteeApplicant shall retain a qualified biologist to conduct a habitat
assessment for special-status bat habitat within 14 days of pProject initiation or tree removal.
b)2. If the habitat assessment identifies suitable special-status bat habitat and/or habitat
trees, the biologist shall submit an avoidance plan for review and approval by the County, and
who may consult with CDFW if determined to be necessary. The avoidance plan shall identify
and evaluate the type of habitat present at the pProject site and specify methods for habitat and/or
habitat tree removal. Trees with cavities, crevices and deep bark fissures shall be avoided. Bat
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habitat/tree removal shall occur in two phases conducted over two days under the supervision of
a qualified biologist. In the afternoon on day one, limbs and branches of habitat trees without
cavities, crevices and deep bark fissures would be removed by chainsaw. On day two, the entire
tree can be removed.
3.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance, commencing one year from the date of approval of permit
Mitigation Measure 4.4-6: The Applicant shall retain a qualified professional biologist
to conduct resource surveys for any future trail relocation areas that have not been previously
surveyed as part of the planning process prior to construction. Surveys shall be conducted for
special-status wildlife and plant species and habitats that may occur in the trail relocation area(s)
and vicinity, and if any sensitive biological resource is identified, it shall be avoided. Trail
relocation in areas not previously surveyed shall not occur unless alignments would completely
avoid sensitive biological resources. If impacts to biological resources as a result of trail
relocation cannot be avoided through project design, then alternate segment alignments shall be
considered.
F.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-7: Wetlands and riparian communities. The overall goal of
mitigation for impacts to wetlands and riparian communities is that no net loss occurs.
Implementation of the following mitigation measure(s) would mitigate these potential impacts
through the avoidance and preservation, creation, restoration, and/or enhancement, the
implementation of best management practices (BMPs) to prevent and reduce potential impacts,
and the development of a detailed mitigation and/or restoration plan to offset loss of these
habitats that would monitor success and ensure that once mitigated or preserved, these habitats
are appropriately protected from disturbance. The result of these efforts, in combination with
compliance with the Clean Water Act (Sections 404 and 401), the state Fish and Game Code,
NPDES regulations, and local standards and policies, would be either avoidance of existing
features, or on or offsite mitigation as permitted by the regulatory agencies. Implementation of
these mitigation measures would reduce the impact to sensitive riparian habitats to a less-thansignificant level. To reduce potential wetland impacts, the PermitteeApplicant shall:
a)1. Prior to initiation of pProject activitiesy (i.e. vegetation and overburden removal
within any undisturbed areas)that may affect the areas identified as C1 and C2 in the USACEjurisdictional determination (USACE File Number 2009-00284N) through direct removal, the
PermitteeApplicant shall obtain a Clean Water Act Section 404 permit from the USACE. If a 404
permit is obtained, then the PermitteeApplicant shall also obtain a water quality certification
from the RWQCB under Clean Water Act Section 401. The PermitteeApplicant shall
compensate for the loss of wetland habitat in these areas to ensure no net loss of habitat functions
and values. If mitigation is determined by the County toOnsite mitigation may not be infeasible
due to lack of because there are no accessible remaining undisturbed areas suitable for wetland
creation, the County may approve a suitable offsite location(s) that are not already planned for
project activities. A detailed wetland mitigation plan (subject to approval by the USACE) to
provide compensation wetlands shall be required that includes a 5-year monitoring program and
reporting requirements, responsibilities, performance success criteria, and contingency
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requirements. At the end of each monitoring year, an annual report shall be submitted to the
USACE, RWQCB, and the Napa County Engineering and Conservation Division. The report
shall document the hydrological and vegetative conditions of the mitigation wetlands, and shall
recommend remedial measures as necessary to correct deficiencies. The compensation wetlands
shall be located within the same watershed as project impacts. In lieu of creating compensation
wetlands, the PermitteeApplicant may purchase mitigation credits from an approved mitigation
bank at a ratio of 2:1, or as otherwise approved by the USACE.
b)2. Prior to initiation of pProject activity (including vegetation and overburden
removal) that may affect sensitive wetland habitats in non- USACE-jurisdictional areas, the
PermitteeApplicant shall obtain permits as may be required by the RWQCB, CDFW, and Napa
the County, and shall replace wet areas, at a 2:1 ratio or as directed by the RWQCB, CDFW,
and/or Napa the County, to ensure no net loss of habitat functions and values. If onsite mitigation
is determined by the County toOnsite mitigation may not be infeasible due to lack of because
there are no accessible remaining undisturbed areas suitable for wetland creation that are not
already planned for project activities,. Aa detailed wetland mitigation plan to provide
compensation wetlands shall be required (subject to approval by applicable state and/or local
jurisdictions) that includes a 5- year monitoring program and reporting requirements,
responsibilities, performance success criteria, and contingency requirements. At the end of each
monitoring year, an annual report shall be submitted to the regulatory agencies. The report shall
document the hydrological and vegetative conditions of the mitigation wetlands, and shall
recommend remedial measures as necessary to correct deficiencies. The compensation wetlands
shall be located within the same watersheds (i.e. the Arroyo Creek or Cayetano Creek
watersheds/drainages) as pProject impacts or other suitable areas as determined by Napa County.
c)3. As part of the proposed Project, a 50-foot setback is included from the main stem
of Arroyo Creek for new pProject elements beyond the extent of existing roads and development,
thus avoiding impact to the riparian corridor along the main stem Arroyo Creek. The 50-foot
setback will be determined by mapping the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) of the main
stem (below 300-foot elevation) of Arroyo Creek on the pProject site. The OHWM and 50-foot
setback shall be flagged in the field for review and approval by state and/or local jurisdictions.
In two small areas, located in the southwest corner of the property south of the former
Grey Rock Plant (as shown on DEIR Figure 4.4- 4), the 50-foot setback shall be increased to
approximately 60 feet to avoid two small riparian areas (0.07 acres) that extend beyond the 50foot setback (see DEIR Figure 4.4- 4). The drip-line of this additional vegetation shall be flagged
in the field for review and approval by state and/or local jurisdictions.
4.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance, commencing one year from the date of approval of permit.
G.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-8: Invasive Species Management within Preservation
/Replanting Areas.
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1.
At tThe Permittee, at theirApplicant’s expense, the Applicant shall retain a
qualified biologist to prepare an Invasive Species Management Plan (ISMP) for protected native
perennial grassland areas (Purple Needlegrass Series) and replanted mitigation areas (i.e., the
Ceonothus Preservation /Replanting Area” described by Mitigation Measure 4.4-1). The ISMP
shall be submitted to the County Department of Planning, Building and Environmental Services
for review and approval within 12 months of the effective date of this permit. The ISMP shall
target invasive plant species either existing on the pProject site or that could colonize in the
future, and shall specify methods of early detection, management, and control of invasive plant
species to improve and protect onsite habitats.
The ISMP shall provide a list of target invasive species to be managed at the site with
Cal- IPC rating of moderate or higher for the Napa and Mt. George quadrangles and specify
success criteria for managed invasive species. Star thistle, medusa head grass, and french broom
are known to occur on a nearby vineyard property and shall be included on the list of target
invasive species identified in the ISMP.
2.
The ISMP shall be implemented by the PermitteeApplicant within 12 months of
approval of the ISMP by PBES to control infestations of invasive species onsite as needed to
minimize impacts of such species on remaining protected sensitive habitat areas. Targeted
invasive species identified in the ISMP may be managed by handpulling, local application of
herbicide, and/or light grazing, or other techniques recommended by the ISMP. Guidance
through managed grazing helps reduce fire fuel loads and, if timed properly, can favor the
maintenance and expansion of native plant species. Selective control of invasive species shall be
employed using best-management practices (BMPs) to minimize soil erosion, water
contamination, or non-target herbicide effects that could occur during implementation of
invasive species management techniques.
3.
All surveys, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure in shall also be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary to demonstrate compliance, commencing one year from the date of approval of permit.
H.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-9: Oak woodland avoidance, replacement, and preservation.
The Applicant Permittee shall, at the Applicant’s Permittee’s expense, compensate for direct and
indirect impacts to approximately 130 121 acres of native oak woodlands at a total mitigation
ratio of 2:1, including combination of onsite avoidance and preservation (see DEIR Figure 4.4-3
exclusion areas and 50 foot buffer zone along property lines), onsite replacement (see DEIR
Figure 4.4-4), and offsite as summarized in the table below.
All documentation associated with on and off-site oak woodland mitigation shall be
submitted to the County in accordance with the timeframes identified herein and shall be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
necessary at the request of the County to demonstrate compliance.
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Summary of Proposed Oak Avoidance, Replacement, and Preservation
Row Type
Acres
Notes
A
Coast Live Oaks Impact
130121 117.3108.3 direct plus 12.4 indirect for
root impacts
B
2:1 Ratio Mitigation Package
259242
Total
C
Avoidance and Preservation
136145 Buffer and exclusion areas onsite
(Onsite)
D
Net Additional Mitigation
12397
Rows B-C
Required
E
Replacement and Preservation
12
Onsite plantings adjacent to existing oaks
(Onsite)
F
Additional Replacement and/or 11185
Offsite
Preservation
G
Total Replacement and
12397
Rows E+F
Preservation
Project mitigation shall be accomplished through a combination of onsite avoidance and
/preservation, partial onsite replacement and/ preservation, and additional off-site preservation
(as necessary) in accordance with a plan prepared by a qualified biologist. The additional
preservation shall be achieved through onsite or offsite mitigation, in-lieu fee payment to the
Oak Woodlands Conservation Fund or through other mitigation activities consistent with Public
Resources Code section 21083.4 as developed and approved by the County.
1.
Avoidance. The proposed Project would avoid 136 acres of onsite oak woodlands
in the Exclusion areas shown on Figure 4.4-3 of the DEIR and as modified by the Permittee.
These areas shall be protected via deed restriction in a form acceptable to the County and shall
be recorded prior to the commencement of any mining activities in any previously undisturbed
area or any new vegetation or overburden removal activities within the Project area.
2.
Replacement. A site evaluation of oak woodlands on the pProject site prepared
by an ecologist mapped out areas that appeared suitable for initiating oak replacement plantings
(see DEIR Figure 4.4-4), and these activities would provide added benefit of enhancing the age
structure of oak woodland at the site. These areas amount to approximately 12 acres of suitable
area for potential onsite replacement for partial mitigation of impacts to oaks (additional onsite
suitable area may be available upon additional investigation). The oak woodlands evaluation also
concluded that planting and/or management practices could be conducted on site to enhance
seedling establishment, improve the age structure of the oak woodlands, and increase the
sustainability of the oak stands, although these activities can be a challenge to implement due to
long term commitment requirement, cost and labor intensive management techniques, and
remote nature of some of the onsite areas for access for maintenance.
A qualified biologist shall prepare an oak woodland establishment and/or restoration
plan, in compliance with state and local requirements and subject to County approval. Prior to
the commencement of any mining activities in any previously undisturbed area or any new
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vegetation or overburden removal activities within the Project area the Oak Woodland
Establishment and Restoration Plan shall be initiated and completed (i.e. all replacement trees
identified in the Plan shall be planted). Once the success criteria identified in the plan (as
described below) is achieved the Plan will be considered finaled.
The plan shall specify the location of a minimum of 12 acres onsite for oak
replacement/restoration (generally as shown in Figure 4.4-4 of the DEIR), methods of
implementation, plants or propogule source(s), watering (schedule/amounts/duration), and
maintenance of the oak woodland replacement areas, including measures to avoid deer browsing,
as well as a monitoring protocol. The plan shall also specify minimum success criteria consistent
with those identified in Section 6.3.2 (Planting Success Criteria) of the Syar Napa Quarry Mining
and Reclamation Plan and Condition of Approval #3C.
The Plan and documentation demonstrating planting and survival and success shall be
included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
requested by the County to demonstrate compliance.
3.
Off-site Preservation. An additional 111 85 acres off-site shall be permanently
preserved via easement or deed restriction or in-lieu fee payment to the Oak Woodlands
Conservation Fund consistent with Public Resources Code section 21083.4 as developed and
approved by the County. Off-site preservation shall be phased in as part of the Project. Based on
implementation of provisions H1 and H2 above the removal of approximately 78-acres of oak
woodland could occur before off-site mitigation is necessary. Prior to the commencement of
mining operations, or vegetation or overburden removal within any undisturbed areas (including
expansions areas), that would remove in total more than 78-acres of on-site oak woodlands (i.e.
those areas beyond oak woodland acreage covered by the deed restriction avoidance and
replacement on-site) the Permittee shall provide the County with an Off-site Oak Woodlands
Preservation Plan containing no less than 85-acres of oak woodlands for review and approval by
the County.
Off-site location(s) shall be located within the Napa River watershedNapa County and be
of like quality and habitat value as those being removed, as determined by a qualified biologist
and the County. So that offsite mitigation provides the maximum benefit to the area most
affected by the project and occurs within the geographic context of the Project, preference shall
be given to comparable oak woodlands that are located within the close proximity of the quarry
(i.e. within 3.5 miles of the outer portion of the project boundary).
In the event potential offsite preservation areas are determined to be of lesser quality and
habitat value relative to the areas removed from the project site, the County would may consider
an increase in preserved acreage beyond the required 111 85 acres to offset the inequity in
quality and biological value. The PBES Director will make final determinations related to quality
of oak woodlands and any increases in preserved acreage to offset any inequities in quality of the
preserved woodland.
If off-site mitigation is determined by the County to be infeasible due to lack of areas
suitable for oak woodland replacement or preservation, the County may approve, provided all
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other replacement and preservation means are exhausted, additional preservation through an inlieu fee payment. In-lieu fee payments shall be made to the County for the purpose of purchasing
and preserving oak woodlands within the Napa River Watershed or to provide payment to the
Oak Woodlands Conservation Fund consistent with Public Resources Code section 21083.4 as
developed and approved by the County.

I.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-10: Creek Buffer Establishment. Although the proposed
Project is exempt from County setback requirements for creeks pursuant to Napa County Code
Section 18.108.050(P) (which exempts earthmoving activity associated with mining and miningrelated activities conducted pursuant to and in compliance with an approved Surface Mining
Permit), it is recommended that the proposed Project implement a setback from the upper Arroyo
Creek/headwaters to protect both the upper reaches and the main stem of Arroyo Creek.
According to Napa County Code Section 18.108.025, for areas with slopes of 30-40 percent
adjacent to creeks (which is the average for upper reaches of Arroyo Creek), generally an 85-foot
setback would be required for development. The Syar Project is exempt from this requirement,
yet due to the nature of the future quarry face cut of 76 degrees, tThe PermitteeApplicant shall
provide a setback of a minimum of 85 feet from the upper reaches of Arroyo Creek and provide a
setback of a minimum of 60 feet from the lower reach of Arroyo Creek (as shown in Figure 4.4-4
of the Project’s DEIR) to reduce potential impacts on biological resources and functions
consistent with the measurement requirements contained in Chapter 18.108.025 of the Napa
County Code.
C)III. CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Mitigation Measure 4.5-3: Conduct Field Surveys for Historic and Archaeological
Resources and Avoid Impacts from Trail Relocation. Once the Skyline Trail relocation
corridors are selected, the corridors shall be surveyed by a qualified archaeologist retained by the
Applicant at the Applicant’s expense. Any identified potentially significant archaeological or
historical resources that would be directly or directly impacted by trail relocation and use shall
be avoided. The archaeologist shall identify, and the County shall review and approve, the
appropriate buffer area around the resource to ensure both direct and indirect impacts are
avoided. The size of the buffer area shall be determined by a qualified archaeologist based upon
the type of resource found and the visibility of the resource from the trail.
A.
Mitigation Measure 4.5-4: Avoid or Minimize Impacts to Unknown Historical or
Archaeological Resources. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(f), should
any previously unknown prehistoric or historic archaeological resources, such as, but not limited
to, obsidian and chert flaked-stone tools or toolmaking debris, shellfish remains, stone milling
equipment, concrete or stone footings, filled wells or privies, or deposits of metal, glass, or
ceramic refuse be encountered during vegetation or overburden removal or other ground
disturbing activities, work within 100 feet of these materials shall be stopped, and the
PermitteeApplicant shall, at the Permittee’sApplicant’s expense, consult with a professional
archaeologist. The Permittee shall notify the County within 24 hours of encountering any
cultural resources as a result of mining and quarrying activities and operations, and the County
shall inspect the site immediately thereafter to ensure the find is adequately protected.
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The archaeologist shall prepare an assessment report and recovery plan to evaluate the
significance of the find and identify appropriate mitigation measures as may be necessary if the
deposit contains significant archaeological materials. The Permittee shall provide the assessment
report and recovery plan to the County Engineering and Conservation Division for review and
approval, and those mitigation measures shall be carried out prior to any resumption of related
ceased earthwork or quarrying activities. The archaeologist shall also undertake data recovery of
the deposit unless the pProject can be modified to allow the materials to be left in place. Data
recovery efforts must follow standard archaeological methods and all significant cultural
resource materials recovered shall be subject to scientific analysis, professional museum
curation, and a report prepared by the qualified archaeologist according to current professional
standards, and the report shall be provided to the County Engineering and Conservation Division
as necessary.
In the event that the cultural resources identified within the Project area results in a
reduction or modification of mining/quarrying boundaries due to avoidance, the Mining and
Reclamation Plan shall be revised by the Permittee and submitted to the County for review and
approval.
Documentation of any occurrence that triggers the provisions above shall be included in
the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as necessary to
demonstrate compliance. The County Engineering and Conservation Division shall monitor this
requirement.
B.
Mitigation Measure 4.5-5: Avoid or Minimize Impacts to Unknown Human
Remains. Should human remains, associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony be
encountered during quarry expansion or during other ground-disturbing activities, the
PermitteeApplicant shall comply with the following procedures as required by Public Resources
Code section 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code section 7050.5. In the event of discovery or
recognition of any human remains, there shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site
or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains until the Napa County
Coroner has determined that the remains are not subject to his or her authority. If the coroner
determines the human remains to be Native American, he or she shall contact, by telephone
within 24 hours, the State Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC shall
assign a Most Likely Descendent (MLD). The MLD may provide recommendations regarding
the treatment of the human remains and any associated cultural materials. If the Applicant rejects
the recommendations and the mediation by NAHC fails to provide acceptable measures, then the
Applicant shall rebury the Native American remains and associated grave goods with appropriate
dignity on the property, in a location not subject to further subsurface disturbance.
Furthermore, the permittee shall notify the County within 24 hours of encountering any
human remains as a result of mining and quarrying activities and operations that the County
Coroner determines to be Native American. The County shall inspect the site immediately
thereafter to ensure the find is adequately protected. Prior to any further mining or quarrying
activities in areas where human remains have been encountered, the Permittee shall provide
documentation that they have consulted with the NAHC regarding the treatment of the human
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remains. In the event that the human remains identified within the Project area result in a
reduction or modification of mining/quarrying boundaries, the Mining and Reclamation Plan
shall be revised by the Permittee and submitted to the County for review and approval.
Documentation of any occurrence that triggers these provisions above shall be included
in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as requested by
the County, to demonstrate compliance.
C.
Mitigation Measure 4.5-6: Evaluation and Treatment of Paleontological Resources.
If paleontological resources (e.g., vertebrate bones, teeth, or abundant and well-preserved
invertebrates or plants) are encountered during pProject activities, work in the immediate vicinity
shall be diverted away from the find and protective fencing shall be installed a minimum of 50
feet from the exterior bounds of the find to protect it until a professional paleontologist assesses
and salvages the resource, if necessary.
The Permittee shall notify the County within 24 hours of encountering any
paleontological resources as a result of mining and quarrying activities and operations, and the
County shall inspect the site immediately thereafter to ensure the find is adequately protected.
Prior to any further mining or quarrying activities in areas where paleontological resources have
been encountered, the Permittee shall provide an assessment report and salvage plan prepared by
professional paleontologist for review and approval by the County. In the event that the
paleontological resources are identified within the project area that result in a reduction or
modification of mining/quarrying boundaries, the Mining and Reclamation Plan shall be revised
by the Permittee and submitted to the County for review and approval.
Documentation of any occurrence that triggers the provisions above shall be included in
the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as requested by the
County, to demonstrate compliance.
D)IV. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
A.
Mitigation Measure 4.6-2a: Supplemental Geotechnical Design Criteria. No new
buildings are proposed for the project. Therefore, no mitigation is necessary regarding potential
future impacts to buildings. However, berms and dams associated with detention/sedimentation
basins and other related structures constructed during the implementation and ongoing operation
of the proposed Project could potentially be subject to strong ground shaking and potential
structural failure.
The PermitteeApplicant shall not locate facilities on unstable slopes, to the extent
feasible. Prior to construction of any roads, berms or dams associated with
detention/sedimentation basins, or related structures, the Permittee Applicant shall, at the
Applicant’s expense, retain a licensed geotechnical engineer and, when appropriate, a structural
engineer to conduct a construction-level geotechnical investigation for the facility(ies). The slope
stability inspection reports required by Mitigation Measure 4.6-2b may be included in this report.
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The geotechnical investigation shall evaluate seismic hazards and provide
recommendations to mitigate the effect of strong ground shaking and unstable soils and slopes to
a level of avoidance of structural failure. The geotechnical study shall provide design criteria to
mitigate strong seismic ground shaking. The seismic design criteria shall take into account the
active faults in the Napa area and beyond.
The geotechnical study shall include an evaluation of unstable land in the areas of
stormwater improvements and road construction, including any areas susceptible to liquefaction
or settlement, and any areas that may contain expansive soils. The study shall provide measures
to repair, stabilize, or avoid such soils or slopes, and may include, but not be limited to:
 Removal and replacement of unstable materials in an existing landslide or in an actively
eroding area with a stronger material;
 Grading to remove loose material and provide an acceptably stable topographic
configuration by terracing, reducing slope angles, and reducing the height of cut and fill
slopes;
 Installation of drainage facilities, such as subdrains and dewatering wells to reduce pore
water pressure and reduce the risk of slope failure;
 Covering steep slopes with concrete or vegetation;
 Buttressing the slope or the toe of slopes to provide additional support to the slope.
Where buttressing is not feasible, internal reinforcement such as a pinning system or
lattice grid can be incorporated into the slope design to strengthen the slope;
 Retaining walls or other external applications to strengthen slopes;
 Placement of slope fencing or other material to stabilize rock fall from cut slope and
mitigate hazards from falling rocks;
 Removal of native soils and replacement with engineered fill materials not prone to
seismically-induced liquefaction or shrinking and swelling;
 Soil stabilization, such as lime treatment to alter soil properties to reduce shrink-swell
potential to an acceptable level; and/or,
 Deepening support structures to a depth where unstable soils are no longer present.
The proposed Project facilities shall be designed and constructed in conformance with the
specific recommendations contained in design-level geotechnical studies, including
recommendations for grading and ground improvement.
The geotechnical investigations and any associated documents or reports required by this
measure shall be submitted within 12 month s approval of this permit and shall be included in the
Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as requested by the by
the County, to demonstrate compliance. As necessary the County will either hire a consultant (at
the Permittee’s expense) assess geotechnical investigations and compliance.
B.
Mitigation Measure 4.6-2b: Slope Stability Criteria. A California registered
Geotechnical Engineer, retained and paid by the Applicant, shall conduct slope stability
inspections during excavation of undisturbed areas including the expansion areas. Inspections
shall be completed on an annual basis, at a minimum, as well as after heavy rain events
(precipitation falling with an intensity in excess of 0.30 inches per hour) or earthquakes with a
magnitude of 6.0 or greater. Inspections shall include mapping and movement monitoring of the
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slopes to assess the potential for project excavation, grading, and overburden storage to trigger
movement of debris flow and landslides. If a slope condition presents a risk to safety or the
potential for mass movement, repair measures shall be recommended and promptly implemented
by the PermitteeApplicant. This may include repair, stabilization, or avoidance of landslides and
areas of soil creep or possible debris flow. A memorandum summarizing the findings of the
inspections and any recommendations shall be prepared and submitted to the Napa County
Engineering and Conservation Division and Syar each year. Engineering recommendations for
slope repair or stabilization shall be approved by Napa County and incorporated into the Syar
Napa Quarry Mining and Reclamation Plan as necessaryproposed Project.
Slope stability inspection reports/memorandums and any associated documents or reports
required by this measure shall be submitted within 12 months of approval of this permit and shall
be included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as
requested by the County, to demonstrate compliance. As necessary the County will hire a
consultant (at the permittee’s expense) to assess slope stability memorandums/reports and
compliance.
E)V.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

A.
Mitigation Measure 4.7-2: Standard operating procedures (SOPs) shall be used
during the handling of hazardous materials for the operation and maintenance of vehicles
and equipment; and an approved Hazardous Material Business Plan shall be maintained
for the project site.
(a)1. Syar shall develop SOPs for the use of hazardous materials including fuels and
lubricants used onsite prior to implementation of the proposed Project including any vegetation
or overburden removal, mining or quarrying activities, or earth-disturbing occurring in
undisturbed areas. Quarry personnel shall follow written SOPs during onsite operation and
maintenance of all equipment. The SOPs, which are designed to reduce the potential for
incidents involving hazardous materials, shall include the following information and protocols:










Refueling shall be conducted only with approved pumps, hoses, and nozzles.
Catch-pans shall be placed under equipment to catch potential spills during servicing.
All disconnected hoses shall be placed in containers to collect residual fuel from the hose.
Vehicle engines shall be shut down during refueling.
No smoking, open flames, or welding shall be allowed in refueling or service areas.
All refueling, maintenance of vehicles and other equipment, handling of hazardous
materials, and staging areas shall occur at least 100 feet from water courses, existing
groundwater wells, and any other water resource to avoid the potential for risk of surface
and groundwater contamination.
Service trucks shall be provided with fire extinguishers and spill containment equipment,
such as absorbents.
A spill containment kit that is recommended by the Napa County Environmental Health
Division (EHD) or local fire department will shall be onsite and available to staff if a spill
occurs.
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A rinse water containment area shall be established outside the proposed creek setbacks
and away from any areas that could potentially drain off site or potentially affect surface
and groundwater quality. When quarry equipment is cleaned, only rinse water that is free
of gasoline residues, other chemicals, and waste oils should beis allowed to diffuse back
into the quarry area. No rinse water shall be drained to a septic system or discharged to
ground or surface water to prevent the release of hazardous materials into the
environment during operation and maintenance of the proposed Project.
To prevent the accidental discharge of fuel or other fluids associated with vehicles and
other equipment, all workers shall be informed of the importance of preventing spills and
of the appropriate measures to take should a spill occur.

In the event that contaminated soil and/or groundwater or other hazardous materials are
generated or encountered during quarry operations, all work shall be halted in the affected area
and the type and extent of the contamination shall be determined by the County Environmental
Health Division. Should a spill contaminate soil, the soil shall be put into containers and
disposed of in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations. If containment and size of the
spill is beyond the scope of the attending personnel, proper authorities shall be notified. The
Permittee shall notify the County Engineering and Conservation Division and the Environmental
Health Division within 24 hours of any potential soil or groundwater contamination that has
occurred or is a result of quarry operations.
(b)2. Syar’s has prepared a Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) for the Syar
Napa Quarry. The HMBP shall be updated annually as required by law. Syar shall amend the
existing HMBP inventory form for the Syar Napa Quarry, in accordance with state law, in the
following instances if warranted as a result of the proposed Project:
 A 100 percent or more increase in the quantity of a previously disclosed material; or,
 Any handling of a previously undisclosed hazardous material above the reportable
quantity thresholds of 500 pounds of solid, 55 gallons of liquid or 200 cubic feet of gas.
(c)3. The Syar Napa QuarryPermittee’s HMBP shall also meet the standards of the
Hazardous Material Business Plan and Emergency Action Plan (Napa County Department of
Environmental Management, 2008 or as amended) and shall be subject to approval by Napa
County. The amended HMBP shall include: an inventory of the type and quantity of hazardous
materials stored onsite; a site map; risks of using the hazardous materials; spill prevention
methods; emergency response plan; employee training and emergency contacts information.
(d)4. The HMBP shall also include a review of each chemical used onsite and a
determination on whether any substitution with less hazardous chemicals can be made. Changes
shall be made as appropriate. The hazardous materials inventory, site map, emergency response
plan, business owner form, and business activities form must be submitted to the County
Environmental Health Division (EHD). The Permittee shall notify the EHD within 30 days of If
there is any change in storage of a hazardous material or if there is a 100 percent increase in
quantity of a hazardous material previously disclosed in the HMBPthe EHD must be notified
within 30 days. An employee training record shall be filed onsite and may be inspected by the
EHD once every three years.
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(e)5. Waste oil containers shall be stored in secondary containments that include oilimpervious bermed areas or liners, retaining walls, and/or are stored on impervious concrete
floors. Waste oil containers shall be covered during rain events and shall not be stored within
any buffers, creek setback, or other exclusion areas. Waste oil containers shall be labeled “waste
oil”. The containers shall also be labeled with the following information: accumulation start date;
the hazardous properties of the waste (ex. flammable, corrosive, reactive, toxic, etc.) and the
name and address of the facility generating the waste. All waste oil containers shall be
transported offsite by a licensed transporter and taken to a waste oil recycling facility.
6.
The SOPs, amended/updated HMBP, and any associated documents or reports
required by this measure shall be submitted within 12 month s of approval of this permit and
shall be included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, and
as requested by the County, to demonstrate compliance
F)VI. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
A.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-1: Update Industrial Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan to address new land disturbance and operations changes. Prior to initiation of any
vegetation removal, earthmoving or earth-disturbing activities, or quarrying or mining activities
occurring in any undisturbed areas (including any expansion areas) construction and annually as
necessary, the PermitteeApplicant shall update the Syar Napa Quarry’s existing Industrial
SWPPP (WDID#228I005111) to reflect additional areas of land disturbance and changes in
operation resulting from the proposed Project. The PermitteeApplicant shall modify the SWPPP
as the project progresses and as conditions warrant to remain consistent and compliant with
SWRCB Order No. 2014-0057-DWQ197-03-DWQ, Waste Discharge Requirements for
Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activities Excluding Construction
Activities.
The updated SWPPP shall identify the sources of pollution that may affect the quality of
industrial stormwater discharges and authorized non-storm water discharges, and describe and
ensure the implementation of BMPs to reduce or prevent pollutants in industrial stormwater
discharges. The updated SWPPP shall also include monitoring measures and other requirements
contained in Order No. 97-032014-0057-DWQ. Implementation of the SWPPP shall include
reviews, inspections and or monitoring by the County Engineering and Conservation Division on
a quarterly basis. The PermitteeApplicant shall continue to compare quarterly monitoring results
to current and future EPA suggested benchmark levels ((i.e. Numeric Action Levels (NAL)
identified in Order No. 2014-0057-DWQ)) to determine the effectiveness of onsite control
measures and make adjustments accordingly. The Regulatory Benchmark Levels presented in
Table 4.8-2 of the DEIR shall be used as a basis for compliance where nNo discharges from the
site shall exceed 100 mg/l of Total Suspended Solids or 200 umho/cm (i.e. micromhos per
centimeter) of Specific Conductance2. In addition the pProject shall not result in a net increase in
sediment load. Quarterly monitoring reports shall be submitted to the County for review to

1

Industrial General Permit (IGP) adopted by the SWRCB April 1, 2014, effective date July 1, 2015: replaces IGP
Order no. 97-03-DWQ that expires June 30, 2015.
2
Source: Table 4.8-2 of the Draft Environmental Impact Report.
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determine compliance and corrective actions to achieve benchmarks and assess the effectiveness
of previously implemented BMPs.
Should ongoing oversight by the County Engineering and Conservation Division or the
Environmental Health Division show any exceedances of EPA Benchmarks that have persisted
for more than 12 months (that are not attributed to naturally occurring environmental conditions,
or background conditions), the Permittee shall, within 30 days of notification by the County,
implement additional or new BMPs to adequately address the exceedances.
The updated SWPPPs and any associated documentation, including annual monitoring
reports submitted to the RWQCB shall be submitted within 12 months of approval of this permit
and shall be included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L,
or as requested by the County to demonstrate compliance. Updated SWPPPs will be appended to
the Mining and Reclamation Plan as necessary in order to satisfy the erosion and sediment
control of SMARA.
B.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-2: Avoid depleting groundwater supplies or interfering with
groundwater recharge mechanisms including maintaining a 10-foot vertical separation
between final grade and regional groundwater potentiometric elevation. The
PermitteeApplicant shall maintain existing volumes of groundwater recharge and shall ensure
that a vertical buffer of undisturbed native soil/rock remains in place which maintains the final
grade elevation no closer than 10 feet above the spring season regional groundwater
potentiometric elevation. The PermitteeApplicant shall not excavate and/or mine material within
10 feet of the regional groundwater potentiometric surface to prevent the creation or expansions
of open water bodies subject to evaporation or springs which can drain regional groundwater to
surface drainages or creeks.
The proposed Project does not include direct groundwater extraction from the vicinity of
Arroyo Creek. However, excavation deeper than the regional groundwater potentiometric
elevation could allow regional groundwater to drain to the ground surface and be discharged
from the project area as surface water. In order tTo avoid depleting groundwater supplies in the
vicinity of Arroyo Creek (and all mined areas of within the Syar Napa Quarry) the grade of the
excavation shall be maintained at a minimum of 10 feet above the elevation of the regional
groundwater potentiometric elevation. This mitigation will preclude regional groundwater from
discharging as surface water and draining to the Arroyo Creek channel. To ensure that
groundwater infiltration/recharge volumes are maintained, pre-project (baseline) infiltration
volumes shall be compared with project groundwater infiltration volumes. If there is a deficit,
BMPs shall be adjusted or consumptive use of water shall be curtailed until groundwater
recharge volumes are greater than or equal to pre-project volumes. Pre-project infiltration
volumes were calculated at 685 acre-feet in the Arroyo Creek watershed/drainage and 442 acrefeet in the State Blue watershed/drainage, totaling 1,067 acre-feet (see Figure 4.8-2).
For the upper reaches of the site, this mitigation measure shall be achieved through a
combination of best management practices (BMP’s) that entail: managing recharge areas [or
detention/infiltration ponds] so that pre-project (baseline) groundwater infiltration volumes are
maintained, limiting the depths of excavation and or mining to 10 feet above the regional
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groundwater table and, limiting the depths of excavation and or mining near Arroyo Creek so as
to not change the flow path of the creek or surface runoff entering the creek.
For the lower reaches of the site (and any offsite interactions), this mitigation measure
shall be achieved by maintaining pre-project flow conditions in Arroyo Creek. These conditions
include the flow rates, timing of peak runoff, and volume of water in the creek. This mitigation
measure requires the monitoring of stream flow in the lower reach of Arroyo Creek. Impacts to
the amount of water and timing of peak flows entering the creek are managed through the use of
surface grading, surface cover, and detention basins.
The estimated regional groundwater potentiometric elevations presented in DEIR Figure
4.8-6 are based on a compilation of existing data which include well data on- and off-the project
site and observations of areas were regional groundwater appears to have been intersected by
quarry activities (i.e. State Blue Pit). It is expected that the actual elevation of regional
groundwater potentiometric elevation will vary from the estimates provided in Figure 4.8-6.
Adherence with this mitigation measure requires accurate and contemporary understanding of
the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation under the Syar Napa Quarry. This
understanding is necessary in order to avoid excavating into the 10-foot vertical buffer zone. To
accomplish this and to obtain the data necessary to comply with this mitigation measure, the
PermitteeApplicant shall provide Napa the County with an Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report, prepared under the direction of a qualified Professional Engineer or
Professional Geologist, that quantifies the groundwater potentiometric elevations during spring
of each year (when groundwater elevations are expected to be highest at the Syar Napa Quarry).
and through the following means:
1.
The Permittee shall monitor stream flow and pond elevation throughout every
year the Quarry is in operation. This information, along with publicly available climactic data,
shall be used to calculate the groundwater infiltration volumes quarterly, in a manner consistent
with Appendix J. The results of the monitoring and water balance infiltration analysis shall be
provided to the County quarterly and be included in the Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report.
2.
The PermitteeApplicant shall install exploratory boringspiezometers and/or
monitoring wells as required to quantify the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation in
areas of active mining prior to when theany mining excavation that will cause an increase in
mining depth beyond existing conditions and/or is likely to extend to within 50 feet of the
groundwater elevations presented on Figure 4.8-6. The results of groundwater potentiometric
elevation monitoring shall be provided to the County quarterly and be included inor the most
recent Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report which is required by this
Mitigation Measure. All excavation activity at the Syar Napa Quarry shall be conducted to
maintain a 10-foot separation of undisturbed native soil/rock between the finished grade and the
underlying groundwater potentiometric elevation as determined by the most recent Annual
Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report. Increased mining depth in areas that are
already at or below the groundwater potentiometric elevation, including but not limited to the
State Blue Pit, shall not occur.
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a) To determine the location, number, and timing of piezometer or monitoring well
installation that are necessary to accurately determine the groundwater potentiometric
elevation in areas of active mining, the Permittee shall provide a monitoring
piezometer/well plan prepared by a qualified Professional Engineer, Professional
Geologist, or Professional Hydrogeologist to the County for review and approval prior to
commencing any mining activities that would increase the depth of mining beyond
existing conditions. The monitoring piezometer/well plan shall also be included in the
Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report.
3.
To avoid interfering with the groundwater recharge mechanisms, the
PermitteeApplicant shall also ensure that any subsurface flow in fractures or soil that is exposed
or intercepted by the excavation shall be reinfiltrated within the same watershed boundaries. Any
surface water that is not the direct result of surface water runoff during rain events is shall be
infiltrated or directed to areas that provide groundwater infiltration onsite (such as project
detention ponds/basins) and within the same watershed and as depicted on Figure 4.8-10. Surface
water which is the direct result of rain events is shall be infiltrated to groundwater or directed to
the existing channels. Spring season monitoring shall be conducted by the Permittee concurrent
with SWPPP monitoring (required by Mitigation Measure 4.8-1) to visually verify that springs
and subsurface flow exposed as a result of mining activities is infiltrated back into the subsurface
before reaching the surface flow channels. If persistent springs are formed by mining activities
the owner/operatorPermittee shall hire a qualified professional to assess springs and provide an
evaluation to the County to determine if the elevation of these springs are part of the regional
groundwater potentiometric surface; if so, mining shall not advance further below this elevation.
4.
While no direct groundwater extraction has been proposed or approved in the
Arroyo Creek vicinity, the existing Well #4 could be activated for extraction or an additional
well could be installed. The extraction of groundwater from Well #4 or from any additional well
at the project site, including in the Arroyo Creek vicinity, shall be subject to the groundwater
extraction limitations of 140.6 acre-feet per year pursuant to Mitigation Measure 4.4-8 and
Condition of Approval #2D.discussed under Impact 4.8-4 which are related to the extraction of
groundwater from the Quarry Well. Any new groundwater wells shall subject to additional
environmental review pursuant to CEQA and modification of this surface mining permit.
Any monitoring reports, including annual documentation of groundwater
infiltration/recharge volumes and mining elevations in relation to the estimated regional
groundwater potentiometric elevations (presented in DEIR Figure 4.8-6), and documentation of
any exploratory borings and/or monitoring wells required to be installed or that have been
installed, shall be submitted within 12 months of approval of this permit and shall be included
within the Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report required by this measure.
Additionally, any documentation required by this mitigation measure shall also be included in
the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as requested by the
County to demonstrate compliance.
C.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-3: Avoid reducing the groundwater potentiometric elevation
by increasing consumptive use of surface water or surface occurrence of regional
groundwater as a result of quarry activities. The Permittee shall ensure that Aall water
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extracted from open bodies of water that are at the regional groundwater potentiometric elevation
shall be reinfiltrated in surface detention/infiltration basins within the same watershed from
which the extraction occurs (i.e. the State Blue or Arroyo Creek watersheds) or isit will be
considered a consumptive use of groundwater. This will prevent depletion of the groundwater
resource by consumptive use of water derived from open bodies of water such as State Blue Pit.
This Mitigation Measure 4.8-3 shall not apply to the draining of ponded surface water which is at
an elevation higher than the underlying regional groundwater potentiometric elevation, provided
the water is not used outside of the watershed it was derived form. Ponded surface water which
occurs in temporary low areas in active mining areas may be pumped to detentions ponds within
the same watershed for reinfiltration purposes.
As part of quarry activities, water may beis pumped from open water bodies such as State
Blue Pit for consumptive quarry activities such as dust control and other uses where the water is
not reinfiltrated. The volume of groundwater that is pumped from those water bodies where the
water surface elevation is effectively the same as the regional groundwater potentiometric
elevation (i.e. State Blue Pit) shall be considered part of the maximum allowable annual
groundwater use allocation of 140.6 acre-feet per year for the pProject. Consumptive use from
open water bodies such as State Blue Pit shall be recorded and considered a part of the
groundwater allocation in the same manner as the groundwater pumping from the Quarry Well.
The volume of water used to wash materials shall not be included in the quantification of
groundwater use if it is returned to the aquifer by reinfiltration. The volume of wash water
returning to detention ponds for infiltration is not considered in quantifying groundwater use
because it is not a consumptive use of groundwater.
To help ensure that groundwater infiltration volumes are not decreased, pre-project
infiltration volumes shall be compared with project groundwater infiltration volumes. If there is a
deficit, BMP shall be adjusted or consumptive use of water shall be curtailed until groundwater
recharge volumes are greater than or equal to pre-project volumes. Pre-project infiltration
volumes were calculated at 685 acre-feet in the Arroyo Creek drainage and 442 acre-feet in the
State Blue drainage, totaling 1,067 acre-feet.
Maintaining groundwater recharge volume shall be addressed by routing stormwater
runoff to existing ponds or new surface detention/infiltration basins that shall be constructed on
recharge areas to ensure that groundwater infiltration volumes are equal or greater than preproject groundwater infiltration volumes. To ensure that existing volumes of groundwater
recharged are maintained the Permittee shall monitor pond elevation throughout the year. This
information, along with publicly available climactic data, shall be used to calculate the
groundwater infiltration volumes quarterly, in a manner consistent with Appendix J. The results
of the monitoring and water balance infiltration analysis shall be provided to the County
quarterly and be included in the Annual Groundwater Elevation Monitoring and Use Report.
Monitoring reports required by this measure shall be submitted within 12 months of
approval of this permit and shall be included within the Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report required pursuant to Mitigation Measure 4.8-2. Additionally, reports
required by this mitigation measure shall also be included in the Annual Compliance Report
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required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as necessary or requested by the County to
demonstrate compliance.
D.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-4: Avoid depleting groundwater supplies by water reuse
and obtaining new supplies of additional water for operations. No additional groundwater
from onsite existing resources is available to accommodate the additional water demand of the
proposed Project. The Permittee’sApplicant’s maximum allowable annual groundwater usage for
the proposed Project all quarry operation and associated activities shall not exceed 45.8 million
gallons (or 140.6 acre-ft) per year. This mitigation measure includes metering to verify that
demands upon onsite water resources are not exceeded. This mitigation measure also includes
accommodating any additional water demands with a combination of water reuse, new water
sources or water conservation methods. Monitoring usage is preferred over monitoring the
elevation of groundwater in the aquifer because a number of occurrences which are not related to
the proposed Project can have an effect on the elevation of the regional groundwater elevation.
In order to documentmonitor the use of the existing onsite water sources, the
PermitteeApplicant shall continuously monitor, meter and maintain records of all water use at the
Quarry site. These monitored sources shall include:
1.

2.

3.

Groundwater from the Quarry Well, or any other groundwater well located
anywhere onsite or related to the project that could have a similar impact (i.e.
Well #4 and/or the Latour Court well);
Water collected from open water bodies in contact with the regional groundwater
potentiometric elevation (as identified in Mitigation Measures 4.8-2 and 4.8-3);
and/ or
Impounded surface water that would otherwise infiltrate to groundwater.

Monitoring reports required by this measure shall be submitted within 12 months of
approval of this permit and shall be included within the Annual Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring and Use Report required pursuant to Mitigation Measure 4.8-2. Additionally, reports
required by this mitigation measure shall also be included in the Annual Compliance Report
required by Condition of Approval #2L, and as requested by the County to demonstrate
compliance.
If new wells are installed and/or if existing wells (i.e. Well #4) are brought into
production, the extraction from these wells shall be included in the annual usage total. The total
of groundwater/surface water used for quarry operations shall be totaled and reported annually
monthly to the County. The annual usage will be compared against the baseline usage on an
annual basis. Any new groundwater well shall subject to additional environmental review
pursuant to CEQA and modification of this surface mining permit.
On-site water that is used which can be used non-consumptively such as a controlled
process were the water is used for sand washing and then recharged to the groundwater through a
detention basin would not be included in the total of water used for the Quarry if it can be
demonstrated through monitoringed and reportinged as part of the annual water usage report that
it is recharged to groundwater.
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The PermitteeApplicant shall also off-set additional water demands by reusing water and
increasing processing efficiencies. This could include gravel application to roadways and
production areas to reduce dust generation and the need for dust suppression by water
application. It could also include process revisions to reuse sand wash water rather than allow the
water to drain off as surface water or to allow it to evaporate in shallow ponds that have low
infiltration benefit.
If additional water is required for the proposed Project, the additional water shall be
obtained from offsite sources such as new wells outside of the MST. Off-site sources of recycled
water are available and water can be purchased from public or private sources. If additional
water sources are not available then the PermitteeApplicant shall reduce its production volume to
a level that the water use does not exceed the maximum allowable annual usage of 45.8 million
gallons (140.6 acre-feet) per year. Any new or additional water sources for Quarry operations
shall subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA and modification of this
surface mining permit.
The County Engineering and Conservation Division shall monitor this requirement.
Compliance of this measure shall be subject to Article VI (Enforcement) of Napa County Code
Chapter 16.12 (Surface Mining and Reclamation).
E.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-5: Reduce Potential for Offsite Runoff. The
PermitteeApplicant shall design and construct detention ponds in the mined watersheds to reduce
stormwater runoff volume, rates and sedimentation in addition to maintaining infiltration to
groundwater. The specific locations of these detention ponds shall be determined during the
development of the grading and drainage plans, as required by the County’s Surface Mining and
Reclamation Ordinance (Napa County Code Chapter 16.12). To facilitate this, tThe
PermitteeApplicant shall submit a final detailed design-level hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
within 12 months of approval of this permit as necessary or as part of the annual mining plan
(that is a component of the Project’s Mining and Reclamation Plan) proposed as part of the
project to the Napa County Engineering and Conservation Division detailing the implementation
of the proposed drainage plans, including detention pond facilities that shall conform to the
following standards and includes the following components:
1.
The project shall ensure peakPeak runoff in 2-, 10-, 50-, and 100-year storm
events during the years of active mining and at the end of mining shall not exceed is not greater
than under existing conditions. The final grading and drainage plan, including detention pond
designs, shall be prepared by a California licensed Professional Engineer. All design and
construction details shall be depicted on the grading and drainage plans (or SWPPP) and shall
include, but not be limited to, inlet and outlet water control structures, grading, designated
maintenance access, and connection to existing drainage facilities.
2.
The Napa County Department of Engineering and Conservation Division shall
review and approve the grading and drainage plans prior to implementation to ensure compliance
with Napa County standards. The PermitteeApplicant shall implement any additional
improvements deemed necessary by the County.
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3.
Once constructed, the drainage components, including detention ponds designed
for the watersheds, shall be inspected by the County’s Engineering and Conservation Division
annually to ensure they areand maintained per the guidelines outlined in the Sediment Basin
BMPs found in the Napa Quarry SWPPP. The PermitteeApplicant shall ensure that all disturbed
areas of the quarry are graded and maintained in conformance with the approved grading and
drainage plans or SWPPP, and are designed in such a manner as to direct stormwater runoff to a
properly sized detention pond.
4.
All calculations, plans, and reports required by this mitigation measure shall also
be included in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as
requested by the County to demonstrate compliance.
F.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-6: Update Industrial Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan to address hazardous materials spill response actions. The PermitteeApplicant shall
revise its Spill Prevention and Countermeasure Plan, Hazardous Materials Business Plan, and
Emergency Response Plan as necessary to directly address the potential for a spill or release of
hazardous material near or into a water body that is directly connected to the regional aquifer.
The revision shall include provisions for training in spill response and containment and
maintaining access to the needed equipment to respond to a spill. The revisions to the plan will
also contain provisions to eliminate or minimize the storage of hazardous materials in areas
which drain to portions of the project site where the regional groundwater is exposed. These
revisions shall then be incorporated into the SWPPP by summary and reference. The Permittee
shall provide the revised Spill Prevention and Countermeasure Plan, Hazardous Materials
Business Plan, and Emergency Response Plan to the County for review and approval within 12
months of approval of this permit.
Thereafter, any time the Spill Prevention and Countermeasure Plan, Hazardous Materials
Business Plan, and Emergency Response Plan is revised or updated it shall also be submitted to
the County in the Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as
necessary to demonstrate compliance. If the County finds that the Permittee has not revised and
updated the plan as necessary the Permittee shall have 30 days to submit the plans to the County
for review and approval. Compliance with this measure shall be subject to Napa County Code
Sections 16.12.600 through 16.12.660 (Surface Mining and Reclamation – Enforcement).
G)VII. NOISE AND VIBRATION
A.
Mitigation Measure 4.11-1: Noise Restrictions in Expansion Area North and East of
the State Blue Pit and Snake Pit (Pasini Parcel): To reduce noise impacts of mining,
quarrying, and associated operations the Permittee shall adhere to the following:
1. No aggregate mining activities operations shall occur between the hours of 106:00
PM and 7:00 AM in mining expansion areas to the north and east of the State Blue Pit
where there are residences not shielded by intervening terrain.
2. With the exception of blasting and the removal of overburden the PermitteeApplicant
shall: 1) Not conductLimit daytime aggregate mining activities operations to
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(between the hours of 7:00 AM and 1012:00 PM) in unshielded areas to the north and
east of the State Blue Pit or Snake Pit areas within 2,500 feet of the nearest sensitive
receptors (residences, schools, or trails within Skyline Park); 2) Ensure that noise
levels at the nearest receptor locations north or east of the quarry shall not exceed 50
dBA L50 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 PM and 45 dBA L50 from 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM.
3. The PermitteeApplicant shall utilize the following measures or equivalent:
a) Maintain acoustical shielding for receivers north or east of the quarry so that
existing terrain features provide the maximum amount of shielding for the longest
time possible.
b) Use the quietest available equipment when removing topsoil and overburden (e.g.,
well-maintained, modern equipment such as higher Tier engines, having sufficient
engine insulation and mufflers, electric or hydraulic powered equipment, or
equipment operation settings at the lowest possible power levels).
c) Conduct noise monitoring and maintain noise monitoring reports to ensure that
daytime noise levels from aggregate mining and operations within the expansion
areas to the north and east of the State Blue Pit do not exceed 50 dBA L50 at the
nearest receptor locations north or and east of the quarry (i.e. along the norther
and eastern property lines in the vicinity of the State Blue Pit or Snake Pit areas),
which are areas where monitoring sites should be located. Noise monitoring shall
be conducted daily for the first five years of the Permit: thereafter the Planning
Commission shall determine the extent of ongoing noise monitoring as part of
their Project and Permit review required by Condition of Approval #1F. Submit
nNoise monitoring reports shall be submitted monthly to the County
Environmental Health and Engineering and Conservation Divisions, or upon
request, to verify compliance. If and as necessary the County will either hire a
consultant (at the Permittee’s expense) to assess compliance or provide 3rd party
independent noise monitoring of the Project.
c)d)
Noise monitoring results shall also be submitted to the County in the
Annual Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L, or as
necessary to demonstrate compliance. If the County finds during annual
compliance review that noise levels of Quarry Operations are excessive, the
Permittee shall modify Quarry Operations or the Mining and Reclamation Plan so
that the noise limits identified herein are not exceeded.
B.
Mitigation Measure 4.11-2: Blasting Vibration Reduction Measures. To reduce
vibration impacts, the PermitteeApplicant shall:
1. Monitor peak particle velocity and peak sound pressure during each blast event to
ensure that vibration levels are under 0.20 in/sec PPV and air-blast overpressures are
under 133 dB(L) at sensitive land uses (residences and schools). Monitoring sites
shall be located along the northern property boundary and along Imola Avenue
adjacent to sensitive land uses. Blasts shall be modified to reduce the charge weight
per delay. The charge weight per delay shall not exceed 175 lbs. for blasting near the
northernmost property boundary (i.e. within 1,000 feet) to maintain vibration levels
below 0.20 in/sec PPV and air-blast overpressures below 133 dB(L) at sensitive land
uses.
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1.2.The effectiveness of this measure shall be demonstrated to the County by submittal of
vibration calculations/measurements and monitoring records for each blast event that
are satisfactory to the County for effectiveness review. Monitoring records shall be
provided to the County Environmental Health and Engineering and Conservation
Divisions upon requestmonthly, or as necessary at the request of the County, to
demonstrate and verify compliance with this measure. If the County finds that the
Permittee has not maintained the required vibration levels during blasting events, the
Permittee shall immediately lower charge weights as necessary, below the limits
identified above, until required reductions have been achieved.
2.3.Conduct stemming and burdening (filling the drilled holes with dirt and rock above
the explosive charge) of the blast holes to confine the blast charges into the ground
and to minimize acoustic overpressure levels.
4. To ensure that surrounding residence and sensitive receptors are aware of blasting
events, Syar shall notify the County, sensitive receptors, and surrounding residences
prior to blasting. The following uses/facilities shall be included in this notification:
Skyline Wilderness Park, Napa County Office of Education, Chamberlin High
School, Liberty High School, Creekside Middle School, the Napa Preschool Program,
the Napa Child Development Center, and the Napa State Hospital. The Applicant
Permittee shall request contact information from residences and sensitive receptors
that wish to be notified and provide notification at least 4824-hours in advance of the
blast. This provision will be included as a condition of approval should the project be
approved.
3.5.Vibration monitoring records shall also be submitted to the County in the Annual
Compliance Report required by Condition of Approval #2L to demonstrate
compliance. If the County finds during annual compliance review the Permittee has
not maintained the required vibration levels during blasting events, the Permittee shall
reduce charge weights as necessary to ensure specified vibration levels are not
exceeded. As necessary the County may hire a qualified professional (at the
Permittee’s expense) to assess compliance.
I)

TRANSPORTATION

Mitigation Measure 4.15-1: Transportation Demand Management Program. To
reduce cumulative traffic impacts, Syar shall operate its sales activities to limit the number of
new truck trips entering and exiting the quarry during the AM peak hour to no more than 50. A
dedicated Syar staff coordinator shall monitor truck trips in accordance with this limit and report
to the County annually regarding compliance. Additionally, it is recommended that permanent
traffic count and classifiers be installed within the public right-of-way so that reported trip
information can be verified.
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